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Abstract

Shearing is the process where sheet metal is mechanically cut between two tools.
Various shearing technologies are commonly used in the sheet metal industry, for
example, in cut to length lines, slitting lines, end cropping etc. Shearing has speed
and cost advantages over competing cutting methods like laser and plasma cutting,
but involves large forces on the equipment and large strains in the sheet material.
The constant development of sheet metals toward higher strength and formability
leads to increased forces on the shearing equipment and tools.

Shearing of new sheet materials imply new suitable shearing parameters. In-
vestigations of the shearing parameters through live tests in the production are
expensive and separate experiments are time consuming and requires specialised
equipment. Studies involving a large number of parameters and coupled effects
are therefore preferably performed by finite element based simulations. Accurate
experimental data is still a prerequisite to validate such simulations. There is,
however, a shortage of accurate experimental data to validate such simulations.

In industrial shearing processes, measured forces are always larger than the
actual forces acting on the sheet, due to friction losses. Shearing also generates
a force that attempts to separate the two tools with changed shearing conditions
through increased clearance between the tools as result. Tool clearance is also
the most common shearing parameter to adjust, depending on material grade and
sheet thickness, to moderate the required force and to control the final sheared
surface geometry.

In this work, an experimental procedure that provides a stable tool clearance
together with accurate measurements of tool forces and tool displacements, was
designed, built and evaluated. Important shearing parameters and demands on
the experimental set-up were identified in a sensitivity analysis performed with
finite element simulations under the assumption of plane strain. With respect to
large tool clearance stability and accurate force measurements, a symmetric exper-
iment with two simultaneous shears and internal balancing of forces attempting
to separate the tools was constructed.

Steel sheets of different strength levels were sheared using the above mentioned
experimental set-up, with various tool clearances, sheet clamping and rake angles.
Results showed that tool penetration before fracture decreased with increased
material strength. When one side of the sheet was left unclamped and free to
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move, the required shearing force decreased but instead the force attempting to
separate the two tools increased. Further, the maximum shearing force decreased
with increased tool clearance.

Digital image correlation was applied to measure strains on the sheet surface.
The obtained strain fields, together with a material model, were used to compute
the stress state in the sheet. A comparison, up to crack initiation, of these experi-
mental results with corresponding results from finite element simulations in three
dimensions and at a plane strain approximation showed that effective strains on
the surface are representative also for the bulk material.

A simple model was successfully applied to calculate the tool forces in shearing
with angled tools from forces measured with parallel tools. These results suggest
that, with respect to tool forces, a plane strain approximation is valid also at
angled tools, at least for small rake angles.

In general terms, this study provide a stable symmetric experimental set-up
with internal balancing of lateral forces, for accurate measurements of tool forces,
tool displacements, and sheet deformations, to study the effects of important shear-
ing parameters. The results give further insight to the strain and stress conditions
at crack initiation during shearing, and can also be used to validate models of the
shearing process.
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Chapter 1

Thesis Introduction

1.1 Background
Shearing is the process where sheet metal is mechanically cut between two tools.
Sheet metal shearing is common within several processing steps in the sheet metal
industry, including cut to length, slitting, end cropping etc. Shearing is a fast and
inexpensive method for sheet metal cutting compared with alternative methods
such as laser and plasma cutting. The constant development of steel sheet toward
higher strength and formability leads to increased forces on the shearing equip-
ment and tools. Increased knowledge and a refined process become important to
maintain tool life and achieve the desired sheet tolerances. Improved shearing pro-
cesses imply cost-savings in form of decreased need for finishing work on sheared
products, increased lifespan of the tools, decreased process downtime from tie-ups,
and decreased number of product complaints. Experimental data are needed to
understand and model the shearing mechanisms and also for validation of numer-
ical models of the shearing process. With reliable numerical shearing models, the
appropriate shearing parameters for new sheet metal grades can be found without
the need for time consuming and expensive live tests in the production.

Various shearing parameters affect the sheared sheet properties, for example,
the morphology of the sheared sheet, accumulated strain and residual stress in the
sheet, and defects in the obtained sheared surface. Accurate experimental data
that unravel the connection between shearing parameters and mentioned sheared
sheet properties is needed to improve the overall shearing quality.

Experiments on sheet metal shearing have been of interest since the industrial
revolution. Measurements of shearing forces on various materials, including carbon
steels, were performed already in the early 20th century by Izod (1906). Similar
experiments, i.e., symmetric double shearing with parallel tools, were done by
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2 Thesis Introduction

Chang and Swift (1950) in a study of varied clearance evaluated on force and
sheared surfaces. There is, however, still a shortage of accurate experimental
data, as noticed by, for example, Saanouni et al. (2010). In particular, the force
that separates the two tools needs to be further analysed. This force was measured
by Yamasaki and Ozaki (1991) but with friction losses in sliding guides and a low
stiffness in the set-up that results in tool clearance changes during shearing. The
same concept was improved by Kopp et al. (2016) for increased stiffness and with
compensation of friction losses through calibrations. Still, the stiffness is lower
than in symmetric double shearing and there is a significant risk of misinterpreted
forces due to changed conditions in the sliding guides.

1.2 Objective and scope
Based on the need for accurate experimental data, as described in previous sec-
tion, the research question is formulated as: “What are the requirements of an
experimental shear cutting procedure to allow accurate measurements of tool forces
and deformations in the sheet during studies of process parameters?”.

The aim of this work was to develop accurate experimental procedures for eval-
uation of sheet shearing, and thus gain an improved understanding of the shearing
process, including the influence of various shearing parameters. An additional
goal was to provide accurate experimental data to be used in future validations of
shearing models.

A symmetric experimental set-up, with internal balancing and accurate mea-
surements of forces, was therefore designed, constructed and evaluated. The set-up
features a stable tool clearance that was also continuously monitored during shear-
ing. Finite element simulations of a generic shearing process were applied to study
the influence of shearing parameters and requirements on the experimental set-up.
The effect of some important parameters, namely tool clearance, clamp configura-
tion and rake angle, on tool forces and displacements were experimentally studied
in shearing various steel grades, with strength levels from low to high. The digital
image correlation technique was applied to evaluate strains and stresses in the
sheet material; the morphology of the sheared surfaces was characterised. The
experiments were supported by finite element simulations throughout this work.



Chapter 2

Shear cutting of sheet metal

2.1 Shearing in general
Shearing is a process for mechanical straight cutting of sheet metal without chip
formation between two, against each other, moving tools. After the tools are in
contact with the sheet, penetration starts and the sheet material experiences high
shear stresses and ultimately failure. After a plastic penetration into the sheet,
cracks will start and propagate from both tools. Depending on sheet material
properties and shearing settings, the amount of plasticity and penetration before
crack initiation will vary (Wick et al., 1984).

Shearing is most commonly used to produce rectangular shapes and the sheared
pieces of sheet metal generally have fine tolerances and are used without further
machining. Material waste and energy consumption in shearing are low compared
to chip forming cutting and melting cutting. The work required for shearing are
commonly applied either manual, mechanical, hydraulic or pneumatic, where the
manual and pneumatic types are used for lighter shearing. High production rate
is featured by the mechanically eccentric shears but the hydraulic shears are more
flexible and adjustable (Wick et al., 1984).

2.2 Shearing geometry and properties of sheared
sheet

Fundamental shearing geometries are schematically shown in figures 2.1 and 2.2
together with the coordinate system used. The geometric properties defined are
sheet thickness h, tool clearance c and radius r of the tool arc. Tool displacements
Ux, Uy and tool forces Fx, Fy are also defined.

3



4 Shear cutting of sheet metal

Figure 2.1: Schematic 3D representation of the shearing geometry together with definition
of the coordinate system used. The bottom tool is v-shaped with the vertex in the xy-
symmetry plane.

Shearing of wide sheet strips generally includes the rake angle, created by
rotation of one tool around the x-axis or with v-shaped tools as shown in figure 2.1.
V-shaped tools have the advantage of maintained symmetry, since the sheet is
sheared from both ends of the tool toward the middle. Oldenburg (1980) concludes
that use of rake angle limits contact length and forces but distorts the sheared
sheets through additional strain in the material. To minimise the strains, thorough
clamping of the sheet as close as possible to the tools is important according to
Guimaraes (1988). Angles up to 2◦ are common in larger shearing equipment,
but angles larger than 5◦ are seldom used due to deformations that result in curl,
camber or bow of narrow strips.

Shearing parameters, such as clearance, clamping and rake angle, affects the
shape of the sheared sheet, which in turn is important for aesthetics, sharpness
and the tendency to initiate cracks. The shape of the sheared surfaces was dis-
cussed by Atkins (1981) and described with four characteristic zones: rollover,
shear, fracture and burr, as shown in figure 2.3. The rollover and shear zones arise
from the plastic deformation of the sheet when penetrated by the tools, while
the appearance of fracture and burr zones are determined by the crack propaga-
tion characteristics during fracture. Specific for shearing of high strength steel,
are a small shear zone and large fracture zone. Burrs and rough fracture zones
complicate the following processing through inadequate tolerances that may imply
additional machining and sharp edges that may damage equipment or even cause
injuries. Moreover, defects on the sheared surface may serve as initiation spots for
cracks in later processing steps. Numerous studies of the sheared surfaces exists,
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the shearing geometry and boundary conditions.
The moving tool and corresponding clamp have the same velocity v in the y-direction.
Reaction forces on the moving tool as result of the velocity v are Fx and Fy. Definitions
of sheet thickness h, clearance c, radius r of the tool arc and tool displacements Ux and
Uy are shown in the magnified area.



6 Shear cutting of sheet metal

Figure 2.3: Typical shape of the sheared sheet with characteristic zones shown on sheet
cross-section.

for example, the hardness distribution on the sheared sheet samples was studied
by Weaver and Weinmann (1985) and the influence of tool sharpness on the shape
of the sheared samples by Suliman (2001). Crack initiating voids in a heavily
deformed sub-surface region are identified and studied by Dalloz et al. (2009).
Characterisation of surfaces from sheet metal trimming is discussed by Wu et al.
(2012), where a method for post-shearing strain evaluation through analyses of
sheet micro structure, is developed. Further, sub-cracks in the sheared surfaces
were observed.

Local deformation during planar blanking was measured and studied with the
digital image correlation technique by Stegeman et al. (1999), and Tarigopula et al.
(2008) used the same technique to measure large plastic deformation during shear
testing of dual phase steel.

A number of articles cover the post-shearing deformation properties of sheet
metal, and to name a few of these: crack formation in post-shearing bending
deformations was studied by Weaver and Weinmann (1985); problems with cracks
in the sheared surface in combination with a subsequent rolling operation were
studied by Hubert et al. (2010); cracks during post-shearing stretch of dual-phase
steels were studied by Levy et al. (2013); and effects of rake angle on hardness and
post-shearing stretch-flange formability were studied by Matsuno et al. (2015).

Within most shearing processes, the clearance between the tools is adjusted
along with changed sheet metal grade or sheet thickness, and is generally specified
relative the sheet thickness. Clearance and clamping have large impact on the
shape of the sheared surfaces. Ideally, cracks will start at the curved profile of
each tool and meet inside the sheet. Depending on size of the fracture zone and
the materials desired crack propagation angle, Crane (1927) suggests that the
clearance is adjusted for the cracks to meet without overlap. Experimental studies
on blanking by Hambli et al. (2003) show that 10 % clearance should be used to
minimise the required force and tool wear. Observations in sheet metal trimming
by Hilditch and Hodgson (2005) show that both the rollover and the burr increases
in size with increased clearance, especially when approaching 20 %.



Chapter 3

Applied measurement techniques

3.1 Strain gauges
Strain gauges are used for strain measurements on surfaces and are based on
resistive change in thin conducting, usually metallic, films. Large resistance change
and compact physical size of the gauge are achieved through a serpentine form of
the conducting film, whereby a small length change of the substrate gives a large
length change of the conducting path, figure 3.1. When the gauge is correctly
mounted/glued on a prepared smooth surface, strains are transfered ideally to
the gauge. In its simplest form, the gauge measures strain in the direction along
the thin film paths and over the active length. Applied to a known material and
geometry, the results from strain gauge measurements can be interpreted as stress
or force (Korsten et al., 2004; Park and Mackay, 2003).

Modern strain gauges are highly linear over strain and temperature. An order
of magnitude of 10−3, or one millistrain, is considered the maximum safe strain for
most gauges. The relation between resistance change and length change is called
the gauge factor, commonly around two, and defined as

KGF =
ΔR/R

Δl/l
, (3.1)

where ΔR is the resistance change, R is the undeformed gage resistance, Δl is
the length change and l is the undeformed length. Further, the resistance change
from temperature is in the order of magnitude 10−4 K−1, and hence the resistance
change from a one kelvin temperature change equals that from a 50×10−6 change
in strain. Therefore, a constant temperature during the measurements or compen-
sation for the resistance change due to temperature is important (Korsten et al.,
2004; Park and Mackay, 2003).
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8 Applied measurement techniques

Figure 3.1: Simple uniaxial strain gauge with conducting path and alignment marks
shown on the substrate.

3.2 Wheatstone bridges
Small resistance changes, are preferably measured with a Wheatstone bridge, com-
posed of two voltage dividers with the same excitation voltage, UEX , as shown in
figure 3.2. When the ratio of the two voltage dividers, R1 to R2 and R3 to R4,
are the same, the bridge is balanced and the output voltage, U , is zero. For any
resistances in the bridge, the output voltage to excitation voltage ratio is

U

UEX
=

R1

R1 + R2
− R3

R3 + R4
.

With three known high precision resistors in the bridge, the fourth resistor value
can be determined with high accuracy by simple voltage measurements. Now, sup-
pose that all resistances can change and result in a voltage change ΔU according
to

U + ΔU

UEX
=

R1 + ΔR1

R1 + ΔR1 + R2 + ΔR2
− R3 + ΔR3

R3 + ΔR3 + R4 + ΔR4
,

and further that R1 = R2 = R3 = R4 = R and that all resistance changes are
small, i.e. second order terms are neglected. Then, the voltage change is simplified
to

ΔU

UEX
≈ ΔR1 − ΔR2 + ΔR3 − ΔR4

4R
, (3.2)

which is valid for resistance changes of a few percent, an order of magnitude higher
than expected from strain gauges (Park and Mackay, 2003).

Several bridge connections are possible for strain gauge measurements. One,
two or four gauges can be connected in what is called quarter bridge, half bridge
and full bridge connections, respectively. The remaining bridge positions are filled
with fixed resistors. Most straight forward is the quarter bridge connection, with
three fixed resistors and one strain gauge in the bridge, as shown in figure 3.3a.
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Figure 3.2: Wheatstone bridge.

From equations (3.2) and (3.1), quarter bridge voltage is written

ΔU

UEX
=

1
4

KGF ε ,

where ε = Δl/l is the strain. Half bridges are common in two different con-
figurations, either R1 and R2 or R1 and R4 are substituted with strain gauges,
figure 3.3c and d. Depending on how the gauges are mounted on the object to
measure, there are possibilities to cancel bending or uniaxial strain and double
the output signal. With the type 1 configuration, figure 3.3c, thermal effects
are cancelled. Sometimes the type 2 half bridge is convenient for single gauge
measurements where the second gauge is placed on a dummy object for thermal
compensation. Finally, the full bridge with gauges an all four bridge positions, is
always thermal compensated and has up to four times the quarter bridge signal
output. Like the half bridge, a full bridge can cancel bending or uniaxial strains.
For the not temperature compensated configurations, a three wire gauge connec-
tion will still allow cancellation of thermal effects on lead-wires, figure 3.4 (Park
and Mackay, 2003).

A shunt resistance, RS , as shown in figure 3.4, can be used to produce a
simulated strain for calibration of the measurement circuit. Any linear error in
the circuit after the gauge is compensated for with a shunt calibration. The shunt
resistor value should be chosen to produce a simulated strain with the same order
of magnitude as the expected physical strains, but a value 103 times the gauge
resistance is common. When connected in parallel with a strain gauge of the
resistance R, the resistance change is ΔR = RRS/ (R + RS) − R or expressed as
a ratio,

ΔR

R
=

−R

R + RS
,
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Figure 3.3: Common Wheatstone bridge connections for strain gauge measurements.
Shown bridges are, quarter bridge in (a), full bridge in (b), half bridge of type 1 in (c)
and half bridge of type 2 in (d).

Figure 3.4: Quarter bridge with three wire gauge connection and a shunt resistor.
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Figure 3.5: Cross-section representation of the resistive displacement transducer.

which together with equation (3.1) gives the shunt strain

εS =
Δl

l
=

−R

KGF (R + RS)
,

for the calibration.

3.3 Resistive displacement transducers
Displacement transducers exist in a large number of forms based on different tech-
niques, i.e., linear variable differential transformer (LVDT), optical, eddy current,
capacitive, potentiometeric, resistive transducers. Displacement transducers that
employs the technique of cantilever beam bending and resistive strain gauges ac-
cording to figure 3.5, combines large linearity and output with small body length
and diameter. In principle, the sensing shaft bends the internal cantilever beam
and the bending is measured with four strain gauges wired to a Wheatstone bridge.

3.4 Sampling
Generally, the measured signals are sampled in time for digital storage and post-
processing. The sampled signal is a discrete representation of the original con-
tinuous signal. Therefore, the sampling frequency should be selected to catch all
information required to reconstruct the original analog signal. Frequencies above
half the sampling frequency (Nyqvist frequency), cannot be reproduced and will
also cause aliasing errors, i.e. they are misinterpreted as lower frequencies. All
unknown signals must therefore be low-pass filtered before sampling.
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3.5 Digital image correlation
Digital image correlation (DIC) is a technique for analysis of image changes that
results in a displacement field of relative movements between the images. Any-
thing with random patterns/speckles can be analysed and, thus, the method has
a wide range of applications. Analyses of objects without inherent irregularities,
are still possible with holographic laser speckles or with painted speckle patterns
for use with white light photography. White light speckle photography and DIC
analyses are independent of physical dimensions and can be used to measure dis-
placements of any magnitude, as long as the speckles in the captured images have
the appropriate size of a few pixels. Originally, the technique was used to measure
in-plane displacements, but the extension to three dimensional measurements, in-
cluding the out-of-plane displacement component, is possible with stereographic
photography (Hild and Roux, 2006; Sutton et al., 2009).

With digital speckle correlation, the displacements are measured on sub-pixel
level and are not limited to the pixel size. The correlation is based on pixel in-
tensity comparison between two images and is generally made in Fourier space,
where phase shift properties account for the sub-pixel displacements, see for ex-
ample Sjödahl (1994). Accuracy in DIC measurements are covered in detail by
Sjödahl (1997). Each displacement vector in the field originate from correlation
of local interrogation areas, large enough to be recognisable between the captured
images (Hild and Roux, 2006; Sutton et al., 2009).



Chapter 4

Material characterisation

4.1 Sheet materials
Sheet materials used in the studies were the SSAB steel grades SUB 280,
Domex 420MC, Hardox 400 and Docol 1200M, with properties according to ta-
ble 4.1. SUB 280 a low strength steel, Domex 420MC is a medium strength
construction steel, Hardox 400 a high strength wear plate steel and Docol 1200M
is a cold rolled and continuously annealed martensitic steel. Mechanical proper-
ties were obtained from uniaxial tensile and compression tests, and sheet thickness
was measured on the actual sheared samples. It should be noticed that the final
SUB 280 product is cold rolled while the sheet used here was taken before the
cold rolling and, thus, has different mechanical properties and thickness compared
with the market product.

One purpose of this thesis is to present experimental shearing results that al-
low for validation of numerical models of the shearing process. In such models,
material isotropy is often assumed. To check whether this assumption holds for
the materials investigated, the degree of anisotropy was assessed from flow char-
acteristics in three directions of the sheet sample.

4.2 Compression tests
Since sheared materials are subject to large strains, a conventional tensile test for
material characterisation is insufficient. The materials were therefore characterised
to large strains with uniaxial compression tests. Cylindrically shaped samples were
used for their rotational symmetry that simplifies the strain calculations. Large
length to diameter ratios are beneficial to reduce the effects of barrelling caused
by friction between the sample and the tools. On the other hand, a ratio below

13
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Table 4.1: Mechanical properties in terms of yield strength Rp02, tensile strength Rm
and elongation A80, evaluated from uniaxial tensile tests of sheet metal grades used in
the study. The range of sheet thickness h for the sheared samples is also shown. Finally,
K and n are the hardening law parameters as fitted to compression test data in the
y-direction (thickness direction of the sheet).

Material Rp02 Rm A80 h K n
grade [MPa] [MPa] [%] [mm] [MPa] [—]

SUB 280 210 300 40 5.78–5.88 580 0.188
Domex 420MC 450 520 25 5.97–6.03 880 0.127

Hardox 400 1080 1260 7 6.11–6.15 1550 0.0345
Docol 1200M 1100 1240 3 2.04–2.05 1580 0.0321

two will avoid adverse deformation modes, such as, buckling and shearing. With
friction and barrelling, the deformation is no longer homogeneous. Instead, cone
formed zones with low deformation extends from both contact surfaces and are
surrounded by a hourglass formed zone with large shear deformations (Kuhn,
2000).

Before construction of the compression test rig, some possible sources of errors
were studied with FE simulations. Thorough centred and positioned samples are
important to avoid skew compression, inhomogeneous plasticity and underesti-
mated stress. Skew compression was simulated with an added radial displacement
of 0.3 times the axial displacement. The result is shown in figure 4.1, up to a
normalised displacement of 0.3. Expressed relative to the total compression force,
the error stayed below 2 %. Further, effects of errors in parallelism between the
compression tools were studied with a one degree tilt of one tool. The result in
figure 4.1 shows that the effects on the force, with the exception of the initial
rounding of the curve when the contact area and system stiffness increases, were
rendered as a shift error in displacement.

An increased friction coefficient in the contact between the sample and the tools
increases the amount of barrelling. Results, in the form of force versus normalised
displacement curves, from FE-simulations at various friction coefficients are shown
in figure 4.2. The frictionless compression resulted in a homogeneous deformation
with a throughout cylindrically shaped sample. At the displacements used, and
at a friction coefficient of 0.1, the relative errors as result of barrelling were below
1 % compared to the frictionless case.

Based upon the FE based study of compression tests, a set-up according to
figure 4.3 were built in a Shimadzu universal material tester. Cylindrical samples,
processed in the sheets x-, y- and z-directions as defined in figure 2.1, constituted
the test samples. The compression tests were assumed quasi static and the effects
of barrelling were neglected, i.e., samples were assumed to deform cylindrically.
Low friction was assured with polished and lubricated cemented carbide tools. In
all tests, the compression velocity vc was 0.01 mm s−1 and the system force Fc was
measured with a 100 kN load cell. In order to access the actual sample compression
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Figure 4.1: Forces at symmetrical conditions (named Original) and some common un-
symmetrical conditions during compression tests. The displacement is normalised against
the initial sample length.
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Figure 4.2: Forces at various friction coefficients between the sample and the tools during
compression tests. The displacement is normalised against initial sample length.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of the compression test set-up where the process
is controlled by the velocity vc and the system force Fc is measured with a load cell.
Machine stiffness is labeled kc.

velocity and accumulated displacement, the machine stiffness kc was measured
and approximated linear for the entire load interval. The sample compression
displacement was determined from the measured displacement ucm as uc = ucm −
Fc/kc.

Results from the compression tests are shown in figures 4.4 and 4.5. It was
not possible to prepare compression test samples in the x- and z-directions for
Docol 1200M due to a sheet thickness of only 2 mm. Instead, flow stress curves
for these directions were obtained with tensile tests and thus ends at considerably
smaller plastic strains.

With least squares regression, the acquired material compression test data was
used to fit parameters in a hardening law. The yield stress for the sheet material
was described with an exponential hardening law according to Hollomon (1945),

σY = Kε̄n
p , (4.1)

where ε̄p is the effective plastic strain and K and n are material specific parameters.
These parameters are presented in table 4.1 as fitted to the compression test data
shown in figures 4.4 and 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: Flow stress curves for SUB 280 (low strength), Domex 420MC (medium
strength) and Hardox 400 (high strength) materials in three directions obtained from
compression test data.
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Figure 4.5: Flow stress curves for Docol 1200M in three directions obtained from tensile
and compression test data.
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Chapter 5

Experimental set-up design

In this chapter, the work behind the experimental set-up, the set-up itself, and
equipment used for measurements are described. Although the experimental set-
up in general was the same throughout this work, some modifications were made
to the technique used to measure the tool displacements during shearing. Both
methods are described in this chapter.

5.1 Sensitivity analysis

Before the experimental set-up could be constructed, it was necessary to evalu-
ate the needed tolerances and precision for the measurements. Relevant input
parameters for further studies of the shearing process was determined through
consideration of measurability and reasonable input variations, and studied in a
finite element (FE) based sensitivity analysis.

The shearing process transfers input to output parameters as represented by
figure 5.1. Geometric input parameters and output forces are defined in figure 2.2.
In case of FE simulations, additional input parameters like mesh, mass scaling
and other non-physical parameters are added. With exception of the rake angle,
all parameters was studied with a plane strain model. With parallel tools and
suppression of surface effects through large sheet width to thickness ratio, plane
strain was assumed to be representative for the process.

Primarily, the simulations were evaluated through resultant forces on the tools,
but the sheet material strain field was also considered although representing a more
subjective quantity, hard to quantify.

19
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Figure 5.1: Block representation of the shearing process, listing main input parameters
and considered output parameters.

5.2 Finite element model

During the design phase, FE simulations performed with LS-DYNA1 were used
frequently for sensitivity analyses of characteristic sheering and also for dimen-
sioning of the experimental set-up. Most of the FE simulations utilised a 2D plane
strain model with geometry and boundary conditions according to figure 2.2, but a
three dimensional (3D) model with similar boundary conditions was used to study
the rake angle and the deformations on the sheet surface. Sheet and tools were
coarsely meshed except in vicinity of the curved tool profile, where the mesh was
denser in order to resolve the curved tool profile itself and gradients in state vari-
ables, as shown in figures 5.2 and 5.3 for the plane strain model and in figure 5.4
for the 3D model. Four-noded and fully integrated plane strain elements were
used in the 2D model and eight-noded fully integrated selective reduced solid ele-
ments were used in the 3D model. Adaptive remeshing of the plastically deformed
zone was applied in the plane strain model to prevent severe element distortion
at large tool penetrations. The applied adaptive remeshing introduces transfer
errors, originating from lost element peak stress during interpolation and remap-
ping to the new mesh (Torigaki and Kikuchi, 1992). These errors are, however,
considered smaller than the numerical errors from distorted elements. Due to the
absence of adaptive remeshing algorithms for 3D elements, that model was useful
only for small tool penetrations. Contacts were modeled with surface to surface
formulation and, except for the friction study, the assumed friction coefficient was
0.1 concerning both static and dynamic friction. The tools were considered elastic
and an isotropic elastic-plastic material with Hollomon’s exponential hardening

1LS-DYNA is a commercial general-purpose finite element program by Livermore Software
Technology Corporation (LSTC)
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Figure 5.2: The undeformed mesh for the sheet, tools and clamps.

law, Eq. (4.1), was assumed constitutive for the sheet metal. Poisson’s ratio equal
to 0.3 and Young’s modulus equal to 210 GPa were used as elastic parameters for
all materials.

All simulations were displacement controlled. Except for the velocity study, all
simulations were run at constant acceleration of 100 mm s−2. Besides the numerical
advantages of avoiding steps in velocity, the constant acceleration was anticipated
to coincide rather well with general experimental conditions, where the shears are
driven by a hydraulic press. Since no rate or temperature effects in the material
were modelled, this approximation was sufficient. For the current purpose of
describing the plastic phase of the shearing, modelling of fracture was not needed
and all simulations were terminated at a specified tool displacement.

In explicit FE simulations the smallest stable time step is determined by the
smallest element size and the acoustic wave velocity to allow the highest frequency
waves to propagate, that is, Δt ∼ l/c, where l is the smallest element length and c is
the wave velocity. The velocity of waves in solid materials is cp =

√
(K + 4G/3)/ρ

or cs =
√

G/ρ for pressure and shear waves respectively, where K is the bulk mod-
ulus, G is the shear modulus and ρ is the density. Consequently, the time step and
thus the simulation time is reduced if the density is increased with artificial mass,
which is called mass scaling. When applying mass scaling it should be observed
that the results of a dynamic simulation may be affected through increased inertia
forces F = ma, where m is the mass and a is the acceleration.
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Figure 5.3: Close-up figure of the mesh at the shearing area.

Figure 5.4: 3D mesh for the shearing area.
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Although the plane strain models have a manageable (around 104) number of
elements, a small explicit time step in the smallest elements, makes mass scaling
necessary for a realistic simulation run time. The performed sensitivity analyses
showed that the effects of the applied mass scaling was negligible.

The FE model was tested for convergence through refined elements size, num-
ber of remesh steps, and amount of mass scaling. Further, when experimental
data became available, measured and simulated tool forces were compared for a
validation of the FE model. Such comparisons were presented in Papers A and E.
The forces were slightly overestimated by the FE model, at least at larger tool
displacements. Possible reasons include an incorrect material yield strength and
hardening, and also the friction coefficient between sheet and tools. The materials
were characterised by accurate compression tests, but only data from the thick-
ness direction were used for the isotropic model and there was no perfect fit of the
exponential hardening law to the compression test data. The friction coefficient
was studied in the sensitivity analyses and had large effects on the tool forces. An
increased friction coefficient resulted in largely increased Fx and also increased Fy

along with the tool displacement.

5.3 Characteristic shear simulations
Typically, the force-displacement curves from shearing simulations show an ini-
tially linear force rise when the sheet deformation is mostly elastic with small
plastic deformations close to the curved tool profile. Next, comes a gradual level
out of forces when plastic zones grow inwards from both tools and form a continu-
ous plastic shear zone through the sheet. After the formation of throughout plastic
shear zones, the force curve shapes are largely dependent on material hardening.
When the tool penetrations became significant, there is less material between the
tools that can carry load, and the required force, Fy, decreases.

5.4 Summary of sensitivity analyses in plane
strain

Clearance is an important parameter that influenced the tool forces already at
small variations, with an increased maximum Fy along with decreased clearance.
Clamping drastically changed the shearing conditions with larger Fy and smaller
Fx as result when shearing with both strip ends clamped, as compared to one.
The friction coefficient had large impact on the forces, where an increased Fx

along with an increased friction coefficient was the most obvious. While Fy scaled
proportional to sheet thickness, the effects on Fx was more complex and was seen
to decrease with increased sheet thickness at large penetrations. Further, Fy was
insensitive to radius changes of the arc on the tool edges, while Fx increased with
increased radius. A study of the flow stress model, showed that the Fy was most
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dependent on small strain flow stress at small penetrations and most dependent
on large strain flow stress at large penetrations. Although changes to element
size resulted in strain gradient changes close to the contact between sheet and
tools, the effects on forces were negligible as long as tool radii are resolved. More
results, in the form of force-displacement curves, from these sensitivity analyses
are presented in Paper A.

5.5 Sensitivity analyses in 3D
The purpose of the following analyses was to evaluate the validity of the plane
strain approximation concerning strains on the sheet surface and the interior ma-
terial, and to evaluate a model that predicts tool forces at shearing with angled
tools based on forces measured at parallel tools. This model is thorough covered
by Paper C but, to summarise, the force intensity at a given tool penetration
when shearing with angled tools and parallel tools was assumed to be equal. The
force was then integrated along the active shearing zone, which resulted in the
tool force, F θ(U), at a given rake angle, θ, at a total tool displacement, U , as

F θ(U) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

2
tan θ

∫ U

0
P (u)du : 0 < U < uf

2
tan θ

∫ uf

0
P (u)du : uf ≤ U ≤ w tan θ

2
tan θ

∫ uf

U−w tan θ

P (u)du : w tan θ < U < w tan θ + uf

, (5.1)

where P (u) is the force per sheet width, w, unit obtained from shearing with
parallel tools. Lower case letter u is the penetration of the tool into the sheet
and uf is the penetration at fracture. Different integration limits for the three
intervals of total tool displacement, U , are needed since the active shearing zone
is growing, constant and declining for the three intervals respectively.

Only the first stage described by Eq. (5.1), before crack initiation, is pos-
sible to model without fracture included. Therefore a simple maximum plastic
strain fracture criteria was used in both the plane strain and 3D model. Since
element distortion quickly becomes a problem in the 3D model with lack of adap-
tive remeshing, a low plastic strain limit, representative for a brittle material, was
selected. Still, the 3D simulations were stopped before stage three in Eq. (5.1) was
reached.

Three rake angles, 1◦, 2◦ and 4◦ were studied and the resulting forces are
presented in figure 5.5. For easy comparison, forces calculated with Eq. (5.1) from
plane strain simulations and forces from 3D simulations are presented in the same
plot. According to the 3D simulations, the z-directional force component, Fz, was
small compared to Fx and Fy at small rake angles, but the Fz to Fx or Fy ratio
rapidly increased with increased rake angle.
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Figure 5.5: Tool force versus tool displacement components from plane strain and 3D
simulations at rake angles between 1◦ and 4◦.

Because of the primitive fracture model and the mesh distortion at displace-
ments close to fracture, the forces in figure 5.5 are most accurate at small displace-
ments and are not reliable after fracture starts. Coincidentally, the agreement
between forces from plane strain and 3D simulations was good at small displace-
ments, especially at low rake angles where the plane strain approximation is more
valid. The agreement in force persisted to larger tool displacements in case of Fy

compared with Fx.

In terms of maximum force, the 3D simulations result in largest Fy and plane
strain simulations result in largest Fx. Possibly, the relative change in Fx from
loss of wedge when elements are eroded, is larger than the relative change in Fy

from loss of load carrying ability.
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(a)

3D, surface

(b)

3D, interior

(c)

plane strain

Figure 5.6: Fringe plots of effective strain from (a) the surface of a 3D FE simulation,
(b) inside the sheet of the same 3D simulation, and (c) a plane strain FE simulation.
The plots were obtained at equal tool displacement |Uy|.

Effective strains from FE simulations at the surface and interior of a 3D sim-
ulation with parallel tools (zero rake angle), and at plane strain are shown in fig-
ure 5.6. Due to element distortion in the 3D model, where no adaptive remeshing
was applied, the strain field comparison was done at moderate tool displacement.
The similar appearance of the strain fields in figure 5.6 suggest that the effective
strain on the surface and inside the material are comparable. This observation
implies that strains on the sheet surface are representative for the interior strains
and that plane strain simulations are a good approximation also for the surface in
terms of effective strain.

5.6 Construction

Experimental set-up requirements were formulated based on the observed magni-
tude of the force changes as result of perturbed input parameters in the sensitivity
analyses. To allow studies of important shearing parameters, a relative change in
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force of 1 % must be distinguished. Since a clearance change of one percentage
point results in approximately 1 % change in forces, the target experimental clear-
ance stability was an order of magnitude lower, i.e. the clearance should remain
within a few micro metres at the considered sheet thickness.

Tool clearance stability and accuracy in force measurements are identified as
weaknesses in industrial applications. In experimental set-ups, wise use of sliding
guides can accomplish sufficient clearance stability, but guides are always associ-
ated with friction losses and will impinge the force measurements. With sliding
guides disqualified, internal cancellation of the x-directional force component with
symmetry, was the viable solution identified. Hence, a symmetric experimental
set-up, figure 5.7, was designed and built. The constructed symmetric set-up uses
four tools, where forces are measured on the inner two and clearance is changed
with shims behind the two outer. Analogies to blanking are seen if the outer tools
are considered the die and the inner tools the punch. For simplicity, consider a
rectangular punch and die configuration with a sheet strip across. Minimal stiff-
ness and clearance stability are sacrificed when the two inner tools are separated
by a strut to allow measurement of Fx, that is important in shearing and of inter-
est to measure. For reference, the strut elastic shortening is 7 μm at 40 kN load.
Further, Fy is measured in the pillars above respectively inner tool. All cross sec-
tion areas of the pipes and the strut were dimensioned as a compromise between
safety against plasticity, good strain measurability and low elastic shortening of
the strut. Based on the Fy to Fx ratio received in the sensitivity analyses, iterative
FE-simulations of the experimental set-up were used for positioning the tools rel-
ative to pillars and strut, to avoid tool rotation due to pillar bending. Figure 5.8
shows the final tool position with corresponding stresses as result of applied loads
Fx and Fy taken from respectively maximum value in the FE simulations.

Tools made of Vanadis 4 Extra2 were prepared with a curvature on the shearing
edge and thereafter polished. The radius was verified through measurements with
an optical profilometer which showed that the radius was 220 ± 5 μm. During
shearing, the tool surfaces were plentifully lubricated with grease3, in order to
achieve consistent and repeatable contact conditions.

Clamps were available for both ends of the sheet samples. The clamps were
machined for a distinct contact with the sheet approximately 20 mm from the tool
edges.

5.7 Measuring equipment
Absence of external contacts in the elaborated experimental set-up, enabled ac-
curate measurement of forces without interfering friction, through strain gauge
measurements on the pillars and the strut. The y-directional force, Fy, was mea-
sured individually for the two symmetry sides, while the x-directional force, Fx,

2Powder metallurgical cold work tool steel, produced by Uddeholms AB
3Shell Nerita Grease HV, industrial grease with zinc additives
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Figure 5.7: Schematic front view of the experimental set-up showing strain gauge posi-
tions as black squares. Sheet strips are clamped on both sides.

was equal by design. With large length to cross section ratio for the pipes and the
strut, linear stress distributions over the cross section, according to Saint-Venant’s
principle, were ensured. Regarding the strut, a large length to cross section ra-
tio was achieved through introduction of gaps, as shown in figures 5.7 and 5.8,
resulting in four beam-like parts with equal and square cross-sections. The FE-
simulation in figure 5.8 confirms the assumption of linear stress distribution over
the pipes and strut cross sections that is important for later strain measurements
and calculations. Slender pillars also imply that less force is absorbed by the pillars
in cantilever mode, here, less than 1 % of Fx.

At instrumented pillar cross-sections, three strain gauges are oriented for axial
strain measurement and individually placed around the pillar circumference with
120◦ separation, as illustrated in figures 5.7 and 5.9. Quarter bridges, figure 5.10,
and sampling to separate channels allow bending estimation in addition to mean
normal strain measurement. The quarter bridge voltage is U = 1

4 UDCεg, where
UDC is supply voltage, ε is strain and g is the gauge factor. With respect to
quantities defined in figure 5.9, the strain in each of the three gauges are composed
of a normal component εN , and two bending components εx and εz from bending
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Figure 5.8: Simulated x-directional stress (left) and y-directional stress (right) in the
experimental set-up under applied loads Fx and Fy taken from FE simulations of the
shearing. Only half the symmetric set-up is simulated and both top and bottom plates
are assumed to rest at rigid bodies. Fringe stress levels are in MPa.

around the x- and z-axes respectively. Further, a geometric approach yield
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

ε1 = εN + εx
1 + εz

1 = εN + εz

ε2 = εN + εx
2 + εz

2 = εN +
√

3
2

εx − 1
2

εz

ε3 = εN + εx
3 + εz

3 = εN −
√

3
2

εx − 1
2

εz

,

which can be rewritten to obtain the normal strain as

εN =
1
3

(ε1 + ε2 + ε3) ,

and the outer fibre pipe strains from bending as⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

εx =
1√
3

(ε2 − ε3)

εz =
1
3

(2ε1 − ε2 − ε3)
,

respectively.
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Figure 5.9: Definitions of pipe gauge positions and pipe strains. The three gauges, shown
as squares, are separated 120 degrees from each other and gauge number one are aligned
to the x-axis.

Strain measurements on the strut are bending compensated through half bridge
connection of the opposite facing gauges, as shown in figure 5.10. The half bridge
voltage is U = 1

2 UDCεN g, where strain εN is the bending compensated normal
strain. Further, the axial strut strain is

εS =
1
4

(
εN

1 + εN
2 + εN

3 + εN
4

)
,

where εN
1 , εN

2 , εN
3 and εN

4 are half bridge bending compensated normal strains
from opposite facing gages on each of the struts four quadratic cross sections.

Kyowa KFG-5-120-C1-11L5M3R strain gauges with effective length of 5 mm,
resistance of 119.6 ± 0.4 Ω and a gauge factor of 2.07 ± 1 %, are used throughout.
Signal shunting of all gauges is invoked short before each experiment.

5.7.1 First version of the equipment
The first version of the experimental set-up was used for experiments presented in
Papers A–B. In that version, the signals from above described strain gauges were
conditioned with a National Instruments SC-2345 carrier equipped with two SCC-
SG24 and six SCC-SG01 modules. Both module types include an instrumentation
amplifier with a fixed gain of 100 and a single-pole RC low-pass filter at 1.6 kHz.
The SCC-SG24 modules have differential inputs for external bridges, while the
SCC-SG01 modules have internal bridges for connection of a single gauge in quarter
bridge configuration. Finally, the signals were sampled at 600 Hz with a NI DAQ
Card 6036E.
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Figure 5.10: Wheatstone bridges used in strain gauge measurements. Half bridges are
used for the strut and quarter bridges for the pipes.

Although the experimental set-up features stable clearance during the shearing
process, the present clearance change was optically tracked with a high speed
camera and digital speckle correlation of the tool surfaces. The camera used was
a IDT MotionPro X3 PLUS with a Nikkor 85 mm 1:1.8D objective, and images
were acquired at 300 Hz with 120 μs exposure time.

The digital image correlation technique, described in section 3.5, was applied
to the captured high speed image data and returned a vector field of x- and y-
directional displacement relative the initial position for each image frame. An
example of such vector field is shown in figure 5.11. To obtain the tool edge po-
sition, first, the tool displacements were divided in translation of the tool mass
centre within the xy-plane and rotation around the z-axis. Then, under the as-
sumptions of rigid tools and stationary outer tools, the displacements Ux and Uy

at the curved tool profile, were given as functions of tool mass centre translation
and rotation. Rotations are an effect of variations in the Fy/Fx-force ratio and,
at ratios close to those used in the experimental set-up design, the rotations were
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.11: Images of speckled shear tools with vector field overlay. The vector field in
(a) shows total displacement while the mean displacement of respective tool is subtracted
in (b). Vectors in (a) and (b) are scaled individually.

small. Due to the symmetry and large stiffness, a translation larger than a few
micro meters must be rigid body displacement of the two inner shear tools relative
the two outer. Any inequality between the symmetry sides that results in changed
Fx, like mispositioned first contact or other geometrical or mechanical inequality,
will trigger the rigid body displacement.

5.7.2 Second version of the equipment

Shearing experiments for studies of the rake angle and surface deformation mea-
surements, presented in Papers C–E, were performed with a slightly modified
version of the laboratory set-up. Studies of the rake angle were made possible
with v-shaped tools that ensured symmetry and zero net force in the z-direction
and symmetric force distributions in the x- and y-directions. To verify this sym-
metry, the earlier applied optical tool tracking was substituted by displacement
transducers that allowed measurements of the tool rotation and/or bending around
the x- and y-axes. The displacement transducers improved tool tracking abilities
and simplified the data processing, as displacements from the resistive transducers
was sampled together with data from the strain gauges on a common time base.
Linear calibration of the displacement transducers was done by means of gauge
blocks and was stable during the shearing experiments.

Strain gauge and displacement transducer signals were sampled at 5 kHz with
National Instruments 9237 modules in a NI cDAQ-9188 chassis. The NI 9237 is
a 4-channel 24-bit half/full-bridge analogue input module that delivers selectable
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excitation voltage and includes anti-aliasing filters that adept to the sampling
frequency. A NI 9402 module was used to output trigger signals for the camera
during sheet surface strain measurements.

Displacement transducers were positioned on the tools according to figure 5.12,
to record tool displacements in the x-direction (transducers A, B and D) and y-
direction (transducers C and E). The transducers were free to move on the tool
surface and merely recorded translations in the indicated directions. Rotations
of the tools around the x-, y- and z-directions, as well as translations of the
shearing tool edge, were calculated from the transducer recordings as shown below,
assuming rigid tools and small displacements.

Let UA
x , UB

x and UD
x denote the tool displacements in the x-direction recorded

by transducers A, B and D, respectively. Similarly, UC
y and UE

y are the tool dis-
placements in the y-direction recorded by transducers C and E, respectively. The
tool rotations around the x-, y- and z-axes are denoted α, β and γ, respectively.
For small angles, α ≈ tan α, and similarly for β and γ, then

α ≈ UE
y − UC

y

zEC
, (5.2)

β ≈ UA
x − UD

x

zAD
, (5.3)

γ ≈ UA
x − UB

x

yAB
, (5.4)

where zEC is the distance in the z-direction between E and C, and similarly
for zAD and yAB . The positive directions of the rotations are shown in figure 5.12.

Consider a point R, on the tool edge with the same z-coordinate as transducers
A, B and C, and let UR

x and UR
y denote the displacement of R in the x- and y-

direction. Assuming negligible rotations α and β, then, as a first approximation,
the displacements of the tool edge (point R) are

UR
x ≈ UA

x + γ
(
yRA − UR

y

)
, (5.5)

UR
y ≈ UC

y − γxRC , (5.6)

where xRC is the distance in the x-direction between R and C at shearing start,
and similarly for yRA. In the following, UR

x and UR
y are simply referred to as Ux

and Uy. These displacements are, respectively, the change of the tool clearance
and the global tool displacement during shearing.
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Figure 5.12: Schematic representation of the displacement transducer positions labeled
A to E. The point R is a reference on the tool edge. The positive directions of tool
rotations α, β and γ are shown together with the coordinate system definition.



Chapter 6

Study of clearance and clamping

6.1 Background
According to results from the sensitivity analyses performed in the design phase,
clamping and clearance are two of the most important shearing parameters. The
effects of clearance and clamping variations were evaluated through shearing of
SUB 280, Domex 420MC and Hardox 400, three steel grades characterised in
chapter 4, with two clamping configurations, one side or both sides, and at various
clearances. Clearances were chosen in a large interval to cover the, by manufac-
turer, recommended clearance for each individual material with comfortable mar-
gin at both ends. Clamping forces were not measured, but were large enough to
prevent separation between sheet and tools. The geometry of the sheared surfaces
were characterised in terms of the four characteristic zones defined in figure 2.3.

FE simulations were used to study phenomenons and tendencies seen in the
experiments. Simulations offer detailed studies of the shearing process and are
valuable for the understanding of mechanisms in shearing. All analyses were per-
formed with the model described in section 5.2.

6.2 Results
Recorded forces, Fx and Fy, and clearance change, Ux, from shearing experiments
on the three sheet materials at chosen clearances are shown in figures 6.1 to 6.3.
For the three sheet metal grades examined, Fx increased and Fy decreased when
one clamp was removed. With two clamps, a pronounced decrease in Fx is seen
after the initial increase. At larger Uy, the force Fx show tendencies to increase
again, but only the SUB 280 sheet in figure 6.1 sustain enough penetration for the
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Figure 6.1: Measured forces (a) and clearance change, Ux, at tool edges (b) from shearing
the SUB 280 sheet material grade at various clearances and clamp configurations.

effect to be clearly visible. There is an increase in Fy with decreased clearance,
but for some material and shearing parameter combinations, the differences in Fy

attenuates and is also reversed at large Uy. Also, at large Uy, a small but consistent
increase in Fx is seen with decreased clearance except for the one clamped shearing
of the SUB 280 sheet.

All curves in figures 6.1 to 6.3 are trimmed to the last sample before frac-
ture, and therefore they only represent an indication of the fracture point. With
the constant time sample used in all measurements combined with a throughout
accelerating process, the tool displacement between two samples at the point of
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Figure 6.2: Same as figure 6.1 but for the Domex 420MC material grade.

fracture can reach several tenths of a millimetre. Notable regarding the figures
is also that line markers are merely for curve identification and only represent a
fraction of the sampled points.

Common for almost all combinations of material, clearance, and clamping con-
figuration, were small changes in Ux after an initial stabilising phase during the
first 0.5 mm of y-directional displacement. For the remaining part of the shearing,
the clearance stayed within 10 μm. According to simulations, sheet deformations
during the initial 0.5 mm y-displacement are mostly elastic, and thus the penetra-
tion was minimal. By correlating Ux to the respective Fy, the initial change in Ux

can be related to initial build-up of Fy. Also common for all measurements were
larger Ux for experiments with one clamp relative two clamps.
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Figure 6.3: Same as figure 6.1 but for the Hardox 400 material grade.

Growing plastic zone, material hardening, area reduction and changed contact
conditions, all contributed to the characteristics of the obtained force curves. FE
simulations were applied to reveal contact forces on various zones on the tool.
Evidently, the major part of the total force is transmitted close to the curved tool
profile in the normal direction of the contact surface.

Images of the sheared surfaces were captured in the x- and z-directions. Those
from the x-direction are shown in figures 6.4 to 6.6 and those from the z-direction
are presented in Paper B. Inclined surfaces from rollover, fracture angle and, for
the unclamped strip ends, angled shear zone and plastic area outside the burr,
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(1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4)

(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4)

Figure 6.4: Images from sheared surfaces of the SUB 280 material grade taken in the
x-direction. Images in the first row are from samples sheared with the smallest clearance
and the clearance then increases with each row. Further, columns 1 and 2 show strip ends
from shearing with one clamp where images in column 1 show the free end. Columns 3
and 4 show the strip ends from shearing with two clamps.

resulted in problems with illumination and focal depth. However, the fracture
zone is clearly visible in all images and except for the free ends, the shear zone is
also distinct.

Rollover and shear zones were projected on the y-axis and measured as shown
in figure 2.3. The measurements presented in table 6.1 were taken on the clamped
side in the one clamped configuration. Table 6.1 also presents the plastic zone size
measured as x-axis projection of the rollover. FE-simulations revealed that the
maximum extension of the plastic zone along the x-direction is found in connec-
tion to the rollover. Uncertainties in the plastic zone measurements were much
larger than in rollover and shear zone measurements since the slope of the rollover
gradually approached zero and no distinct transition existed. Approximately, the
plastic zone size measurements are correct within 0.5 mm.

The size of the rollover and plastic zone always increased with increasing clear-
ance, but the shear zone size decreased with increasing clearance; an exception
from this trend was observed when shearing Domex 420MC with one clamp. With
the applied measurement method, the size of the rollover and plastic zones was
independent of the clamping configuration. Differences in shear zone size between
the clamping configurations were established but without clear trends.

Shearing with only one clamp resulted in an additional plastic deformation of
the free end of the strip, outside the burr, where the contact force is concentrated.
This deformed zone reflects the maximum angle between the strip and the tool
before fracture.
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Figure 6.5: Same as figure 6.4 but for the Domex 420 material.
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Figure 6.6: Same as figure 6.4 but for the Hardox 400 material.
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Table 6.1: Rollover, shear, and plastic zone sizes for the three sheet metal grades sheared
at various clearances and clamping configurations.

One clamp Two clamps

Material Clearance Rollover Shear Plastic Rollover Shear Plastic
grade zone zone zone zone

[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

SUB 280 0.42 1.0 2.6 4.0 1.0 4.0 3.8
SUB 280 0.64 1.2 2.4 4.2 1.2 2.5 4.2

Domex 420MC 0.35 0.7 1.3 2.6 0.8 1.8 3.0
Domex 420MC 0.64 0.8 1.6 3.6 0.8 1.7 3.0
Domex 420MC 1.07 1.0 2.4 3.7 1.0 1.6 4.0

Hardox 400 0.64 0.4 1.6 1.8 0.4 1.3 2.0
Hardox 400 1.07 0.5 1.3 1.8 0.5 1.2 2.2
Hardox 400 1.44 0.7 1.3 2.4 0.7 0.9 2.8

Clamped strip ends showed a similar sheared surface geometry in one clamped
shears and two clamped shears. Sometimes, however, Fx in one clamped shearing
was twice as large as in two clamped shearing. Thus, sheared surface geometry
could not be used to estimate the stress state during shearing.

Rollover, shear and plastic zone sizes tended to decrease with increasing ma-
terial yield and tensile strength.
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Chapter 7

Study of rake angle

7.1 Background

A simplified analytical model of forces during shearing with angled tools was de-
veloped by Atkins (1990) in guillotining of copper plates. In that model the force
can be computed provided the materials shear yield stress, work hardening index
and fracture toughness in the plane of cut are known. The latter two parameters
are, however, often not so readily available as the yield stress. Therefore a simple
model based on the assumption of plane strain, briefly described in section 5.5
and thoroughly described in Paper C, in which the forces in shearing with angled
tools are calculated from forces measured with parallel tools was evaluated. The
main purpose of this work was to compare the forces predicted by the model, with
forces measured with inclined tools. Forces were accurately measured, both with
parallel and angled tools, using the experimental set-up. If the model can predict
the forces in shearing with angled tools, this implies that a 2D plane strain FE
analysis is applicable to obtain forces in shearing with angled tools. Furthermore,
the presented experimental data can also be used to verify numerical models of
sheet metal shearing.

The shearing experiments were conducted on the Docol 1200M material, de-
scribed in chapter 4, laser cut to samples with dimensions of 140×150 mm (140 mm
perpendicular to the rolling direction). Shearing experiments were performed at
two rake angles, 1◦ and 2◦, and with parallel tools. Two clamping configurations,
one side clamped and both sides clamped, were used together with parallel tools
while the experiments with rake angles were performed only with one side clamped.
Tool clearances of 0.05h, 0.10h, 0.15h and 0.20h, where h is the sheet thickness,
were evaluated for all combinations of rake angle and clamping configuration.
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of experimental and predicted force-displacement curves at 1◦

rake angle and clearances 0.05h, 0, 10h, 0.15h and 0.20h. Black lines are experimental
data and grey areas are calculated from measurements with parallel tools using Eq. (5.1).
Lower and upper bounds of the grey areas for Fy represent calculations from data ob-
tained with one clamp and two clamps respectively; for Fx, the lower and upper bounds
are reversed.

7.2 Results

Results from the shearing experiments and calculations in terms of forces, Fx

and Fy, are shown in figures 7.1 and 7.2. For most of the experiments, the
tool rotation γ (equation (5.4)), was between −1 mrad and −2 mrad. The rota-
tions α and β (equations (5.2) and (5.3) respectively) were between −0.5 mrad and
0.5 mrad, except when shearing with 0.20h clearance and 1◦ rake angle (where α
almost reached 3 mrad). Thus, α and β were considered negligible, as assumed in
the derivation of equations (5.5) and (5.6).

Clearance changes, Ux, were, with exception of 0.20h clearance at 1◦ rake angle,
always below 20 μm and in most cases below 10 μm. Shearing with v-shaped tools
and clearances of 0.20h and larger, caused a stepwise fracture and an oscillating
rotation of the tool around the x-axis. The effect increased with increased clear-
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Figure 7.2: Same as figure 7.1 but for 2◦ rake angle.

ance and made shearing with v-shaped tools and clearances over 0.20h useless.
Slight effects of the stepwise fracture, in form of local peaks in force, were seen on
the combination of 0.20h clearance and 1◦ rake angle at around |Uy| = 0.9 mm as
shown in figure 7.1.

For 1◦ rake angle, the force-displacement curves had a fairly sharp maximum,
explained as the two propagating plastic fronts almost met in the sheet middle
before fracture started at the edges. With 2◦ rake angle the forces were more or
less constant over an interval where the shear zone propagated in the sheet sample,
although, Fy increased slightly for the 0.05h and 0.10h clearances. Naturally, the
forces decreased with increased rake angle at the expense of an increased tool
displacement: an increase of the rake angle from 1◦ to 2◦ resulted in about halved
forces.

The sheared samples remained straight without signs of bending or twisting
for both 1◦ and 2◦ rake angles. Local effects in terms of larger fracture zone and
smaller plastically sheared zone were, however, seen on the sheared surface in a
small area around the vertex of the v-shaped tool.
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Comparisons between experimentally measured forces and forces calculated
with Eq. (5.1), from data obtained with parallel tools, at 1◦ and 2◦ rake angles are
shown in figures 7.1 and 7.2. To calculate the force component Fy = F θ(U), the
force per length unit, P (u), was obtained from the y-directional force component at
parallel tools. Similarly, Fx was also calculated from equation (5.1) by letting P (u)
consist of the x-directional force per length unit. In figures 7.1 and 7.2, the lower
bound for Fy corresponds to calculations from shearing with parallel tools and one
clamp and the upper bound corresponds to shearing with two clamps. The bounds
are the opposite for Fx although the differences in calculated Fx were small. All
shearing with rake angles were performed with one clamp, but the unsheared ma-
terial helps to stiffen the free end, hence a comparison with calculations from two
clamped shears seemed justified. As can be seen in figures 7.1 and 7.2, there was
a good agreement between calculated and measured Fy before fracture start (up
to the maximum on the force-displacement curves), and a fair agreement during
the steady state phase with the force maximum; there was a large discrepancy be-
tween predicted and measured forces in the last phase where only partly sheared
material remained.



Chapter 8

Study of surface deformations

8.1 Background
Digital image correlation (DIC), briefly explained in section 3.5, is an established
and frequently used technique for non-contact strain measurement. This technique
was used to study the local deformation during planar blanking by Stegeman
et al. (1999), and by Tarigopula et al. (2008) to measure large plastic deformation
during shear testing of dual phase steel. In this study the DIC technique was used
to evaluate the displacement fields on sheared sheets of the Domex 420MC and
Hardox 400 steel grades, characterised in chapter 4, using various clearances and
clamp configurations. The displacement fields were used to calculate strain and
stress conditions on the sheet surface, through various approaches described in
detail in Papers D–E. In addition to the these fields, the force-displacement curves
were recorded during the experiments.

Samples, 140 × 150 mm, were laser cut and machined from the sheet. The
outer xy-surface of the samples was prepared with high contrast random speckles
at a characteristic size of a few image pixels. Abrasive blasting was applied to
the surface and the rugged surface was sprayed with dull black paint. The surface
was then ground with a fine abrasive paper to remove the paint on the most
protruding parts of the steel surface to create a high contrast speckle pattern as
shown in figure 8.1. Use of the traditional fine spray of dull black paint over a
dull white coat was not applicable in this experiment due to limited adhesion and
large shear strains in the sheet.

A camera equipped with a lens with 200 mm focal length, was used to obtain
an image of the speckle pattern within an image area of 15×12 mm. Images with a
resolution of 1280×1024 pixels where captured at 1 kHz with about 200 μs exposure
time. About 20 to 50 images were selected at regular intervals corresponding to
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.1: Typical speckle pattern on the sheet strip xy-surface: (a) before shearing
start, (b) just before final fracture, (c) final fracture immediately after (b). Note that
the dark area on the lower tool is spilled grease and no tool defect. Panel (d) shows a
schematic figure of the shearing with the thick dashed line along where the band of large
strain is expected.

a tool displacement of about 10 pixels (~0.1 mm), so the number of images for
analysis depended on the tool displacement before fracture. The maximum camera
speed was only needed for the final part of the shearing. Due to the distinct
final fracture, and the following rapid tool displacement, the image sequences
was easily manually synchronised in time to the recorded tool displacements and
forces. The selected images were analysed with the DIC technique. Because of the
large deformations, the images were analysed consecutively (1+2, 2+3, 3+4, ...)
which resulted in incremental displacement fields. The application if the DIC
technique was performed with the open source JPIV software (JPIV r24, available
under terms of GNU GPL, http://www.jpiv.vennemann-online.de) and the
commercial software ARAMIS.

The displacement fields were used to calculate the effective strain. In the most
direct form the effective strain increment,

Δεeff =
√

2
3

ΔεijΔεij , (8.1)

is calculated from the Cauchy strain tensor increment,

ΔεCauchy
ij =

1
2

(ui,j + uj,i) , (8.2)
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where

u2D
i,j =

[
∂u1
∂x1

∂u1
∂x2

∂u2
∂x1

∂u2
∂x2

]
=

[
∂ux

∂x
∂ux

∂y
∂uy

∂x
∂uy

∂y

]
, (8.3)

is the displacement gradient tensor in two dimensions, assembled from the mea-
sured displacement fields. Each effective strain increment (Eq. (8.1)) were added
to the previous accumulated strain in material coordinates (Lagrange).

Under assumption of plastic incompressibility, the missing component (z-
direction) of the strain tensor was calculated, as shown by Kajberg and Lindkvist
(2004). In that work the Hencky strain tensor is used but, with the number of in-
crements used here, there was no substantial difference between the Cauchy strain
tensor and the Hencky strain tensor. The full strain tensor was used to calculate
the stress tensor by a radial return algorithm based on isotropic von Mises plastic-
ity, as described by Marth et al. (2016), but without using a stepwise modelling of
the hardening relation. Instead of this stepwise modelling, the plastic work hard-
ening of the materials was modelled with the Hollomon hardening law (Eq. 4.1)
using the material parameter presented in table 4.1. From the stress tensor, the
effective von Mises stress was calculated as

σ̄ =
√

3
2

sijsij , (8.4)

where sij = σij − σkkδij/3 is the deviatoric stress tensor. Taking the mean stress,
σm = σkk/3, the stress triaxiality state can be calculated as

η =
σm

σ̄
. (8.5)

Since the strain values used in this method were obtained on the material
surface, a plane stress approach was used to evaluate the surface stress condi-
tions. A plane strain approach would otherwise be the intuitive choice to analyse
the stress state inside the material, but that approach would violate the plastic
incompressibility condition.

Strain and stress conditions obtained from experimental measurements were
compared with FE simulations. The same plane strain approximation as earlier
used in the sensitivity analyses was applied in the FE model, but with adjusted
material parameters.

8.2 Results
Accumulated strains over the shearing cycle from start to short before fracture are
shown for Domex 420MC in figure 8.2. The pixel size in the images of the strain
fields was about 0.1 mm. In these images, strains were shown as mean values
over 3 × 3 pixels which means that the effective length of measurement was about
0.3 mm. Most of the strain fields showed a thin band of large strain across the
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sheet. The strain band across the sheet was most straight for the 0.15h clearances;
the curvature increased for both smaller and larger clearances. With two clamps
the strain band was mostly symmetric. Shearing with one clamp resulted in a
large strain concentration at the lower tool and a wider strain band as compared
with shearing with two clamps. The extra width of the strain band appeared on
the unclamped side of a line between the tool edges. Most samples had one or
two visible cracks at the tool edges well before final fracture. At 0.05h clearance
and with two clamps, shown in figure 8.2b, the cracks propagated so that they
circumvent each other with large deformation in the material between the cracks
before final fracture as result.

Field images (such as shown in figure 8.2) of effective strain, von Mises stress
and triaxiality are presented at various states of the shearing process for a num-
ber of combinations of material grade, clamp configuration and tool clearance,
obtained both from experiments and FE simulations, in Papers D–E. In general,
there was an agreement in tool forces and effective strain and stress fields between
experiments and simulations, but the stress triaxiality differed. This was, at least
partly, because the experimental calculations was representative for the surface
and the simulations for the interior material. As also shown by generic FE simu-
lations in 3D, the effective strain and stress was similar on the surface and bulk
material, but the mean stress and therefore triaxiality differed.

A numeric summary of the studied strain and stress parameters, at crack initi-
ation, are provided in table 8.1. The parameters were evaluated in three regions of
the sheet in the vicinity of the arc shaped 2D profile of the lower tool, as indicated
in figure 8.3. At point I, where the curvature of the tool profile changes, the ma-
terial is heavily loaded and large stresses and strains are therefore expected there.
Large strain gradients form the simulated data were found close to the tool, hence
point II was chosen a short distance away from the curved tool profile. There
were large stress triaxialities in the simulated data in region III, where the sheet is
in contact with the vertical tool profile just below point I. Moreover, cracks were
sometimes found in this region.

The summary in table 8.1 shows that strains at point I were larger in the
simulations, ε̄sim

I , than in the experiments, ε̄exp
I . The simulations indicated a

large strain gradient between points I and II, but such gradient could not be
revealed from the experiments since points I and II could not be distinguished
due to the experimental resolution. There was a reasonable agreement between
the simulated and experimentally based von Mises stresses for the Hardox 400
material; the agreement was less satisfactory for the Domex 420MC material.
There was no clear trend of stress triaxiality for either material strength, tool
clearance or clamping configuration, but there was still a large spread of measured
values.
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Figure 8.2: Effective Cauchy strain fields short before final fracture from shearing of
Domex 420MC using one clamp (left panels) and two clamps (right panels). Clearances,
expressed as fractions of sheet thickness h, are indicated in each panel.
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Table 8.1: Summary of effective strains ε̄, von Mises stresses σ̄ [MPa] and stress triaxi-
ality η at crack initiation for both experiments and simulations. These parameters were
evaluated in three regions denoted I, II, III and located as shown in figure (8.3). Steel
sheets of two strength levels, two clamping configurations and three clearances, expressed
as fractions of sheet thickness h, were used.

Domex 420MC Hardox 400

1 clamp 2 clamps 1 clamp 2 clamps

0.05h 0.15h 0.25h 0.05h 0.15h 0.25h 0.15h 0.25h 0.15h 0.25h

ε̄exp
I 1.7 1.7 3.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 0.6 0.5 0.6 1.0

ε̄sim
I 2.4 2.2 3.5 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.5 1.7 1.1 1.2

ε̄sim
II 1.7 1.5 2.9 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.9

σ̄exp
I 850 840 870 820 820 840 1480 1480 1480 1480

σ̄sim
I 930 930 990 850 900 910 1520 1530 1530 1480

ηexp
I 0.2 0.05 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.05 0.1

ηsim
I 0.3 0.05 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.1 -0.2 0.3

ηsim
III 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.4

Figure 8.3: Definition of locations, denoted I–III, close to the arc shaped tool profile
where the parameters in table (8.1) were evaluated. Point I: transition from a vertical
to an arc shaped tool profile. Point II: 0.1 mm from middle of the arc profile along a
direction 45◦ from the horizontal. Region III: close to the vertical tool profile just below
point I. The image was taken from a simulation of shearing Domex 420MC with two
clamps and 0.15h clearance. As length reference, the undeformed element size in the
sheet mesh is 0.1 mm.



Chapter 9

Summary of appended papers

9.1 Paper A

In Paper A, knowledge of the shear cutting process is acquired from sensitivity
analyses and an experimental procedure for shearing is developed. Process param-
eters with large impact on the resulting forces are identified from the FE-based
sensitivity analyses. During the experimental set-up design, the results are used to
determine the needed accuracy on input and measurements. Many experimental
designs were considered but, based on the needed accuracy on clearance and force
measurements, a symmetric set-up with internal balancing of forces was selected
and constructed. Built to be driven by a hydraulic press, the set-up features inter-
nal measurements of forces and the tool movements are tracked optically. Within
the plastic part of shearing, force accuracies of 1 % are obtained.

9.2 Paper B

In Paper B, the experimental procedure developed in Paper A is applied in a
parameter study of clearance and clamping. Tool forces and displacements are
measured for various combinations of clamp configuration and clearance during
shearing of three sheet metal grades. The experimental study provides an in-
creased knowledge of the studied parameters and also accurate data for validation
of numerical shearing models. The morphology of the sheared samples is studied
and the size of some characteristic zones of the sheared surface is measured. Fi-
nally, FE simulations are used to closer study the force distribution on the tools
for the two clamping configurations.
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9.3 Paper C
In Paper C, the experimental set-up from Paper A is improved with linear displace-
ment transducers for measurements of tool displacements. With the arrangement
of transducers that was used, this provides tool rotation measurements around two
additional tool axes, in excess of in plane translations and rotation as measured
earlier. The transducers also improved the ability to initially position the tools
with equal tool clearance for the symmetry sides and, therefore, the clearance
changes during contact establishing decreased compared with earlier experiments.
The set-up is supplied with tool sets to allow rake angles of 1◦ and 2◦ in addition
to the parallel tools (0◦). Forces was experimentally measured for various rake
angle and clearance combinations and compared to forces from calculations with
a simple model based on measurements with parallel tools. The generally good
agreement suggests that the force intensity is the same in shearing with parallel
and angled tools and thus that a plane strain finite element model can be used to
obtain forces in shearing with angled tools.

9.4 Paper D
In Paper D, the optical measurement technique, digital image correlation, is ap-
plied for displacement field measurements on the sheet surface. The displacements,
obtained as 20 to 50 increments from start of shearing to final fracture, is used for
strain calculations and the accumulated effective strain is presented for shearing
at various combinations of sheet material, tool clearance and clamp configuration.
Finite element simulations are used to show that the effective strain field on the
surface is almost identical to the strain field of the interior material. Therefore the
measured strains are also relevant for the bulk material that constitute the major
part in most sheet metal shearing.

9.5 Paper E
In Paper E, the measurements from Paper D are analysed in a slightly different
way to also obtain the stress state on the sheet surface. Generic finite element
simulations are used to compare the stress state on the surface and in the bulk ma-
terial in terms of mean stress/pressure, von Mises stress and triaxiality. Results
show that only the von Mises stress is similar between the surface and interior
material. Still, results from finite elements simulations in plane strain, that cor-
respond to the experimental conditions and are validated against measured tool
forces and strains in the sheet material, are presented at the state where crack
initiation is observed in the experiments. Although the measured and simulated
triaxialities are not directly comparable, trends in the stress state for the various
material, clearance and clamp combinations can be compared.



Chapter 10

Final remarks

10.1 Outline of work performed

The overall goal of this thesis was to answer the question: “What are the require-
ments of an experimental shear cutting procedure to allow accurate measurements
of tool forces and deformations in the sheet during studies of process parameters?”.
For that purpose, FE based sensitivity analyses and experimental studies were em-
ployed to analyse the influence of relevant shearing parameters on the tool forces
and sheet deformations. The various simulations and experiments that were car-
ried out to establish such requirements on the experimental shearing procedure,
are briefly outlined in the following paragraphs.

The FE based sensitivity analyses were central in the design of the experimental
set-up, since the influences of the studied parameters on the tool forces were used
to establish the experimental requirements regarding both tolerances and accuracy
in measurements. Changes in force from changes in the parameter to be studied
must be resolved and the tolerance of all parameters must be small enough to
not interfere with the force changes from the studied parameter. To allow studies
of important shearing parameters, it was considered necessary to resolve relative
force changes of about 1 %.

Already small changes of tool clearance affected the forces considerably. To-
gether with the large force in shearing that strives to separate the tools and increase
the clearance, one of the largest challenges in the design phase was to construct
a set-up that guaranteed the necessary clearance tolerance. This, in combination
with the requirement of accurate force measurements disqualified any use of sliding
guides with friction losses in the set-up. The identified solution was a symmetric
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set-up with internal balancing and measurements of forces. Especially the lateral
force, that strives to widen the tool clearance during shearing was measured with
previously unmatched accuracy.

Various rake angles, clearances, clamp configurations and steel sheet grades
were studied experimentally in the developed set-up. The digital image correlation
(DIC) technique was used for reliable measurements of surface deformations during
the shearing experiments. FE simulations showed that strains on the sheet strip
surface were comparable with strains inside the material and with strains from
a plane strain approximation. That observation extends the benefit of surface
strain measurements as they are also relevant for the bulk material. The stress
and strain conditions at crack initiation were studied by calculations based on
measured displacement fields and by finite element simulations.

The presented tool forces and displacements together with measured strain and
stress conditions in the sheet are useful for future validation of shearing models.
Therefore, flow stress curves in three directions of the sheet metal were recorded in
tension and compression, to describe the anisotropy of the material and to allow
future models of shearing to conform to the experimental conditions.

10.2 Conclusions
Based on the performed FE based sensitivity analyses and the experimental stud-
ies, the following conclusions about the developed experiment, and shearing in
general, were made:

• Clearance and clamping configuration were identified as two important shear-
ing parameters with large impact on the tool forces. Also the friction coeffi-
cient in the sheet to tool contact was important and primarily impacted the
x-directional force Fx, that strives to separate the tools.

• Clearance stability and measured force accuracy of the built experimen-
tal set-up matched the initially stated demands to allow detection of 1 %
force changes from the studied input parameters. Under load, the clearance
changes were less than 10 μm and forces were measured without external
friction losses with signal to noise ratios around 100. Characteristic peak-
to-peak noise levels were 0.3–0.6 kN.

• The force Fx was larger, but Fy was smaller, in shearing with one clamp
compared with shearing with two clamps. In other words, the force required
for shearing of the sheet decreased, but the force that acts to widen the tool
clearance increased, when one clamp was used instead of two clamps.

• The experimental set-up had large stiffness and stability in the clearance
direction (x-direction) but, by design, stored large amounts of elastic energy
in the shearing direction (y-direction). When shearing with angled tools, a
larger stiffness in the y-direction may reduce the effects of stepwise fracture.
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• There was a general trend for increased maximum force, Fy, with decreased
clearance.

• The observed dip in Fx, mostly visible when shearing large ductility materials
with two clamps, was an effect of variations of the contact conditions during
the shearing process.

• The size of both the rollover and the plastic zone on the sheared surfaces
increased with increased clearance.

• The good agreement between calculated and measured forces when shearing
with angled tools suggests that the force intensity is the same as for paral-
lel tools. Thus, more importantly, results from plane strain finite element
simulations are also applicable to shearing with rake angles.

• A suitable range of clearances based on forces, energies and sheared surfaces,
when shearing the 2 mm thick Docol 1200M material, was 0.10h to 0.20h for
shearing with one clamp (parallel and angled tools) and 0.15h to 0.40h for
shearing with two clamps (parallel tools). Consequently, larger clearances
could be used when shearing with two clamps than with one clamp.

• Most of the deformation in the sheet during shearing was concentrated to a
“band” between the tools. The strain band was most straight at 0.15h clear-
ance. The band was, however, slightly thinner at 0.05h clearance especially
when shearing with one clamp.

• With two clamps the strain band was almost symmetric, whereas with one
clamp the strain band was shifted towards the free strip end, and a large
strain concentration was formed around the tool on the free side.

• Strains were larger in the Hardox 400 material compared with the
Domex 420MC material at the same tool displacement due to a wider strain
band (larger deformed volume) in Domex 420MC.

• The fracture strain was larger for the Domex 420MC material compared with
the Hardox 400 material and increased with increasing clearance.

• Effective strains and von Mises stresses were similar on the sheet surface
and inside the bulk material. Mean stress, and therefore also triaxiality, was
however not comparable on the surface and inside the material.

• There were large gradients in strain and stress around the curved tool pro-
files, that were not captured by the experimental method. The results are
still useful in combination with finite element simulations, that are first val-
idated with the experimental data and later used to provide missing data of
stress and strain at the sheet edges.
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• Slightly larger effective strains and von Mises stresses were in general seen
when shearing with one clamp compared with two clamps, but no clear trend
was seen for the stress triaxialities.

10.3 Further work
In agreement with the stated goals, results from this study are promising for
use in validation of numerical shear models. For the purpose of predicting shear
forces, strains in the sheet, and stress in the bulk material the FE-model with
plane strain approximation used here is sufficient. However, for the simulations to
capture stress on the surface and to predict the shape of the sheared sheet, the 3D
model must be extended to overcome the element distortions, to include a fracture
criteria and to include a method to describe crack propagation independent of the
mesh geometry.

The surface morphology of the sheared samples was studied within this work,
but more information could be obtained from these samples, for example, studies
of micro cracks. Tool forces were in general only measured as net force acting
on the tool, but forces on specific areas of the tools were briefly discussed in
Paper B. More work is, however, needed to investigate the correlation between the
distribution of tool forces and tool wear, a parameter that was completely omitted
in this work.
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Abstract

Throughout the industrial processes of sheet metal manufacturing and refin-
ing, shear cutting is widely used for its speed and cost advantages over competing
cutting methods. Industrial shears may include some force measurement possibil-
ities, but the measured force is most likely influenced by friction losses between
the tool and the point of measurement, and is in general not showing the actual
force applied to the sheet. Well defined shears and accurate measurements of force
and tool position are important for understanding the influence of various shear-
ing parameters. Accurate experimental data is also necessary for calibration of
numerical shearing models. Here, a dedicated laboratory set-up with well defined
geometry and movement in the shear, and high measurability in terms of force
and geometry is designed, built and verified. Parameters that are important to
the shearing process are studied with sensitivity analysis techniques and require-
ments on input parameter accuracy are formulated to meet experimental output
demands. Input parameters in shearing are mostly geometric parameters, but also
material properties and contact conditions. Based on the accuracy requirements,
a symmetric experiment with internal balancing of forces, is constructed to avoid
guides and corresponding friction losses. Finally, the experimental procedure is
validated through shearing of a medium grade steel. With the obtained exper-
imental set-up performance, force changes as result of changes in studied input
parameters are distinguishable down to a level of one percent.

Keywords: sheet metal, experiment, shearing, cutting, force

1 Introduction
Sheet metal shearing is common within several processing steps in the sheet metal
industry, and increased knowledge is desirable in order to improve the processes.
Shearing has speed and cost advantages over competing cutting methods like laser
and plasma cutting, but involves large forces on the equipment and large strains
in the sheet material.
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Numerical models to predict forces and sheared surface geometry for different
sheet metal grades and different shearing parameter set-ups are desirable. For
new sheet metal grades, numerical models are efficient for finding appropriate
shearing parameters without the need for time consuming and expensive live tests
in the production. In order to allow for validation of numerical models, accurate
experimental data is beneficial. Though industrial shears may include some force
measurement possibilities, the measured force is most likely influenced by friction
losses between the tool and point of measurement, and thus not showing the actual
force applied to the sheet. Force measurements with load cells close to the tools,
before impact of guiding contacts, are associated with loss in accuracy of tool
position.

Crane (1927) provides experimental force data from studies of the axisym-
metric blanking process and investigates effects of geometry and material grades.
However, the blanking and shearing processes differ in boundary conditions, where
the solid punch in blanking implies an inherent stiffness, i.e. a change in the total
clearance between punch and die is only possible through a radius change of the
punch and/or the die.

This work aim to develop a procedure for experimental evaluation of shearing
processes and includes the design, build and validation of a well defined experi-
mental set-up with high measurability and reproducible output. During the design
phase, finite element (FE) simulations are used frequently for sensitivity analyses
of sheer parameters and also dimensioning of the experimental set-up.

1.1 Shearing geometry
Fundamental shearing geometry is represented in figures 1 and 2, where the sheet
metal is sheared between two tools and held in place by one or two clamps.
Here, the geometric properties defined are sheet thickness h, radius r of the tool
arc, clearance c, x-directional tool displacement, i.e. clearance change, Ux and y-
directional tool displacement Uy. Shearing of wide sheet strips generally includes
the rake angle, created by rotation of one tool around the x-axis in figure 1. Old-
enburg (1980) concludes that use of rake angles limits contact length and forces
but distorts the sheet through additional strains in the sheared material.

In general, the shearing settings affect the sheared surface geometry, which in
turn is important for aesthetics, sharpness and the tendency to initiate cracks.
Atkins (1981) discusses the sheared surfaces in terms of four characteristic zones,
i.e. rollover, shear, fracture and burr zones, as shown in figure 3. Rollover and
shear zones arise from the plastic deformation of the sheet when penetrated by
the tools, while the appearance of fracture and burr zones are determined by the
crack propagation characteristics during fracture. Small shear zones and large
fracture zones are specific for shearing of high strength steels. Burrs and rough
fracture zones complicate the following processing through inadequate tolerances
that may imply additional machining and sharp edges that may damage equipment
or even cause injuries. Wu et al. (2012) discuss characterisation of sheared surfaces
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Figure 1: Schematic 3D representation of shearing geometry with definition of the coor-
dinate system used.

and develop a method for post-shearing strain evaluation through analyses of the
sheared sheet microstructure. Also, sub-cracks in the sheared surface surface are
observed by the authors.

Within most shearing processes, the clearance between tools is usually set based
on the sheet properties, e.g. metal grade or thickness. Clearance and clamping
have large impact on the sheared surface geometry. Thorough clamping of the
sheet close to the tools, is important to reduce the strains and distortions of the
sheared sheets. Ideally, cracks will start from each tool and meet inside the sheet.
Depending on the fracture zone size and crack propagation angle, clearance is
set to allow the cracks to meet without overlap. Hambli et al. (2003) measure the
blanking force and tool wear for clearances between 5 % and 20 % in experiments on
a carbon steel, and suggest 10 % clearance for low force and tool wear. Hilditch and
Hodgson (2005) employ experiments on shearing and conclude that both rollover
and burr increases with greater clearance and that the rollover size depends on
the work-hardening in addition to clearance.

1.2 Shearing parameters

The shearing process transfers input to output parameters as represented by fig-
ure 4. Geometric input parameters and output forces are defined in figure 2. In
case of FE simulations, additional input parameters like mesh, mass scaling and
other nonphysical parameters are added. Studies of the rake angle are deliberately
excluded in order to approach plane strain. With parallel tools and suppression of
edge effects through large sheet width to thickness ratio, plane strain is assumed
to be representative for the process.
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the shearing geometry and boundary conditions.
Here, the moving tool and corresponding clamp have the same velocity v in the negative
y-direction. Reaction forces on the moving tool as result of the velocity v are Fx and
Fy. Definitions of sheet thickness h, clearance c, radius r of the tool arc, and tool
displacements Ux and Uy are shown in the magnified area.

Figure 3: Sheared surface characteristic zones shown on sheet cross-section.
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Figure 4: Block representation of the shearing process, listing main input parameters
and considered output parameters.

2 Design methods
In order to assess the quality of the proposed experimental method, the following
sub-tasks are considered. First, FE simulations of shearing are performed, where
the sensitivity of the considered output parameter in terms of the different input
parameter perturbations are studied. Based on results from the sensitivity analy-
ses, a criteria on acceptable magnitude of the experimental set-up tolerances are
identified together with an estimate of the needed measurement precision. Sec-
ondly, an experimental set-up that fulfils the identified requirements is designed.
Finally, the simulated and experimentally obtained results are compared for the
case of shearing a common steel grade sheet.

Through consideration of measurability and reasonable input variation, the
sensitivity analyses also identify input parameters relevant for further studies.
Primarily, the simulations are evaluated through resultant forces on tools, but
the sheet material strain field is also considered although representing a more
subjective quantity, hard to quantify.

2.1 Finite element model
All FE based sensitivity analyses are performed with a commercial general-purpose
finite element software and utilise a 2D plane strain model with geometry and
boundary conditions according to figure 2. Sheet and tools are coarsely meshed
except in vicinity of the curved tool profile, where the mesh is denser in order to
dissolve the curved tool profile itself and gradients in state variables. All plane
strain elements are four-noded and fully integrated. Adaptive remeshing of the
plastic deformed zone is applied to prevent severe element distortion. Contacts
are modelled with 2D surface to surface formulation and due to the assumption of
lubricated surfaces, the friction coefficient is set to 0.1 concerning both static and
dynamic friction. The tools are considered elastic while an isotropic elastic-plastic
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material model is assumed constitutive for the sheet metal. Poisson’s ratio equal
to 0.3 and Young’s modulus equal to 210 GPa are used as elastic parameters for all
materials. Hollomon’s exponential hardening law (Hollomon, 1945), which states
the yield stress as σY = Kε̄n

p , is applied to describe the plastic hardening of the
sheet material. Here, ε̄p is the effective plastic strain and K and n are material
specific parameters.

All simulations are displacement controlled and, because of numerical advan-
tages in avoiding steps in velocity, all sensitivity analyses are run at a constant
tool acceleration of 100 mm s−2.

3 Sensitivity analyses results

Adaptive remeshing is applied in simulations which results in force dips/peaks in
conjunction with each remesh step. However, the dips/peaks are short and the
remeshing is tested for convergence with refined remesh steps. For clearness, all
graphs presenting simulated results show forces with a first order Butterworth
low pass filter at the normalised cut-off frequency of 0.02 half-cycles per sample
applied. Still, some waviness is seen in most graphs. When reading the graphs, Uy

should be related to the sheet thickness of 5 mm, used in all sensitivity analyses.
Clearance changes result in distinct force changes over the entire process as

shown in figure 5. Even a small change, like an increase from 10 % and 11 %,
causes distinguishable force changes. Simulations also show that the actual tool
penetration into the sheet at equal tool displacement Uy, decreases with increased
clearance as illustrated in figure 6. With increased clearance, the deformation is
activated in a larger area and consequently the rollover zone increases in size and
more elastic deformation is stored in the sheet. Compared at equal penetration
or shear zone length, instead of equal Uy, the changes in both forces and strain
concentrations are less pronounced.

Clamping of both sheet strip ends and clamping of only one end creates dif-
ferent conditions in the plastic zone, as shown in figures 7 and 8. Due to the
unsymmetrical boundary conditions with only one side clamped, the strain field
is unsymmetrical and maximum strain is found at the unclamped side around
the curved tool profile. Also noticeable, is the small element distortion, possible
through the adaptive remeshing used. With one clamp released, the y-directional
force Fy decreases, but the free strip end will rotate around the z-axis as shown in
figure 8 and apply additional x-directional force on the tool. Thus, Fx increases
according to figure 9.

The friction coefficient in the contact between sheet metal and tools has a
large impact on the forces. Especially Fx increases rapidly with increased friction
coefficient, but at Uy around 2 mm, the conditions are reversed as shown in fig-
ure 10. When the initial clamp force is kept reasonably low, that is an order of
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Figure 5: Force curves from the FE based sensitivity analysis, showing the influences of
clearance variations. Six clearances, 5 %, 10 %, 11 %, 15 %, 20 % and 25 % are shown and
all arrows are pointing in direction of increased clearance.

Figure 6: Schematic representation of the tool to sheet penetration at equal Uy but
different clearance. At small clearance (left), the deformation is localised while at large
clearance (right), a larger area is deformed and only part of the curved tool profile is in
contact with the sheet.
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Figure 7: Simulated plastic strain field with two clamps at Uy equal to 2.25 mm.

Figure 8: Simulated plastic strain field with one clamp at Uy equal to 2.25 mm.
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Figure 9: Force curves from the FE based sensitivity analysis, showing the effects of
clamping one side or both sides of the sheet.

magnitude lower than forces from the shearing, simulations indicate that effects of
variations in friction coefficient in the sheet to clamp contact are small. At friction
coefficients between 0.05 and 0.2 the effects on Fx and Fy are less than 1 %.

Increasing the tool radius increases Fx, especially at a Uy between approxi-
mately 1 and 2 mm. Meantime, the results in figure 11 show that Fy is more
insensitive to radius changes.

Changes in element size results in strain gradient changes in the sheet close to
the curved tool profile. Small elements will resolve local gradients more accurate
and predict higher strain concentrations. However, the resulting tool forces are
insensitive to local strain gradient changes. Different element sizes can also change
the sliding contact conditions around the curved tool profile, where large elements
result in poorly rounded edges and possibly mechanical locking. Here, the cur-
vature on the tools is modeled with three elements, i.e. 30◦ per element. If r is
the radius and α is the element angle then r (1 − cos (α/2)) will be the maximum
penetration along the curvature. Relative to the element side length 2r sin (α/2)
the element penetration is 6 % at a 30◦ element angle.

Although the 2D-models have a manageable (around 104) number of elements,
the small explicit time step due to the proportions of element size and wave speed
together with the process time, makes mass scaling necessary for feasible simula-
tion run times. Adding nonphysical mass decreases the wave velocity and makes
the simulation sensitive to transients. With moderate accelerations, the effects of
mass scaling are negligible.
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Figure 10: Force curves from the FE based sensitivity analysis, showing influences of
variations in friction coefficient. Four friction coefficients, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20 are
shown and all arrows are pointing in direction of increased friction coefficient.

Figure 11: Force curves from the FE based sensitivity analysis, showing the influences
of tool radius variations. Four radii, 150 μm, 200 μm, 225 μm and 250 μm are shown and
all arrows are pointing in direction of increased radius.
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Figure 12: Force curves from the FE based sensitivity analysis, showing influences of
sheet thickness variations. Four sheet thicknesses are shown, the three closely spaced
lines represents 4.9 mm, 5.0 mm and 5.1 mm and the fourth line represents 6.0 mm sheet
thickness. All arrows are pointing in direction of increased sheet thickness.

While Fy scales approximately proportional to sheet thickness, the effects on
Fx are more complex. According to results in figure 12, Fx decreases with increased
sheet thickness at large Uy.

Observations of changes in the simulated forces when perturbations are intro-
duced to the flow stress model at different regions along the plastic strain axis,
determine the required range and accuracy of material input data. Figure 13
shows the original Hollomon flow stress model along with the perturbed models
where 50 MPa (6 % rise) is added to the flow stress over, respectively under, a
plastic strain of 0.3. To avoid steps, the perturbations are added as sin2-ramps
over a 0.1 strain interval. The force curves in figure 14 show results from shearing
simulations and, apparently, Fy is mostly dependent on small strain flow stress at
small Uy and mostly dependent on large strain flow stress at large Uy.

4 Experimental set-up

Considering the sensitivity analyses results, experimental set-up requirements are
formulated to meet the performance criteria of distinguishing 1 % force changes
obtained from change of an input parameter. Since a clearance change of one
percentage point results in approximately 1 % change in forces, the target experi-
mental clearance stability is an order of magnitude lower, i.e. the clearance should
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Figure 13: Flow stress curves representing the original Hollomon model and perturbed
models with 50 MPa added to the flow stress over respectively under 0.3 in plastic strain.

Figure 14: Force curves from the FE based sensitivity analysis, showing effects of per-
turbations in the flow stress model. Along with the original Hollomon model are pertur-
bations of 50 MPa applied at plastic strains over respectively under 0.3.
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remain within 0.1 %. In absolute terms, that is 5 μm when shearing a 5 mm sheet.
Likewise, analyses with perturbed tool radius suggests a target radius variation of
a few micrometers.

Clearance stability and accuracy in force measurements are identified as weak-
nesses in industrial applications. In experimental set-ups, wise use of sliding guides
can accomplish sufficient clearance stability, but guides are always associated with
friction losses and will impinge the force measurements. With sliding guides dis-
qualified, internal balancing of x-directional forces through symmetry, is the viable
solution identified. Hence, a symmetric experimental set-up, figure 15, has been
designed and built. The constructed symmetric set-up uses four tools, where forces
are measured on the inner two and clearance is changed by means of shims behind
the two outer. Analogies to blanking are seen if the outer tools are considered the
die and the inner tools the punch. For simplicity, consider a rectangular punch and
die configuration with a sheet strip across. Some stiffness and clearance stability
are sacrificed when the two inner tools are separated by a strut that is inserted to
allow measurement of Fx. However, Fx is important in shearing and of interest
to measure. Further, Fy is measured in the pillars above respectively inner tool.
All cross-section areas of the pillars and the strut are dimensioned as a compro-
mise between safety against plasticity, high strain measurability and low elastic
shortening of the strut. Based on the Fy to Fx ratio received in the sensitivity
analyses, iterative FE-simulations of the experimental set-up, figure 16, are used
for positioning the tools relative to pillars and strut, so to avoid tool rotation due
to pillar bending. Figure 16 shows the final position with corresponding stresses
as result of applied loads Fx and Fy taken from respectively maximum value in
figure 9.

Absence of external contacts in the elaborated experimental set-up, enables
accurate measurement of forces without interfering friction, through strain gauge
measurements on the pillars and the strut. Here, Fy is measured individually for
the two symmetry sides, while Fx is equal by design. With large length to cross-
section ratio for the pillars and the strut, linear cross-section stress distributions
according to Saint-Venant’s principle are ensured. Regarding the strut, a large
length to cross-section ratio is achieved through introduction of gaps, as shown in
figures 15 and 16, resulting in four beam-like parts with equal and square cross-
sections. The FE-simulation, shown in figure 16, confirms the assumption of linear
stress distribution over the pillars and strut cross-sections, that is applied when the
strain gauge measurements are used to calculate the mean normal strain. Slender
pillars also imply that less force is absorbed by the pillars in cantilever mode, i.e.
here less than 1 % of Fx.

At instrumented pillar cross-sections, three strain gauges are oriented for axial
strain measurement and individually placed around the pillar circumference with
120◦ separation, as illustrated in figure 15. Quarter bridges and sampling to
separate channels allow bending estimation in addition to mean normal strain
measurement. Strain measurements on the strut are bending compensated through
half bridge connection of the opposite facing gauges. Strain gauges with effective
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Figure 15: Schematic front view of the experimental set-up showing strain gauge positions
as black squares. Sheet strips are clamped on both sides.

length of 5 mm, resistance of 119.6 ± 0.4 Ω and a gauge factor of 2.07 ± 1 %, are
used throughout. Signal conditioning by means of an amplifier system operating
at a fixed gain of 100 is applied to the bridge signals before anti-aliasing filtering
and sampling at 600 Hz. In order to establish the reference strain levels during the
experiment, the technique of shunt calibration is used.

Figure 17 shows the Wheatstone bridge configurations. The quarter bridge
voltage is U = 1

4 UDCεg, where UDC is supply voltage, ε is strain and g is the
gauge factor. Similarly, half bridge voltage is U = 1

2 UDCεN g, where strain εN

is the bending compensated normal strain. Axial pillar and strut strains are
εP = 1

3
∑3

n=1 εn and εS = 1
4

∑4
n=1 εN

n respectively, where εn are strains from the
three gauges around the pillar and εN

n are normal strains from each of the struts
four quadratic cross-sections. Through use of relays, the shunt resistors RS are
connected simultaneously for all bridges and channels. Signal shunting is invoked
short before and after each shear. Since the process of mounting and clamping
the sheet strips takes time, strain levels are zeroed after fracture to decrease the
effects of possible temperature drift.

Although the experimental set-up features a stable clearance during the shear-
ing process, the present clearance change is optically tracked with a high speed
camera and digital speckle correlation on the tools end surfaces. With a high res-
olution camera, the same method can measure surface deformations on the sheets
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Figure 16: Simulated x-directional stress (left) and y-directional stress (right) in the ex-
perimental set-up under applied loads Fx and Fy taken from maximum values in figure 9.
Only half the symmetric set-up is simulated and both top and bottom plates are assumed
to rest at rigid bodies. Fringe stress levels are in MPa.

Figure 17: Wheatstone bridges used in the strain gauge measurements. Half bridges are
used for the strut and quarter bridges for the pillars.
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Figure 18: Experimentally measured tool radius together with trend lines. What looks
like a thick black line is a group of 40 measurements along the tool. The radius r is
220 μm and the measurements are spread over the interval Δr equal to 10 μm.

xy-surface. Therefore, sheet visibility were considered in the experiment design.
Here, a camera equipped with an 85 mm focal length and 1:1.8 aperture objective
is used to acquire images at 300 Hz with 120 μs exposure time.

Digital image correlation are applied to the captured high speed image data
and gives a vector field of x- and y-directional displacement, relative to the initial
position, for each image frame. In order to obtain the tool edge position, first, the
tool displacements are divided in tool mass centre translation within the xy-plane
and rotation around the z-axis. Then, under the assumptions of rigid tools and
stationary outer tools, the displacements Ux and Uy at the curved tool profile, are
given as functions of tool mass centre translation and rotation.

Tools made of powder metallurgical cold work tool steel, are prepared with
a curvature on the shearing edge and thereafter polished. The radius is verified
through measurements with an optical profilometer and the result shown in fig-
ure 18 shows that the radius, r ± Δr/2, is 220 ± 5 μm. During shearing, the tool
surfaces are plentifully lubricated with grease, in order to achieve consistent and
repeatable contact conditions.

5 Material characterisation
In order to assess the robustness of the proposed experimental method, a compar-
ison of experimental results to results from the FE model used during the design
phase is considered. Therefore, proper material characterisation of the intended
sheet material is important.

Since shearing involves large strains, over an order of magnitude larger than
obtained in tensile tests, calibration of the flow stress model against tensile test
data would imply extrapolation and unreliability of simulated results already at
small tool penetration depths. Therefore, uniaxial compression tests of cylindri-
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Figure 19: Schematic representation of the compression test set-up where the process
is controlled by the velocity vc and the system force Fc is measured with a load cell.
Machine stiffness is labeled kc.

cal samples, 4.5 mm in diameter and 8.0 mm long, processed from sheet in the
x- and z-directions, constitute the material characterisation. Simulations of the
compression test procedure show that errors in force as result of barrelling, in
the strain interval of interest, is less than 1 % when the sample is assumed to
deform cylindrically. Thus, effects of barrelling are neglected. The compression
tests are assumed quasi static and the cemented carbide plate tools are lubricated
with grease to assure low friction. Thorough centred and positioned samples are
important to avoid skew compression and resulting inhomogeneous plasticity and
underestimated stress. Once more, simulations are applied in order to obtain a
tolerance on compression tool parallelity. With the criteria of less than 1 % force
error, the maximum unparallelity of 0.5◦ is allowed and assured through measure-
ments on the compressed samples. Figure 19 shows a schematic representation
of the compression test set-up. In all tests, the compression velocity vc equals
0.01 mm s−1 and the system force Fc is measured with a 100 kN load cell. In order
to access the actual sample compression velocity and accumulated displacement,
the machine stiffness kc is measured and approximated linear for the entire load in-
terval. The sample compression displacement was determined from the measured
displacement ucm as uc = ucm − Fc/kc.
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Figure 20: Flow stress as function of plastic strain, obtained from compression test data
with the assumptions of constant volume and cylindrical sample shape throughout the
entire test, shown together with the fitted Hollomon function.

With least squares regression, the acquired compression test data for the se-
lected hot rolled cold forming steel is used to fit Hollomon’s material parameters.
Best fit is achieved with the coefficient K equal to 923 MPa and the exponent n
equal to 0.158, figure 20.

6 Experimental results

Analysis of the high speed image data from experiments, results in a displacement
vector field as shown in figure 21. Further, the obtained clearance change Ux from
shearing of a common steel grade sheet at different clearance and clamp configu-
rations are shown in figure 22. Rotation of the inner tools is an effect of torque
from variations in the force ratio Fy to Fx, as the forces are applied acentric. With
force ratios close to those used in the experimental set-up design, the rotations are
small. As the strut elastic length change is typically 2 μm during characteristic
loading, Ux must be mostly mutual displacement of inner tools and strut relative
the two outer, so that the clearance is redistributed between the symmetry sides.
Any inequality between the symmetry sides that results in changed Fx, like mis-
positioned first contact or other geometrical or mechanical inequality, will trigger
such displacement. Measurements shown in figure 22 indicate that an equilibrium
position is found before Uy reaches 0.5 mm. During the shearing that remains, the
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Figure 21: Images of the speckled tools with vector field overlay. Vector field in (a) shows
total displacement while the mass-center displacement of respective tool is subtracted in
(b). Vectors in (a) and (b) are scaled individually.

clearance stays within 10 μm variation. According to simulations, sheet deforma-
tions at Uy less than 0.5 mm are mostly elastic, and thus the penetration is small
and only half the curved tool profile is in contact with the sheet.

All force measurements have signal to noise ratios around 100. Depending on
the Wheatstone bridge configuration used, the peak-to-peek levels of the noise
varies. Characteristic values are 0.6 kN for Fy and 0.3 kN for Fx.

As a final quality examination, experimental and simulated results are com-
pared. Although the constant acceleration used in the sensitivity analyses is antic-
ipated to coincide rather well with the experimental conditions, the final validating
simulations of experiments are governed by experimentally measured displacement
as function of time. Figure 23 shows experimental and simulated force curves from
shearing a 5 mm thick sheet strip with one side unclamped and 0.64 mm, i.e. 13 %
clearance. Except for a small deviation of simulated forces at large Uy, forces
from experiment and simulation coincide fairly. After fracture that occurs at the
experimental force curves end, all load carrying abilities are lost and the forces
drop to zero.

7 Discussion

Typically, the force displacement curves from shearing simulations show an initially
linear force rise when the sheet deformation is mostly elastic with small plastic
deformations close to the curved tool profile. Next, comes a gradual level out of
forces when plastic zones grow inwards from both tools and form a continuous
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Figure 22: Experimentally measured clearance change Ux at the curved tool profile for
different clearance and clamp configurations.

Figure 23: Comparison of experimental and simulated forces from shearing of a 5 mm
thick sheet strip. Experimentally, fracture occurs at Uy less than half the sheet thickness,
i.e. at the experimental curve end.
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plastic shear zone through the sheet. After the formation of a throughout plastic
shear zone, the force curve shapes are largely dependent on material hardening
and shear zone size.

During the experimental shearing, the clearance changes have the same order
of magnitude as requested in the design phase. The initial clearance changes asso-
ciated with small penetrations are tolerable and easily measured with the applied
optical method. Moreover, the signal to noise ratio in force measurements is above
100 without shielding of electronics. One vagueness in the clearance measurements
is the assumption of rigid tools when the tool edge position is calculated from the
vector field. Elastic tool deformations as result of Fx and Fy are not considered
in the calculations. This source to clearance change depends on the Fy to Fx

force ratio and, according to simulations, the tools deform such that clearance is
decreased with a few micrometers during load.

While all the sensitivity analysis simulations are displacement controlled
through constant tool acceleration, the final verifying simulations are governed
by corresponding experimentally measured Uy. Experimentally, the process in
the hydraulic press, with elasticity in structure and fluid, is not controlled by
displacement, but rather some combination of displacement and force.

Even though the experimental set-up is well defined, uncertainties still remain
in contacts and bulk material property variations. Establishment of the sheet to
tool contacts is associated with a nonlinear response when the stiffness gradually
approaches Young’s modulus. Further, the friction coefficients in all contacts are
unknown and, as concluded in the sensitivity analysis, the shearing process is
sensitive to friction.

When simulating more ductile materials, penetration before fracture increases
and results in increased element distortion and further need for remeshing. The
applied adaptive remeshing introduces transfer errors, originating from lost ele-
ment peak stress during interpolation and remapping to the new mesh (Torigaki
and Kikuchi, 1992), and shown as dips in the force curves and also relaxation
in the stress field. However, according to simulations with remeshing at smaller
penetrations, the resulting tool forces are believed to recover in about one third
of the remeshing interval and errors are considered smaller than numerical errors
from distorted elements.

8 Conclusions
Based on the performed sensitivity analyses and validating experiments, some
conclusions about the developed experiment, and shearing in general, can be made:

• Clearance and clamping configuration are identified as two important cutting
parameters with large impact on tool forces. Also the friction coefficient in
sheet to tool contact is important and primarily impacts the x-directional
force Fx, i.e. striving to separate the tools.
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• Clearance stability is obtained through symmetry and balancing of forces.
Further, optical tracking of the tools confirms that the clearance stays within
10 μm during load, i.e. 1–2 % of the initial clearance.

• Tool forces decomposed in two directions, are measured without external
friction losses with signal to noise ratios in the order of 100.

• The experimental shearing procedure fulfils the initially stated demands to
allow detection of 1 % force changes as result of changes in the studied input
parameters.
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Abstract

Shear cutting is common within several sheet metal industry processing steps,
e.g. in cut to length lines, slitting lines, end cropping. Shearing is fast and cheap
relative to competing cutting methods like laser and plasma cutting, but involves
large forces on the equipment that increase with increased sheet material strength.
Accurate shearing experiments are a prerequisite to increase the knowledge of
shearing parameters, improve industrial shearing, and provide data for validation
of numerical shearing models. Here, the two parameters clearance and clamp
configuration, identified as important to the shearing, were studied in an exper-
imental set-up with well defined tool movement and high measurability of tool
position and force. In addition to force measurements, the sheared surface geom-
etry was characterised. Steels of low, medium, and high strength were selected
for the study. Throughout the experimental study, the tool penetration before
fracture decreased with increased material strength. The required shearing force
decreased and the force attempting to separate the two tools increased when one
side of the sheet was left unclamped and free to move. Further, the maximum
shearing force increased with decreased clearance. Clearance changes were small
and moreover continuously measured during all experiments.

Keywords: sheet metal, experiment, shearing, cutting, force, clearance

1 Introduction
Shearing is a fast and cheap method for sheet metal cutting compared with al-
ternative methods such as laser and plasma cutting. In the sheet metal industry,
shear cutting is often used in various processing steps including cut to length, slit-
ting and end cropping. The constant development of sheet metals toward higher
strength and formability leads to increased forces on the shearing equipment and
tools. Increased knowledge and a refined process becomes important to maintain
tool life and achieve the desired sheet tolerances. Experimental data are needed
to understand and model the shearing mechanisms and also for validation of nu-
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merical models. Published experimental data of forces during the shearing process
are nevertheless rare and in particular never include the force that separates the
two tools. In straight cuts with parallel tools that force is transferred through
the tools to the surrounding structure while it can be limited to the punch and
die in the similar blanking process. Some noticeable publications which include
measurements of force on the rotational symmetric blanking process are made by
Crane (1927) where forces are correlated to sheared surface geometries, by Old-
enburg (1980) where effects of sheet clamping are studied, and by Hambli et al.
(2003) where tool wear is studied. Furthermore, most studies do not consider fric-
tion forces in the equipment or the tool clearance variations during the shearing
process.

Based on the above mentioned deficiencies, the purpose of this study was to
provide accurate measurements of forces without friction losses together with mea-
surements of clearance variations during the shearing process. The measurements
were recorded by the method and set-up developed and described in detail by
Gustafsson et al. (2014), and also briefly described in the following section. In this
study, shearing experiments were performed to study the effects of clamping and
clearance on the tool forces.

2 Methods
Basic shearing geometries are schematically shown in figures 1 and 2 together
with definition of the coordinate system used. Gustafsson et al. (2014) developed
a symmetric experimental set-up, shown in figure 3, where each side consists of
one fixed and one floating tool. Two sheets were simultaneously sheared to achieve
a stable clearance and balanced forces in the x-direction, Fx. With Fx balanced,
no guides were required and their inevitable friction losses were avoided. Thus,
the tool forces were measured with high accuracy. The tool forces Fx and Fy

were recorded via strain gauges glued onto the strut and the pillars of the set-
up, as shown in figure 3. Further, the tool displacements were obtained from
image analysis of digital camera images of the speckle painted tools, as thorough
described by Gustafsson et al. (2014).

According to results from the sensitivity analyses performed by Gustafsson
et al. (2014), clamping and clearance are two of the most important shearing pa-
rameters. The effects of clearance and clamping variations were evaluated through
shearing of three sheet materials with two clamping configurations, one side or
both sides, and clearances according to table 1. Clearances were chosen in a large
interval to cover the, by manufacturer, recommended clearance for each individual
material with comfortable margin at both ends. Clamping forces were not mea-
sured, but were large enough to prevent separation between sheet and tools. All
marked combinations in table 1 were sheared in both the dual clamped configu-
ration as shown in figure 3 and the single clamped configuration with the outer
clamps removed. The geometry of the sheared surface was characterised in terms
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Figure 1: Schematic 3D representation of shearing geometry with definition of the coor-
dinate system used. (Gustafsson et al., 2014)

Table 1: Matrix of clearances used for shearing the three sheet metal grades in the
experimental study. Clearances are also shown relative the sheet thickness h.

Clearance Low Medium High
[mm] strength strength strength

0.35 0.07h
0.42 0.07h
0.64 0.11h 0.13h 0.11h
1.07 0.22h 0.18h
1.44 0.24h

of the four characteristic zones introduced by Atkins (1981) and defined in figure 4.
According to Hilditch and Hodgson (2005), the extent of the zones depend on the
shearing geometry as well as the material properties.

Three materials were used in the study: a mild strength (LS) high formabil-
ity steel, a medium strength (MS) construction steel, and a high strength (HS)
wear plate steel. Steel properties are shown in table 2 and figure 5. Mechanical
properties shown in table 2 were obtained from uniaxial tensile tests and the sheet
thickness was measured on the sheared samples. The flow stress curves shown
in figure 5 were obtained from uniaxial compression tests of cylindrical samples,
approximately 6.0 mm long and 3.2 mm in diameter, that were prepared from the
sheet in three directions. Each flow stress curve is representative for a series of
three tests on each combination of material and direction. The rolling direction,
the sheet thickness direction, and the in sheet plane direction that is transverse
to the rolling direction correspond to the x-, y- and z-directions respectively. All
compression tests were performed according to the method described by Gustafs-
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the shearing geometry and boundary conditions.
The moving tool and corresponding clamp have the same velocity v in the y-direction.
Reaction forces on the moving tool as result of the velocity v are Fx and Fy. Definitions
of sheet thickness h, clearance c, radius r of the tool arc and tool displacements Ux and
Uy are shown in the magnified area (Gustafsson et al., 2014).
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Figure 3: Schematic front view of the experimental set-up showing strain gauge positions
as black squares. Sheet strips were clamped on both sides (Gustafsson et al., 2014).

Figure 4: Sheared surface characteristic zones shown on sheet cross-section (Gustafsson
et al., 2014).

son et al. (2014). For the tested material grades, the flow stress curves show some
anisotropy between the thickness direction and the two in plane directions. The
HS material also shows anisotropy between the in plane directions at plastic strains
below 0.3.

Two sheet strips with 55.0 mm width and approximately 250 mm length were
prepared and sheared in each experiment.

Polished tools with 220 ± 5 μm radius were used in all experiments. During
shearing, the tools were amply lubricated with an industrial grease containing zinc
additives, in order to achieve consistent and repeatable contact conditions.

Finite element (FE) simulations were used to study phenomenons and tenden-
cies seen in the experiments. Simulations offer detailed studies of the shearing
process and are valuable for the understanding of mechanisms in shearing. All
analyses were performed with a commercial general purpose FE software and the
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Table 2: Properties of sheet metal grades used in the experimental evaluation. Thick-
ness is given with minimum and maximum values representative for the encountered
variations.

Material Yield strength, Tensile strength, Elongation, Thickness
strength Rp02 [MPa] Rm [MPa] A80 [%] [mm]

Low 210 300 40 5.83 ± 0.05
Medium 450 520 25 4.95 ± 0.05

High 1080 1260 7 6.08 ± 0.01

Figure 5: Flow stress curves for the low, medium and high strength material grades in
three directions obtained from compression test data with the assumptions of constant
volume and cylindrical sample shape throughout the entire test.

same 2D plane strain model, with geometry and boundary conditions according
to figure 2, as motivated and validated against experiments by Gustafsson et al.
(2014). An isotropic elastic/plastic sheet material with hardening pursuant to the
exponential model σY = Kε̄n

p by Hollomon (1945) was used in the FE analysis.
Here, σY is the yield stress, ε̄p is the effective plastic strain and K and n are ma-
terial specific parameters selected to represent the MS steel grade. Based on the
fairly isotropic flow stress shown in figure 5, an isotropic model were considered
sufficient for the present study. Previous simulations with this model by Gustafs-
son et al. (2014) have shown good agreement with experiments in term of forces.
Tools and clamps were considered elastic and all materials were assigned Poisson’s
ratio equal to 0.3 and Young’s modulus equal to 210 GPa. Contacts were mod-
elled with a 2D surface to surface penalty formulation and the Coulomb model
was used as friction law. The finite element size in the shear area was selected so
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that the curved tool profile was represented by three elements. All elements were
four-noded and fully integrated. An adaptive remeshing was applied to lower the
element distortion in the plastic deformed zone. The simulations were moderated
with a constant tool acceleration because of the numerical advantages in avoiding
velocity steps.

3 Results

Recorded forces from shearing experiments on the three sheet materials at chosen
clearances are shown in figures 6a to 8a. Clearances were selected according to
table 1 and two clamping configurations, one and two clamps, were used. For
the three sheet metal grades examined, Fx increased and Fy decreased when one
clamp was removed. With two clamps, a pronounced decrease in Fx is seen after
the initial increase. At larger Uy, the force Fx show tendencies to increase again,
but only the LS sheet in figure 6 sustain enough penetration for the effect to be
clearly visible. There is an increase in Fy with decreased clearance, but for some
material and shearing parameter combinations, the differences in Fy attenuates
and is also reversed at large Uy. Also, at large Uy, a small but consistent increase
in Fx is seen with decreased clearance except for the one clamped shearing of the
LS sheet.

All curves in figures 6 to 8 are trimmed to the last sample before fracture, and
therefore they only represent an indication of the fracture point. With the constant
time sample used in all measurements combined with a throughout accelerating
process, the tool displacement between two samples at the point of fracture can
reach several tenths of a millimetre. Notable regarding the figures is also that line
markers are merely for curve identification and only represent a fraction of the
sampled points.

Clearance change, Ux, between the tool edges are shown in figures 6b to 8b.
Common for almost all combinations of material, clearance, and clamping config-
uration, are small changes in Ux after an initial stabilising phase during the first
0.5 mm of y-directional displacement. By correlating Ux to the respective Fy, the
initial change in Ux can be related to initial build-up of Fy. Also common for
all measurements are larger Ux, i.e. larger clearance increase or smaller clearance
decrease, for experiments with one clamp relative two clamps.

Duplicate experiments were done at some clearances to estimate the total error
and assess repeatability. Forces from these tests are shown in figures 9 to 11.
Reshimming of the tools between the experiments yields clearance variations in
the range 0.01–0.02 mm. According to the duplicated experiments, the deviations
in forces for the HS sheet are close to the 1 % experimental set-up error range
determined by Gustafsson et al. (2014), but force deviations for the MS and LS
sheets are up to 5 %. All force deviations are close to constant over the entire
shearing, i.e. independent of Uy.
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Figure 6: Measured forces (a) and clearance change, Ux, at tools edges (b) from shearing
the low strength sheet material grade at various clearances and clamp configurations.
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Figure 7: Same as figure 6 but for the medium strength material grade.
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Figure 8: Same as figure 6 but for the high strength material grade.
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Figure 9: Measured forces from repeated experiments on the low strength sheet at
0.64 mm clearance.

Figure 10: Measured forces from repeated experiments on the medium strength sheet at
0.64 mm clearance.
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Figure 11: Measured forces from repeated experiments on the high strength sheet at
1.07 mm clearance.

Growing plastic zone, material hardening, load carrying area reduction, and
changed contact conditions are all contributing to the characteristics of the ob-
tained force curves. FE simulations were applied to reveal contact forces on the
tool zones defined in figure 12. Boundaries were positioned so that zone 2 repre-
sented the curved part of the tool. The position of the boundary between zone 3
and zone 4 is not critical because the sheet separates from the tool over a large
area between the tool edge and the clamp during shearing. Since the friction coef-
ficient is somewhat uncertain in the experiments, all simulations were performed
with three friction coefficients: 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15. Tool contact forces divided
into x- and y-components for each zone are shown for the one clamped and two
clamped case in figures 13 and 14 respectively. Due to the geometry shown in
figure 12 the components F zone 1

x , F zone 3
y , F zone 4

y and F zone 5
y are normal forces;

F zone 1
y , F zone 3

x , F zone 4
x and F zone 5

x are friction forces; and F zone 2
x and F zone 2

y are
combinations of normal and friction forces. Evidently, the major part of the total
force is transmitted close to the curved tool profile in the normal direction of the
contact surface. Also, due to coupled process conditions, the normal forces are
effected by changes in friction coefficient. During shearing, the induced rotation
of the sheet results in the force F zone 5

y on the clamp and the force on the tool
opposite to the clamp, F zone 4

y , is therefore small although there is still contact
in zone 4. Moreover, the observed decrease in F zone 3

x combined with the steadily
increasing F zone 1

x , after the initial tool displacement without contact in zone 1,
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Figure 12: Schematic representation of the defined contact zones between sheet strip and
tools. The border between zone 3 and zone 4 is positioned in the region where tool and
sheet are not in contact.

result in the characteristic dip in the total x-directional force Fx The dip is most
pronounced in the two clamped case, figure 14, especially in combination with
high friction coefficients.

Images of the sheared surfaces were captured in the z-direction and are shown
in figures 15–17. Some of the images show dark shadows as result of an optical
effect when some part of the lens captures an unfocused image down the side of
the sheet. The effect is most visible in columns 2 and 4 to the left of the sheared
surface. Rollover and shear zones were projected on the y-axis and measured as
shown in figure 4. The measurements presented in table 3 were taken on the
clamped side in the one clamped configuration. Table 3 also presents the plastic
zone size measured as x-axis projection of the rollover. FE-simulations revealed
that the maximum extension of the plastic zone along the x-direction is found in
connection to the rollover. Uncertainties in the plastic zone measurements were
much larger than in rollover and shear zone measurements since the slope of the
rollover gradually approached zero and no distinct transition existed. Approxi-
mately, the plastic zone size measurements are correct within 0.5 mm. The size of
the rollover and plastic zone always increased with increasing clearance, but the
shear zone size decreased with increasing clearance; an exception from this trend
was one clamped shears of the MS steel grade. With the applied measurement
method, the size of rollover and plastic zones was independent of the clamping
configuration. Differences in shear zone size between the clamping configurations
were established but without clear trends.
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Figure 13: Simulated contact force components for the one clamp configuration, separated
in various zones (defined in figure 12) of the sheet strip to tool contact. Each panel shows
results at three friction coefficients μ. For the total y-directional force component Fy and
zone 3 y-directional force component F zone 3

y , the initial, almost linear, rise from zero force
is hidden to allow an equal force span of 50 kN in all subplots.
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Figure 14: Same as figure 13, but for the two clamps configuration.
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Figure 15: Images in the z-direction of sheet surfaces from the low strength sheet sheared
with different clearances: 0.42 mm in row 1; 0.64 mm in row 2. Columns 1 and 2 cor-
respond to the one clamp configuration, where the free end is shown in column 1, and
columns 3 and 4 correspond to shearing with two clamps.

Figure 16: Same as figure 15, but for the medium strength sheet. Clearances are: 0.35 mm
in row 1; 0.64 mm in row 2; 1.07 mm in row 3.
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Figure 17: Same as figure 15, but for the high strength sheet. Clearances are: 0.64 mm
in row 1; 1.07 mm in row 2; 1.44 mm in row 3.

Table 3: Rollover, shear, and plastic zone sizes for the low, medium, and high strength
sheet metal grades sheared at different clearances and clamping configurations.

One clamp Two clamps

Material Clearance Rollover Shear Plastic Rollover Shear Plastic
strength zone zone zone zone

[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

Low 0.42 1.0 2.6 4.0 1.0 4.0 3.8
Low 0.64 1.2 2.4 4.2 1.2 2.5 4.2

Medium 0.35 0.7 1.3 2.6 0.8 1.8 3.0
Medium 0.64 0.8 1.6 3.6 0.8 1.7 3.0
Medium 1.07 1.0 2.4 3.7 1.0 1.6 4.0

High 0.64 0.4 1.6 1.8 0.4 1.3 2.0
High 1.07 0.5 1.3 1.8 0.5 1.2 2.2
High 1.44 0.7 1.3 2.4 0.7 0.9 2.8
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Shearing with only one clamp resulted in an additional plastic deformation of
the free end of the strip, outside the burr, where the contact force is concentrated.
This deformed zone reflects the maximum angle between the strip and the tool
before fracture.

Clamped strip ends showed a similar sheared surface geometry in one clamped
shears and two clamped shears. Sometimes, however, Fx in one clamped shearing
was twice as large as in two clamped shearing. Thus, sheared surface geometry
could not be used to estimate the stress state during shearing.

Rollover, shear and plastic zone sizes tended to decrease with increasing ma-
terial yield and tensile strength.

4 Discussion
Contributions to the total displacement of the tool in the x-direction are mutual
displacement of the inner tools and strut relative the two outer, elastic deformation
of the strut, and rotation of the tools. For instance, the elastic deformation of the
strut was 7 μm when Fx = 40 kN. The optically measured total tool displacement
was separated in translations of the tool mass centre in the x- and y-directions
and rotation around the z-axis. When shearing the LS and MS strength sheets,
the clearance decrease originating from rotations were less than 10 μm. This ob-
servation suggests that the clearance change in figures 6b and 7b, must be mostly
due to mutual displacement of inner tools relative the two outer ones. Shearing of
the HS sheet resulted in larger rotations, about 0.1 mrad, which caused a decrease
of approximately 50 μm in clearance at tool edges and significantly influenced Ux

in figure 8b. The observed rotations originated from a larger ratio of Fy/Fx than
the one used to determine the tool positions relative to the pillar centre in the
x-direction during the experimental set-up design. With knowledge of the Fy/Fx

ratio, the tools can be positioned to avoid tool rotation. However, the tool posi-
tion suitable for the MS material was used for shearing all three material grades.
The differences in Ux between the one and two clamp configurations probably de-
pend on two different phenomena. First, during the initial stabilising phase where
Uy < 0.5 mm, the mutual displacement of inner tools relative the two outer ones
is effected by the clamping. Secondly, after the stabilising phase, the small differ-
ences in Ux originate from differences in the Fy/Fx ratio between single and dual
clamp configurations.

Despite a well defined experiment and accurate measurements, there were force
deviations between repeated experiments as shown in figures 9 to 11. These de-
viations likely originated from property variations of the sheared sheet strips.
According to the sensitivity analyses performed by Gustafsson et al. (2014) the
measured variations of thickness, shown in table 2, cannot result in force varia-
tions of the observed magnitude. Inhomogeneous mechanical properties or local
variations in friction coefficient between sheet and tool are further possible contri-
butions to the observed force variations. The sensitivity analyses also indicate that
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global variations in the friction coefficient mainly effects Fx, whereas the present
measured force variations were most pronounced in Fy and almost independent of
Uy. Hence, variations of mechanical properties in the sheet are the most probable
explanation to the measured force deviations.

Shearing of the MS sheet with 1.07 mm clearance and one clamp resulted in an
distinctly large penetration and burr formation before fracture compared with the
other experiments on the same material at smaller clearances. Expressed relative
to the sheet thickness h, a clearance of 1.07 mm is larger than 0.20h and apparently
too large for the material grade and clamping configuration.

With the larger Fx observed in one clamped shears compared to two clamped
shears, the remaining material between the tools experience large tensile stresses
and a shear stress is introduced in the xz-plane at the curved tool profile. Large
shear stresses may increase the risk for mode II fractures (a shear stress acting
perpendicular to the crack front) on the sheared surface. Hubert et al. (2010)
concludes that edge cracks in combination with a rolling operation is a problem,
especially for soft materials. According to the results of the simulations shown
in figures 13 and 14, the force components F zone 1

x and F zone 2
x were larger for the

one clamped case compared with two clamped case except for the first 0.5 mm and
possibly the last 0.5 mm in the simulations. At around Uy = 1 mm, the component
F zone 3

x was also lower for the one clamped case compared with the two clamped
case. With the above arguments, mode II edge cracks should be suppressed with
clamping of both sides of the sheet.

As shown in figures 13 and 14 the minimum and maximum values of F zone 3
x

scaled proportional to the friction coefficient. The behaviour suggests a sliding
contact, and the reversed sign of forces imply reversed relative movement. How-
ever, F zone 3

x was less than μF zone 3
y (where μ is the Coulomb friction coefficient)

except for small values of Uy. Possibly the phenomenon is the result of a vary-
ing contact pressure in zone 3 and a sticking contact closest to zone 2 where the
contact pressure is largest.

5 Conclusions
This study demonstrated how to generate accurate experimental data that are a
prerequisite for validation of numerical shearing models. More specifically, based
on the experimental study supported by FE simulations, the following conclusions
were made:

• The force Fx was higher, but Fy was lower, in shearing with one clamp
compared with shearing with two clamps. In other words, the force required
for shearing of the sheet decreased, but the force that acts to widen the tool
clearance increased, when one clamp was used instead of two clamps.

• There was a clear trend for increased maximum force, Fy, with decreased
clearance.
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• The clearance was stable during the shearing process and the small existing
variations of the clearance could be measured.

• The characteristic dip in Fx was an effect of variations of the contact condi-
tions during the shearing process.

• The size of both the rollover and the plastic zone increase with increasing
clearance.
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Abstract

Shearing is a fast and inexpensive method to cut sheet metal that has been
used since the beginning of the industrialism. Consequently, published experi-
mental studies of shearing can be found from over a century back in time. Recent
studies, however, are due to the availability of low cost digital computation power,
mostly based on finite element simulations that guarantees quick results. Still, for
validation of models and simulations, accurate experimental data is a requisite.
When applicable, 2D models are in general desirable over 3D models because of
advantages like low computation time and easy model formulation. Shearing of
sheet metal with parallel tools is successfully modelled in 2D with a plane strain
approximation, but with angled tools the approximation is less obvious. There-
fore, plane strain approximations for shearing with angled tools were evaluated by
shear experiments of high accuracy. Tool angle, tool clearance, and clamping of
the sheet were varied in the experiments. The results showed that the measured
forces in shearing with angled tools can be approximately calculated using force
measurements from shearing with parallel tools. Shearing energy was introduced
as a quantifiable measure of suitable tool clearance range. The effects of the shear-
ing parameters on forces were in agreement with previous studies. Based on the
agreement between calculations and experiments, analysis based on a plane strain
assumption is considered applicable for angled tools with a small (up to 2 degrees)
rake angle.

Keywords: sheet metal, experiment, shearing, force, clearance, angle

1 Introduction
Shearing is the process where sheet metal is mechanically cut between two tools
as shown i figure 1. A thorough review on various aspects of cutting in the engi-
neering, physical and biological sciences is provided by Atkins (2009), who, among
other topics, discusses shearing of ductile sheets and plates, and guillotining, i.e.,
perform a progressive cut using an angled tool. Some examples of more specific
studies of sheet metal shearing are given in the sequel of this section.

117
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Figure 1: Schematic 3D representation of the shearing geometry together with definition
of the coordinate system used. The bottom tool is v-shaped with the vertex in the
xy-symmetry plane.

Experiments on sheet metal shearing have been of interest since the indus-
trial revolution. Measurements of forces on various materials, including carbon
steels, were performed in the early 20th century by Izod (1906). Similar exper-
iments, i.e., symmetric double shearing with parallel tools, were done by Chang
and Swift (1950) in a study of varied clearance evaluated on required force and
produced sheared surfaces. Further development of shearing experiments were
done by Gustafsson et al. (2014) to include measurement of the force that strives
to separate the two tools and the clearance changes during shearing.

Rotational symmetric blanking has several features in common with sheet
metal shearing, for instance: forces and sheared surface geometries were studied
by Crane (1927); and tool wear was examined by Hambli et al. (2003).

The geometry of the sheared surface is a topic addressed in several studies:
the sheared surface was partitioned into various regions and the mechanisms that
was active in these regions was identified by Atkins (1981); the influence of tool
sharpness on the surface geometry was studied by Suliman (2001); the surface
geometry was also examined by Hilditch and Hodgson (2005) who concluded that
the extent of the regions defined by Atkins (1981) depend on the shearing geometry
as well as on the material properties.

Further analyses of sheared samples, in addition to surface geometry, include
the hardness distribution on the sheared surface by Weaver and Weinmann (1985);
and an evaluation of the post shearing strain from microstructure examination of
the deformed area by Wu et al. (2012).
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A number of articles cover the post-shearing deformation properties of sheet
metal, and to name a few of these: crack formation in post-shearing bending
deformations was studied by Weaver and Weinmann (1985); problems with cracks
in the sheared surface in combination with a subsequent rolling operation were
studied by Hubert et al. (2010); and effects of rake angle on hardness and post-
shearing stretch-flange formability were studied by Matsuno et al. (2015).

When angled tools are used to cut the sheet (see figure 1), the progressive
contact between the sheet and the angled tool reduces the required force at the
expense of an increased tool stroke and, as stated by Guimaraes (1988), an in-
creased deformation of the sheared sheet. Rake angles (the rake angle is defined
in figure 3) up to 2◦ are common in larger shearing equipment, but angles larger
than 5◦ are seldom used due to deformations that result in curl, camber or bow
of narrow strips, as discussed by Guimaraes (1988). Tools with rake angles also
introduce a force along the tools (z-direction in figure 1). Although this force
is small compared to forces in the other directions it may affect the shearing if
the equipment has a low stiffness in that direction. V-shaped tools balance the
z-directional force and are therefore favourable, compared with unsymmetrical
tools.

Shearing experiments are time consuming and requires specialised equipment.
Studies involving a large number of parameters and coupled effects are therefore
preferably performed by finite element (FE) based simulations. Accurate experi-
mental data is still a prerequisite to validate such simulations. There is, however,
a shortage of accurate experimental data to validate such simulations, as noticed
by, for example, Saanouni et al. (2010). One purpose of this work is therefore, at
least to some extent, to fill this gap and provide accurate experimental data of
forces from shearing with both parallel and inclined tools.

A simplified analytical model of forces during shearing with angled tools was
developed by Atkins (1990) in guillotining of copper plates. In that model the
force can be computed provided the materials shear yield stress, work harden-
ing index and fracture toughness in the plane of cut are known. The latter two
parameters are, however, often not so readily available as the yield stress. There-
fore, in this paper, a simple model is developed, based on the assumption of plane
strain, in which the forces in shearing with angled tools are calculated from forces
measured with parallel tools. The main purpose of this work is to compare the
forces predicted by the model, with forces measured with inclined tools. Forces
were accurately measured, both with parallel and angled tools, using an experi-
mental set-up with a high stiffness and a stable tool clearance providing reliable
reproducible results, as previously demonstrated by Gustafsson et al. (2014). If
the model can predict the forces in shearing with angled tools, this implies that a
2D plane strain FE analysis is applicable to obtain forces in shearing with angled
tools. Furthermore, the presented experimental data can also be used to verify
numerical models of sheet metal shearing.
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2 Simplified shearing model

In this section a simple model for calculating the forces during shearing with angled
tools is presented. The model assumes that plane strain prevails (in the xy-plane);
forces from measurements on parallel tools was used as input to the model.

2.1 Definition of shearing arrangement

Some important shearing parameters and boundary conditions are defined in fig-
ure 2, which shows the arrangement when parallel tools are used. Shearing of wide
sheet strips generally uses a rake angle, either by rotation of one tool around the
x-axis, or by a v-shaped tool as the bottom tool in figure 1. The rake angle, θ, is
defined in figure 3.

2.2 Approximation of shearing forces

When shearing sheets of a given thickness and strength using parallel tools (the
rake angle θ = 0) the force, F 0(u) (superscript denotes θ = 0), acting on the tool
is proportional to the sheet width 2w. That is, F 0(u) = 2w · P (u), where P (u) is
the force per unit sheet width and u is the magnitude of the penetration of the
tool into the sheet in the y-direction. During shearing, the tool is in contact with
the sheet over the entire sheet width, with u constant over the width and u = U ,
where U is the magnitude of the tool displacement in the y-direction. The tool
displacement increases from zero at shearing start to U = uf at fracture of the
sheet.

If instead, a rake angle θ �= 0, is used, the contact between the tool and the
sheet is confined to a short region along the sheet width. At any moment, the
local tool penetration, u, will therefore vary along the sheet width with u �= U . In
this contact region a plastic zone of length zAB = zB − zA is formed in the sheet,
where zA and zB are the z-coordinates of the boundaries A and B, respectively,
as shown in figure 3.

If P (u) is assumed to be the same for parallel and angled tools, then P (u) =
F 0(u)/(2w) can be obtained from measurements of tool force on parallel tools.
Thus, the tool force, F θ(u), at rake angles θ �= 0 can be computed by integrat-
ing P (u) along the plastic zone. That is, due to the symmetric set-up shown
in figure 3, F θ(U) = 2

∫ zB

zA
P (u)dz, since P (u) = 0 outside the plastic region.

Using the geometric relation du = dz tan θ, the integral can be rewritten as
F θ(U) = (2/ tan θ)

∫ uB

uA
P (u)du, where uA and uB are the magnitudes of the lo-

cal penetration of the tool at the boundaries of the plastic zone. The limits of
integration, either zA and zB or uA and uB , are functions of the global tool dis-
placement, U , which determines the size of the plastic zone formed in the contact
region. It is therefore natural to consider the shearing process in terms of the
plastic zone formed in the sheet.
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the shearing geometry and boundary conditions.
The moving tool and corresponding clamp have the same velocity v in the y-direction.
Reaction forces on the moving tool as result of the velocity v are Fx and Fy. Definitions
of sheet thickness h, clearance c, radius r of the tool arc and tool displacements Ux and
Uy are shown in the magnified area (Gustafsson et al., 2014).
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the geometry when shearing with angled tools, with
definition of the rake angle θ and sheet strip width and thickness 2w and h, respectively.
Position C is the vertex of the v-shaped tool and D is the strip edge. The load carrying
interaction area (the plastic zone) between sheet and tools is confined between positions
A and B. Panels (a) to (d) show four stages of the shearing process: (a) is when contact
is established between sheet and both tools; (b) a plastic zone has formed at the strip
edge but no material is fractured; (c) a plastic zone of constant length propagates towards
the sheet middle, with fractured material from the right zone boundary (position B) to
the strip edge (position D); (d) the plastic zone front (position A) has reached the sheet
middle (position C), the zone length decreases and final fracture follows as the fracture
front has reached the sheet middle. The plastic zone is shown magnified in panel (e),
with definition of the load per unit sheet width P (u) and the local penetration u.
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We will regard the entire shearing process to consist of the following three
stages (see also figure 3): (i) formation of a plastic zone whose length gradually
increases to a constant value zmax

AB ; (ii) the plastic zone of length zmax
AB propagates

along the sheet width; and (iii) the plastic zone front has reached the middle of the
sheet (at the vertex of the v-shaped tool) and the zone size gradually decreases
to zero, followed by final fracture of the sheet. These three stages are in turn
considered in detail below. Using basic geometrical relations, the stages can be
formulated as intervals of the global tool displacement, U , and similarly for the
limits of integration, namely (zA, zB) or (uA, uB).

Formation of plastic zone: (0 < U < uf ). The initial contact between the tool
and the sheet occurs at the sheet edge (position D in figure 3). At this moment
zAB = 0, since positions A and B both coincide with D at the edge of the sheet.
As the tool is pressed into the sheet, zAB will increase to a constant value zmax

AB

that is dependent on the material properties and shearing parameters. The plastic
zone boundaries are

zA = w − U/ tan θ, zB = w,

and the corresponding limits of integration with respect to u are

uA = 0, uB = U.

Propagation of plastic zone: (uf < U < w tan θ). A zone of plastically de-
formed material of length zmax

AB , is translated at constant force along the sheet in
the z-direction. The sheet is fractured to the right of the plastic zone marked in
figure 3 (z > zB) and is undeformed to the left of the zone (z < zA). The bound-
ary between undeformed and plastically deformed material is hence at z = zA,
and similarly, z = zB is the boundary between plastically deformed and fractured
material. Now,

zA = w − U/ tan θ, zB = w − (U − uf ) / tan θ,

uA = 0, uB = uf .

Decrease of plastic zone: (w tan θ < U < w tan θ + uf ). As the front of the
plastic zone has reached the sheet middle (positions A and C in figure 3 coincide),
the length zAB of the zone starts to decrease and the load decreases. Eventually,
the entire sheet is fractured when the fracture front has reached the sheet middle
(positions B and C coincide) so that zAB = 0. Here,

zA = 0, zB = w − (U − uf ) / tan θ,

uA = U − w tan θ, uB = uf .
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The total tool force, F θ(U), as a function of the global tool displacement, U ,
can hence be expressed as three integrals:

F θ(U) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

2
tan θ

∫ U

0
P (u)du : 0 < U < uf

2
tan θ

∫ uf

0
P (u)du : uf ≤ U ≤ w tan θ

2
tan θ

∫ uf

U−w tan θ

P (u)du : w tan θ < U < w tan θ + uf

, (1)

corresponding to the three stages with respect to the plastic zone. The above
integrals are evaluated as the relevant area under the curve of P (u) = F 0(u)/(2w)
versus U , which may be obtained experimentally from measurements on shearing
with parallel tools.

3 Experimental set-up

Shearing experiments were performed with a slightly modified version of the previ-
ously developed procedure and experimental set-up described by Gustafsson et al.
(2014) and schematically shown in figure 4. Two simultaneous and symmetrical
shears were applied for clearance stability and internal balancing of forces in the
x-direction. Thus, forces, guides and their inevitable friction losses were avoided
and high accuracy force measurements were hence possible. Sheet metal strips
were sheared between each pair of tools and clamps were available on both sides
of the sheet. The forces, Fx and Fy were measured with strain gauges attached to
the experimental set-up.

Studies of the rake angle were made possible with v-shaped tools that ensured
symmetry and zero net force in the z-direction and symmetric force distributions
in the x- and y-directions. Still, in order to verify this symmetry, the optical
tool tracking used by Gustafsson et al. (2014) was substituted with displacement
transducers that allowed measurements of the tool rotation and/or bending around
the x- and y-axes. The displacement transducers improved tool tracking abilities
and simplified the data processing, as displacements from the resistive transduc-
ers were sampled together with data from the strain gauges on a common time
base. All signals were sampled at 5 kHz. Linear calibration of the displacement
transducers was done by means of gauge blocks and the transducers were stable
during the shearing experiments; the strain gauges used in force calculations were
shunt calibrated before each experiment.
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Figure 4: Schematic front view of the experimental set-up showing strain gauge positions
as black squares. Sheet strips are clamped on both sides (Gustafsson et al., 2014).

3.1 Displacements transducers
Displacement transducers were positioned on the tools according to figure 5, to
record tool displacements in the x-direction (transducers A, B and D) and y-
direction (transducers C and E). The transducers were free to move on the tool
surface and merely recorded translations in the indicated directions. Rotations
of the tools around the x-, y- and z-directions, as well as translations of the tool
edge, were calculated from the transducer recordings as shown below, assuming
rigid tools and small displacements.

Let UA
x , UB

x and UD
x denote the tool displacements in the x-direction recorded

by transducers A, B and D, respectively. Similarly, UC
y and UE

y are the tool dis-
placements in the y-direction recorded by transducers C and E, respectively. The
tool rotations around the x-, y- and z-axes are denoted α, β and γ, respectively.
For small angles, α ≈ tan α, and similarly for β and γ, then

α ≈ UE
y − UC

y

zEC
, (2)

β ≈ UA
x − UD

x

zAD
, (3)

γ ≈ UA
x − UB

x

yAB
, (4)
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Figure 5: Schematic representation of the displacement transducer positions labeled A to
E. The point R is a reference on the tool edge. The positive directions of tool rotations
α, β and γ are shown together with the coordinate system definition.

where zEC is the distance in the z-direction between E and C, and similarly
for zAD and yAB . The positive directions of the rotations are shown in figure 5.

Consider a point, R, on the tool edge with the same z-coordinate as trans-
ducers A, B and C, and let UR

x and UR
y denote the displacement of R in the x-

and y-direction. Assuming negligible rotations α and β, then, as a first approxi-
mation, the displacements of the tool edge (point R) are

UR
x ≈ UA

x + γ
(
yRA − UR

y

)
, (5)

UR
y ≈ UC

y − γxRC , (6)

where xRC is the distance in the x-direction between R and C at shearing start,
and similarly for yRA. In the following, UR

x and UR
y are simply referred to as Ux

and Uy. These displacements are, respectively, the change of the tool clearance
and the global tool displacement during shearing.
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Table 1: Matrix of clearances and rake angles used in the experimental study.

Parallel Parallel 1◦ rake 2◦ rake
tools, tools, angle, angle,

Clearance 1 clamp 2 clamps 1 clamp 1 clamp

0.05h x x x x
0.10h x x x x
0.15h x x x x
0.20h x x x x
0.25h x
0.30h x
0.40h x
0.50h x

4 Material and experimental methods

4.1 Material

A cold rolled and continuously annealed martensitic steel with a minimum yield
strength of 950 MPa, a tensile strength between 1200 MPa and 1400 MPa and a
minimum elongation, A80, of 3 % was used in the study. Samples with dimensions
of 140×150 mm (140 mm perpendicular to the rolling direction) were laser cut from
a 1250 mm (perpendicular to the rolling direction) wide sheet. Samples along the
edges of the sheet were discarded due to thickness variations. All sheared sheet
samples had a thickness between 2.04 mm and 2.05 mm. The samples were sheared
perpendicular to the rolling direction in all experiments.

4.2 Shearing experiments

Shearing experiments were performed at two rake angles, 1◦ and 2◦, and with par-
allel tools. Two clamping configurations, one side clamped and both sides clamped
(see also figure 2), were used together with parallel tools while the experiments
with rake angles were performed only with one side clamped. Tool clearances of
0.05h, 0.10h, 0.15h and 0.20h, where h is the sheet thickness, were evaluated for
all combinations of rake angle and clamping configuration. With parallel tools
the studied clearance range was extended to larger clearances as shown in table 1.
Three experiments were performed for each configuration in table 1.

Tool displacements and forces were continuously measured during shearing.
Shearing energies, W , could therefore be calculated by integration of dW = FdU
from shearing start to fracture. The integration was done numerically by approx-
imating the area under the load-displacement curve by a set of rectangles, and
summation of the rectangle areas. Only the Fy-|Uy|-curve was considered since
the displacement, Ux, was negligible compared to Uy and Fx was much smaller
than Fy.
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The sheared surfaces were ocular examined, although not quantitatively char-
acterised as done by Gustafsson et al. (2016). Primarily, the fracture surfaces
were checked for excessive roughness. Results from the ocular examinations are
discussed when relevant but are not presented in a separate section.

4.3 Tensile and compression testing

One purpose of this work is to present experimental shearing results that allow for
validation of numerical models of the shearing process. In such models, material
isotropy is often assumed. To check whether this assumption holds for the material
investigated, the degree of anisotropy was assessed from flow characteristics in
three directions of the sheet sample.

Material characterisation was conducted by means of uniaxial tensile and com-
pression tests. Tensile test samples were prepared in the x-direction (sheet rolling
direction) and the z-direction (in sheet plane direction that is transverse to the
rolling direction) and compression test samples were prepared in the y-direction
(sheet thickness direction). The tensile tests were conducted at 0.02 mm s−1 on
specimens with a 5.2 mm waist and an active gauge length of 50 mm. The com-
pression tests followed the procedure described by Gustafsson et al. (2014) on
cylindrical samples, 3.2 mm in diameter, with a length of 6.15 mm obtained by
stacking three layers of sheet. Each flow stress curve in figure 6 is representative
for a series of three tests per direction. The flow stresses showed some anisotropy
with lower flow stress in the rolling direction compared with the other two mea-
sured directions.

5 Results

Results from the shearing experiments in terms of forces, Fx and Fy, and clearance
changes, Ux, are presented in figures 7 to 10 as functions of tool displacement, Uy.
The parameters Ux and Uy were calculated from displacement transducers ac-
cording to equations (5) and (6) respectively. Only results from one of the two
symmetric sides of the experimental set-up (see figure 4) are shown since variations
in Fy and Ux between the sides were less than 1 %. Among the three experiments
performed for each configuration, the difference in force was less than 1 % and Uy

varied a few percent at the point of fracture. Therefore, only one out of the three
curves for each configuration is shown in figures 7 to 10.

For most of the experiments, the tool rotation γ (equation (4)), was between
−1 mrad and −2 mrad. The rotations α and β (equations (2) and (3) respectively)
were between −0.5 mrad and 0.5 mrad, except when shearing with 0.20h clearance
and 1◦ rake angle (where α almost reached 3 mrad). Thus, α and β were considered
negligible, as assumed in the derivation of equations (5) and (6).
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Figure 6: Flow stress curves for the sheared material in three directions obtained from
tensile (x- and z-direction) and compression (y-direction) test data.

Clearance changes, Ux, were, with exception of 0.20h clearance at 1◦ rake
angle, always below 20 μm and in most cases below 10 μm. The rapid change in
clearance at the end of some curves, most pronounced in figures 8b and 10b, is an
effect of unsymmetrical fracture between the two simultaneous shears. Shearing
with v-shaped tools and clearances of 0.20h and larger, caused a stepwise fracture
and an oscillating rotation of the tool around the x-axis. The effect increased with
increased clearance and made shearing with v-shaped tools and clearances over
0.20h useless. Slight effects of the stepwise fracture, in form of local peaks in force
and clearance, were seen on the combination of 0.20h clearance and 1◦ rake angle
at around |Uy| = 0.9 mm as shown in figure 9.

For parallel tools (figures 7 and 8), the variation in force among the tested
clearances and clamping configurations followed the same trends as observed by
Gustafsson et al. (2016). The force, Fx, was almost independent of the clearance
and was slightly smaller when shearing with two clamps (figure 8) compared to
one clamp (figure 7). In terms of maximum force, the values were 40 kN and
35 kN for shearing with one and two clamps, respectively, but the force for tool
displacements |Uy| > 0.6 mm was considerably smaller with two clamps. With
one clamp, the maximum Fy decreased with increased clearance (figure 7a); the
same was observed with two clamps for |Uy| < 0.6 mm (figure 8a). For the largest
clearances used (0.25h, one clamp; 0.50h, two clamps), the tool displacement, |Uy|,
required to initiate fracture was exceptionally large (compared to the required |Uy|
at smaller clearances) and resulted in rough sheared surfaces, as also observed by
Gustafsson et al. (2016). Satisfactory results were restricted to clearances up to
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Figure 7: Measured forces (a) and clearance changes (b) from shearing with parallel tools
and one clamp. Each graph contains results from experiments with various clearances.
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Figure 8: Measured forces (a) and clearance changes (b) from shearing with parallel tools
and two clamps. Each graph contains results from experiments with various clearances.
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Figure 9: Measured forces (a) and clearance changes (b) from shearing with a rake angle
of 1◦. Each graph contains results from experiments with various clearances.
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Figure 10: Measured forces (a) and clearance changes (b) from shearing with a rake angle
of 2◦. Each graph contains results from experiments with various clearances.
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Figure 11: Shearing energies versus nominal tool clearances, expressed as the ratio be-
tween tool clearance and sheet thickness c/h, for the rake angles and clamping configu-
rations used in the experimental study.

0.20h for shearing with one clamp and up to 0.40h with two clamps. Larger clear-
ances required abnormal tool displacements and produced rough surfaces. The
smoothest surface, however, was obtained with the largest clearance that yielded
satisfactory results, namely 0.20h and 0.40h for one and two clamps, respectively.

With angled tools (figures 9 and 10), both the maximum of Fx and Fy de-
creased with increased clearance but appeared to stabilise at a clearance of 0.15h.
The stepwise fracture described earlier resulted in some bumps on the curve of Fy

with 0.20h clearance (figure 9a). For 1◦ rake angle, the force-displacement curves
had a fairly sharp maximum, explained as the two propagating plastic fronts al-
most met in the sheet middle before fracture started at the edges. With 2◦ rake
angle the forces were more or less constant over an interval where the shear zone
propagated in the sheet sample, although, Fy increased slightly for the 0.05h and
0.10h clearances (figure 10a). Naturally, the forces decreased with increased rake
angle at the expense of an increased tool displacement: an increase of the rake
angle from 1◦ to 2◦ resulted in about halved forces.

The sheared samples remained straight without signs of bending or twisting
for both 1◦ and 2◦ rake angles. Local effects in terms of larger fracture zone and
smaller plastically sheared zone were, however, seen on the sheared surface in a
small area around the vertex of the v-shaped tool.

Calculated shearing energies are shown in figure 11. Shearing with parallel
tools and two clamps consumed more energy than the other three configurations
studied.
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Comparisons between experimentally measured forces and forces calculated
with equation (1), from data obtained with parallel tools, at 1◦ and 2◦ rake angles
are shown in figures 12 and 13. To calculate the force component Fy = F θ(U), the
force per length unit, P (u), was obtained from the y-directional force component at
parallel tools. Similarly, Fx was also calculated from equation (1) by letting P (u)
consist of the x-directional force per length unit. In figures 12 and 13, the lower
bound for Fy corresponds to calculations from shearing with parallel tools and
one clamp and the upper bound corresponds to shearing with two clamps. The
bounds are the opposite for Fx although the differences in calculated Fx were small.
All shearing with rake angles were performed with one clamp, but the unsheared
material helps to stiffen the free end, hence a comparison with calculations from
two clamped shears seemed justified. As can be seen in figures 12 and 13, there was
a good agreement between calculated and measured Fy before fracture start (up to
the maximum on the force-displacement curves), and a fair agreement during the
steady state phase with the force maximum; there was a large discrepancy between
predicted and measured forces in the last phase where only partly sheared material
remained.

6 Discussion

The comparison between measured and predicted forces mentioned in the pre-
vious paragraph should be seen as a validation of the model used to calculate
forces for various rake angles. Although shearing is inevitably a 3D operation,
2D approximations are applied in FE simulations due to shorter computation
times and better availability of adaptive remeshing techniques to overcome ele-
ment distortion. When shearing wide strips using tools with zero rake angle, a
plane strain approximation is convenient and shows good agreement with experi-
ments, as demonstrated by Gustafsson et al. (2014). These authors hence showed
that a 2D plain strain approximation is applicable to shearing with parallel tools.
According to Oldenburg (1980), additional strains and distortions are, however,
introduced with inclined tools and thus, the validity of a plane strain assumption
is not obvious in this situation. This study suggests that, a 2D plane strain as-
sumption is appropriate also for shearing with inclined tools, as it is when using
a tool with zero rake angle.

According to Atkins (1990), who studied guillotining of copper plates at rake
angles of 10◦ and 25◦, the total force in the y-direction is composed of a shear
component and a component required to bend the sheet to the tool inclination, and
where the shear component is described in terms of an effective fracture toughness.
Here, with much smaller angles used, the bending component is of less importance
and the force is not interpreted in terms of fracture toughness. A further advantage
of the present model, in addition to not including the fracture toughness, is that
the model includes the beginning and the end of the shearing process where the
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Figure 12: Comparison of experimental and predicted force-displacement curves at 1◦

rake angle and clearances 0.05h, 0, 10h, 0.15h and 0.20h. Black lines are experimental
data and gray areas are calculated from measurements with parallel tools using equation
(1). Lower and upper bounds of the gray areas for Fy represent calculations from data
obtained with one clamp and two clamps respectively; for Fx, the lower and upper bounds
are reversed.

forces are not in a steady state. Consequently, the model captures forces of the
entire shearing operation, from initial tool contact to final fracture, as function of
the tool displacement.

There was generally a good agreement between calculated and measured forces
(figures 12 and 13), especially for the force component Fy. The maximum Fy

measured at shearing with angled tools were, for all combinations of rake angle and
clearance, between the lower and upper boundary calculated from forces measured
at shearing with parallel tools. The maximum Fx was constantly underestimated
by between 15 % and 30 % in the calculations. Considering that, in most shearing
applications, it is sufficient to know the maximum forces, the differences between
calculations and measurements shown in the last part of the force-displacement
curves may not be critical. Due to interaction between the two approaching crack
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Figure 13: Same as figure 12 but for 2◦ rake angle.

tips (and possibly also a small radius in the bottom of the v-shaped tool), the last
parts of the experimentally measured force curves are not fully comparable to the
calculated ones.

For the present material, no advantages in terms of forces, energies and fracture
surfaces were seen in shearing with a clearance smaller than 0.15h, except for
parallel tools and one clamp where 0.10h resulted in slightly less deformed free
strip end. Also, no advantages were seen with clearances larger than 0.20h, except
for parallel tools and two clamps where 0.30h gave better results in general; even
0.40h clearance was beneficial with lower maximum force and a smoother fracture
surface.

The stepwise fracture seen when shearing with clearances over 0.20h and angled
tools affects the forces, tool displacements and also the sheared surface. When
the applied stress is large enough for the crack to start propagating, the sheet
fractures rapidly ahead of the tool, as discussed and modelled by Atkins (2012),
while elastic energy is unloaded. Since the tool velocity is much lower than the
crack propagation velocity the applied stress at the crack tip will decrease and
the crack propagation will stop until additional tool displacement restores the
stress. The problem may be aggravated by the slender experimental set-up and
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large amount of stored elastic energy together with the high strength steel. In
shearing equipment with low clearance stability, the phenomenon can also result
in an oscillating tool clearance. If the stepwise fracture and unloading of elastic
energy do not occur simultaneously at both shear fronts on the v-shaped tool,
then, the z-directional symmetry is broken and the z-directional forces are no
longer in balance. In that case, the stiffness in the z-direction is also important.
Consequently, when stepwise fracture is observed, stiffness in the x-, y- and z-
directions are all of importance for the sheared surface appearance. Stiffness in
the x-direction (clearance stability) is probably still more important than in the
y- and z-directions.

Shearing energy is easily quantifiable and it is therefore tempting to use it as
measure of suitable tool clearance. There was a slight minimum of the required
shearing energy when shearing with parallel tools (figure 11). Most likely, shearing
with rake angles also has an energy minimum; the energies decreases toward 0.20h
clearance, but 0.20h was not large enough to show the increase in energy that
likely follows at some larger clearance. The reliability of the data point at 0.20h
in the curve for 1◦ rake angle is questionable because of the stepwise fracture
and unstable clearance for that combination of shearing parameters. Redundant
experiments on that parameter combination showed a variation in shearing energy
that was not seen for other combinations. Shearing energy is a blunt tool to
select a suitable clearance, but at least clearances outside of the relatively wide
clearance range with an energy minimum may be excluded as suitable clearances.
A low energy is, however, not necessarily always beneficial: shearing with two
clamps required more energy compared to one clamp, and Gustafsson et al. (2016)
showed that two clamps resulted in better sheared surface characteristics.

There are a few mechanisms that can explain the non-constant forces seen in
figure 10a during the phase where the plastic zone travels across the sheet. The
non-constant forces may depend upon varying geometric boundary conditions dur-
ing the shear. In all experiments with angled tools the sheet is clamped against the
upper straight tool and free to move at the v-shaped tool, but, due to unsheared
material that counteracts the rotation of the free end, a Fy somewhere between
those calculated from shearing with parallel tools in one and two clamped con-
figuration can be anticipated. Further, when the shearing continues, the sheared
edge of the free end slides along the upper tool further away from the curved tool
profile and acts as a support that constrain the free end. For the two largest
clearances shown in figure 10a the fracture initiation is followed by a slight drop
in Fy. This can be due to a tearing effect where already sheared material inclines
along the v-shaped tool and a stress concentration around the crack tip makes
the sheet fracture at a smaller tool penetration once the crack has been initiated;
on the other hand, the bending itself requires additional force although probably
negligible for the small rake angles used here. The bending force might be of im-
portance, however, when shearing with such large rake angles as 10◦ and 25◦ as in
the study by Atkins (1990). The friction force component, μFx, can also cause the
drop in Fy. An increase of Fy, as seen for the two smallest clearances, can be due
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to an increasing strain rate as the tool movement is accelerating. The acceleration
is not unique for the small clearances, but at small clearances the strain rate is
already higher because of a more concentrated deformation.

The maximum in Fx followed by a decrease to a more stable value, apparent
in figure 10a, is most probably an effect of the position of the contact between the
upper tool and the free strip end. Shearing exposes the free strip end to a torque
that attempts to rotate the strip. When the leverage, i.e., the distance from the
curved tool profile to the point of contact between strip edge and tool, increases,
Fx decreases.

7 Conclusions
Highly accurate measurements of force and tool displacement during shearing were
possible to implement with a well defined and stable experimental procedure. Var-
ious rake angles and clearances were used for shearing of steel sheets. Furthermore,
flow stress curves in three directions of the sheet metal were recorded in tension
and compression, to describe the anisotropy of the material and to allow future
models of shearing to conform to the experimental conditions and thus be validated
against the measured shearing forces. Based on these experiments the following
conclusions are made:

• The good agreement between calculated and measured forces when shearing
with angled tools suggests that the force intensity is the same as for paral-
lel tools. Thus, more importantly, results from plane strain finite element
simulations are also applicable to shearing with rake angles.

• A suitable range of clearances based on forces, energies and sheared sur-
faces was 0.10h to 0.20h for shearing with one clamp (parallel and angled
tools) and 0.15h to 0.40h for shearing with two clamps (parallel tools). Con-
sequently, larger clearances could be used when shearing with two clamps
than with one clamp.

• The experimental set-up had large stiffness and stability in the clearance
direction (x-direction) but, by design, stored large amounts of elastic energy
in the shearing direction (y-direction). When shearing with angled tools, a
larger stiffness in the y-direction may reduce the effects of stepwise fracture.
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Abstract

There is a shortage of experimentally determined strains during sheet metal
shearing. These kind of data are a requisite to validate shearing models and
to simulate the shearing process. In this work, strain fields were continuously
measured during shearing of a medium and a high strength steel sheet, using
digital image correlation. Preliminary studies based on finite element simulations,
suggested that the effective surface strains are a good approximation of the bulk
strains below the surface. The experiments were performed in a symmetric set-up
with large stiffness and stable tool clearances, using various combinations of tool
clearance and clamping configuration. Due to large deformations, strains were
measured from images captured in a series of steps from shearing start to final
fracture. Both the Cauchy and Hencky strain measures were considered, but the
difference between these were found negligible with the number of increments used
(about 20 to 50). Force-displacement curves were also determined for the various
experimental conditions. The measured strain fields displayed a thin band of large
strain between the tool edges. Shearing with two clamps resulted in a symmetric
strain band whereas there was an extended area with large strains around the
tool at the unclamped side when shearing with one clamp. Furthermore, one or
two cracks were visible on most of the samples close to the tool edges well before
final fracture. The fracture strain was larger for the medium strength material
compared with the high strength material and increased with increasing clearance.

Keywords: sheet metal, experiment, shearing, force, strain, strain field

1 Introduction
Shearing is a widely used process in the sheet metal industry and has been exten-
sively studied to increase the understanding of the shearing mechanism, but also
to improve the industrial process with respect to parameters such as tool force,
tool wear and sheared surface appearance. Tool forces were measured for various
materials already by Izod (1906), who used a symmetric set-up with double tools
to obtain a large stiffness in the lateral direction and a stable clearance. A refined
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set-up was devised by Gustafsson et al. (2014) which allowed the measurement of
the lateral force component (the component that strives to separate the tools and
increase the clearance), in addition to the force in the shearing direction, with a
minimal reduction of lateral stiffness. The lateral force was previously measured
by Yamasaki and Ozaki (1991) but with friction losses in sliding guides and a low
stiffness in the set-up that results in tool clearance changes during shearing. The
same concept was improved by Kopp et al. (2016) for increased stiffness and with
compensation of friction losses through calibrations. Still, the stiffness is lower
than in symmetric double shearing and there is a significant risk of misinterpreted
forces due to changed conditions in the sliding guides.

Closely related to shearing is blanking, a process which has an inherent clear-
ance stability due to its rotational symmetric set-up. The appearance of the cut
surfaces in the blanking process was studied by Crane (1927), who characterised
the surface appearance in terms of various zones. Crane (1927) also conducted
post-shearing tensile tests to relate the surface appearance with the deformation
and fracture characteristics in the tensile testing. The properties of the sheared
sheet is also influenced by the properties of the plastically deformed material in a
region beneath the cut sheet surface. Micro-hardness testing of sheared samples
was used by Weaver and Weinmann (1985) to study the deformation hardening in
this region, and Dalloz et al. (2009) showed that a heavily deformed sub-surface
region contains crack initiating voids.

The strains which arise in the sheet metal during shearing influence the prop-
erties of the sheared sheet. Furthermore, experimentally measured strains are a
requisite for validation of newly developed shearing models, especially for initia-
tion of fracture. Digital image correlation (DIC) is an established and frequently
used technique for non-contact strain measurement. The fundamentals of DIC is
covered by, for example, Sutton et al. (2009). This technique was used to study
the local deformation during planar blanking by Stegeman et al. (1999), and by
Tarigopula et al. (2008) to measure large plastic deformation during shear test-
ing of dual phase steel. A method in which the metal flow line tilting angle was
measured and converted to local shear strain, was used by Wu et al. (2012) to char-
acterise the strain distribution within mechanically sheared edges of dual phase
steels.

In this study the DIC-technique was used to evaluate the strain distribution
on sheared sheets of a medium and a high strength steel, using various clearances
and clamp configurations. The strain fields are presented at particular stages of
tool penetration corresponding to a fixed tool displacement, crack initiation and
final fracture. In addition to the strain fields, the force-displacement curves were
determined for the various experimental conditions. Furthermore, a generic finite
element simulation was done to compare a plain strain assumption with an actual
three dimensional state at the surface, and hence, evaluate if surface strains can
be used to approximate the bulk strains.
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2 Finite element simulations

Finite element (FE) simulations were applied to compare the strains on the sheet
surface and the interior of the sheet. If there is a good agreement between these
strain fields, then a strain field measured on the sheet surface can be used also as
a measure of the strains within the sheet. This would increase the relevance of the
surface strain measurements since most of the shearing is of bulk material.

2.1 Model

FE analyses of shearing, modelled in both two dimensional (2D) plane strain and
three dimensions (3D), were performed with a commercial general-purpose finite
element software. Geometry and boundary conditions for the 2D plane strain
model are described in detail by Gustafsson et al. (2014). The same conditions were
applied to the 3D model. Both models were coarsely meshed except in the area
where large deformations were expected and a denser mesh were required to resolve
gradients in the state variables. Four-noded and fully integrated plane strain
elements were used in the 2D model and eight-noded fully integrated selective
reduced solid elements were used in the 3D model. Adaptive remeshing was used
for the 2D model. Contacts were modelled with surface to surface formulations
and both static and dynamic friction coefficients were 0.1.

Elastic tools and an isotropic elastic-plastic sheet material were used in both
models. Poisson’s ratio was 0.3 and Young’s modulus was 210 GPa for all materials.
The yield stress for the sheet material was described with an exponential hardening
law according to Hollomon (1945), σY = Kε̄n

p , where ε̄p is the effective plastic
strain and K and n are material specific parameters.

A constant tool acceleration of 100 mm s−2 was used in all simulations.

2.2 Strain comparison

Effective strains from FE simulations at the surface of a 3D simulation, the interior
of a 3D simulation, and at plane strain are shown in figure 1. Due to element
distortion in the 3D model, where no adaptive remeshing was applied, the strain
field comparison was done at moderate tool displacement. The similar appearance
of the strain fields in figure 1 suggest that the effective strain on the surface and
inside the material are comparable. Plane strain was earlier shown to be a good
approximation in terms of shearing forces by Gustafsson et al. (2014) for parallel
tools and also for angled tools by Gustafsson et al. (2016a). This observation
implies that strains on the sheet surface are representative for the interior strains
and that plane strain simulations are once again a good approximation.
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(a)

3D, surface

(b)

3D, interior

(c)

plane strain

Figure 1: Fringe plots of effective strain from (a) the surface of a 3D FE simulation, (b)
inside the sheet of the same 3D simulation, and (c) a plane strain FE simulation. The
plots were obtained at equal tool displacement |Uy|.

3 Measures of strain

Rate of deformation is the only strain rate measure that is energetically conjugate
with the Cauchy stress. In a Cartesian coordinate system, the rate of deformation
tensor is

Dij =
1
2

(vi,j + vj,i) , (1)

where vi,j is the velocity gradient tensor written

v2D
i,j =

[
∂v1
∂x1

∂v1
∂x2

∂v2
∂x1

∂v2
∂x2

]
=

[
∂vx

∂x
∂vx

∂y
∂vy

∂x
∂vy

∂y

]
, (2)

for two dimensions. True (logarithmic) strain is related to rate of deformation as

ε̇True
ij = Dij . (3)
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If rigid body rotations are present, the strain tensor may be more easily interpreted
if expressed in the original orientation. In the original orientation the strain is

ε̇′ True
ij = RmiDmnRnj , (4)

where Rij is the rotation tensor. The rotation does not alter the strain levels and
thus the effective strain,

ε̇eff =
√

2
3

ε̇ij ε̇ij , (5)

is unaffected.
When the displacements originate from a range of images taken of the de-

formation process, the continuous rate of deformation is unknown and the best
approximation is a mean rate of deformation between two images. In that case
it is more convenient to describe deformation in terms of a displacement gradi-
ent tensor ui,j , for each interval between two images, instead of a mean velocity
gradient tensor. In two dimensions

u2D
i,j =

[
∂u1
∂x1

∂u1
∂x2

∂u2
∂x1

∂u2
∂x2

]
=

[
∂ux

∂x
∂ux

∂y
∂uy

∂x
∂uy

∂y

]
. (6)

The Cauchy strain tensor for one increment is then

ΔεCauchy
ij =

1
2

(ui,j + uj,i) , (7)

and, if the increments are small enough, the sum over a number of increments
is a good approximation of the true strain. The logarithmic Hencky strain for
each increment may result in an even better approximation, but due to an un-
known deformation path inside the increment it is still an approximation. Hencky
strain and the rotation tensor is obtained through a polar decomposition of the
deformation gradient,

Fij = δij + ui,j , (8)
where δij is the Kronecker delta, into a rotation part and a stretch part Fij =
RikUkj . The decomposition is accomplished by finding the eigenvalues λ2

(n) and
normalised eigenvectors N

(n)
i to the eigenvalue problem(

Cij − λ2δij

)
Ni = 0 , (9)

where
Cij = FkiFkj (10)

is the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. Then λ(n) are the principal
stretches that act parallel to the N

(n)
i directions. The number of eigenvalues and

principal stretches nD depends on the number of dimensions in the calculations;
if the problem is two dimensional then nD = 2. Further, the right stretch tensor
is

Uij =
nD∑
n=1

λ(n)N
(n)
i N

(n)
j (11)
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and
Rij = FikU−1

kj , (12)

where U−1
ij is the inverse of the right stretch tensor. The inverse of a tensor, in

this case Uij , can be calculated as

U−1
ij =

1
2εrstUr1Us2Ut3

εjmnεipqUmpUnq , (13)

where εijk is the Levi-Civita permutation called alternating tensor. The Hencky
strain for the increment is therefore

ΔεHencky
ij =

nD∑
n=1

log λ(n)N
(n)
i N

(n)
j , (14)

or rotated to the original configuration

Δε′ Hencky
ij = RmiεmnRnj . (15)

Finally, the incremental effective strain is

Δε̄ =
√

2
3

ΔεijΔεij , (16)

where Δεij is either the Cauchy or the Hencky strain tensor. These increments
are summed to obtain accumulated effective strain.

4 Methods
Strains on the sheet xy-surface (labelled image area in figure 2) were obtained
after a number of steps that can be summarised in: sample preparation, shearing
of speckled sheet samples under high speed photography, digital image correlation,
strain calculations and finally creating images to show the strain levels. The steps
are explained further in the following subsections.

4.1 Materials and sample preparation
Two materials were used in the study: a medium strength (MS) construction steel,
and a high strength (HS) wear plate steel. The mechanical properties are shown
in table 1 and the stress-strain curves in figure 3.

Samples with outer dimensions of 140 × 150 mm and a centred square, 100 ×
100 mm, hole were laser cut and machined from the sheet (figure 2). The outer
xy-surface of the samples was prepared with high contrast random speckles at a
characteristic size of a few image pixels. Abrasive blasting was applied to the
surface and the rugged surface was sprayed with dull black paint. The surface
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the rectangular sheet sample, with square hole,
and tools together with definition of the coordinate system used. Reaction forces on the
moving tool as result of the velocity v are Fx and Fy. Definitions of sheet thickness h,
tool clearance c, and tool displacements Ux and Uy are shown in the magnified area.
A speckle pattern was applied to the sheet xy-surface in the indicated image area. RD
indicates the rolling direction.

Table 1: Mechanical properties, evaluated from uniaxial tensile tests, of sheet metal
grades used in the study. The thickness range of the sheared samples is also shown.

Material Yield strength, Tensile strength, Elongation, Thickness
strength Rp02 [MPa] Rm [MPa] A80 [%] [mm]

Medium 450 520 25 5.97–6.03
High 1080 1260 7 6.11–6.15
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Figure 3: Flow stress curves from uniaxial compression tests by Gustafsson et al. (2016b)
in three directions for the two material grades. The x-, y-, and z-directions are defined
in figure 2.

was then ground with a fine abrasive paper to remove the paint on the most
protruding parts of the steel surface to create a high contrast speckle pattern as
shown in figure 4. Use of the traditional fine spray of dull black paint over a dull
white coat was not applicable in this experiment due to limited adhesion and large
shear strains in the sheet.

4.2 Shearing experiments

The rectangular sheet samples were sheared in a set-up with two parallel tools
as schematically shown in figure 2. The speckle pattern on the sheet surface was
imaged by a camera during the entire shearing process. Accurate measurements
of tool displacements and shearing forces, and also stable tool clearances, were
provided by the symmetric set-up illustrated in figure 5. Details on the tool
displacement measurements are covered by Gustafsson et al. (2016a). The initial
development of the symmetric experimental set-up, including details of the force
measurements, are described by Gustafsson et al. (2014).

The various combinations of clearances and clamping configurations which were
used for shearing the sheets are shown in table 2. Two experiments were performed
for each indicated combination in table 2.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Typical speckle pattern on the sheet strip xy-surface: (a) before shearing start,
(b) just before final fracture, (c) final fracture immediately after (b). The images were
captured by the high speed camera when shearing the high strength material at 0.15h
clearance and with two clamps. Note that the dark area on the lower tool is spilled
grease and no tool defect. Panel (d) shows a schematic figure of the shearing. Strains
were plotted along the thick dashed line and the largest strain found between the two
thinner horizontal dashed lines was tabulated.

Table 2: Combinations of clearances, material grades and clamping configurations used
for shearing the sheet samples. The tool clearance is expressed as a fraction of the sheet
thickness h.

Medium strength High strength

Clearance 1 clamp 2 clamps 1 clamp 2 clamps

0.05h x x
0.15h x x x x
0.25h x x x x
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Figure 5: Schematic front view of the experimental set-up showing strain gauge positions
as black squares (Gustafsson et al., 2014). Sheet strips are clamped on both sides.

4.3 High speed photography and image analysis
A camera equipped with a lens with 200 mm focal length, was used to obtain an
image of the speckle pattern within an image area of 15×12 mm (see also figure 2).
Images with a resolution of 1280×1024 pixels where captured at 1 kHz with about
200 μs exposure time. At this resolution and sample rate, the camera allowed
approximately 1.6 s long image sequences which were sufficient for the shearing
process. A total of about 1600 images were hence captured for each shearing
experiment (combination of material grade, clearance and clamping configuration).
From each set of 1600 images, about 20 to 50 images were selected for further
analysis as described in the next paragraph. The images were selected at regular
intervals corresponding to a tool displacement of about 10 pixels (~0.1 mm), so the
number of images for analysis depended on the tool displacement before fracture.
Most of the selected images were from the last part of the 1600 images since the
tool velocity increased from shearing start to final fracture. The maximum camera
speed was only needed for the final part of the shearing. Due to the distinct final
fracture, and the following rapid tool displacement, the image sequences was easily
manually synchronised in time to the recorded tool displacements and forces.

Digital image correlation (DIC) was applied to the images that were selected as
described above. In this technique, two images are compared and analysed using
image analysis algorithms to compute parameters such as the displacements of a
solid body. For a detailed account of DIC, the reader is referred to a textbook
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on this topic, such as Sutton et al. (2009). In short, points in the first image are
located in the second image by correlation of a surrounding rectangular area of
eligible size called interrogation window and returned as a displacement field. The
number of vectors in the displacement field equals the number of selected points for
analysis. Here, the analysed points were positioned in an equally spaced rectan-
gular matrix, eight pixels apart (approximately 0.1 mm on the sheet sample). The
imaged object should be prepared with a random speckle pattern of appropriate
speckle size so that each interrogation window contain a unique image.

Because of the large deformations, the images were analysed consecu-
tively (1+2, 2+3, 3+4, ...) which resulted in incremental displacement
fields. The application if the DIC technique was performed with the
open source JPIV software (JPIV r24, available under terms of GNU GPL,
http://www.jpiv.vennemann-online.de).

The resulting displacement fields were used to calculate strain fields according
to the following subsection.

4.4 Evaluation of strain

The displacement fields were used to calculate the effective strain (Eq. (16))
through either the Cauchy strain tensor (Eq. (7)) or the Hencky strain tensor
(Eq. (14)). The strain tensor was calculated for each increment and the effective
strain for each increment was added to the previous accumulated strain in material
coordinates (Lagrange). The pixel size in the images of the strain fields was about
0.1 mm. In these images, strains were shown as mean values over 3×3 pixels which
means that the effective length of measurement was about 0.3 mm.

A comparison between accumulated effective strain fields obtained from the
Cauchy strain tensor and the Hencky strain tensor is presented in the results
section. Since there was no apparent difference between the strain fields, only
the more commonly used Cauchy strain is presented later in the paper. The
accumulated strain fields are presented at various stages of the shearing to allow
comparison of various parameters. The strain field images are an efficient tool to
visualise the appearance of the strain distribution, but the actual strain value is
often difficult to read from the fringe plots. Therefore, the strains on a straight
line between the lower and the upper tool edges as well as the maximum strain
in the shear area were evaluated. The line was positioned with its ends at the
transition between the curved and the vertical tool contours as schematically shown
in figure 4d. The maximum strains were restricted to the area between the two
horizontal lines shown in figure 4d.
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5 Results

5.1 Shearing experiments
Forces, Fx and Fy, versus tool displacement, |Uy|, from the shearing experiments
on the medium strength and high strength materials are shown in figure 6. The
force-displacement curves are presented to indicate the range of forces and dis-
placements for which strains were evaluated (see following subsections for these
results). Among the two symmetric sides of the set-up and the two experiments
performed for each configuration, the difference in force was less than 1 % and |Uy|
varied a few percent at the point of fracture. These variations were smaller than
the expected accuracy in the strain measurements and, therefore, strains were only
calculated from one series of images for each combination of shearing parameters
and material. Strains were evaluated from shearing start to short before fracture,
that is, during practically the whole shearing process. For some samples, however,
the shearing velocity was to large to allow sharp image capturing and strain eval-
uation. In those cases it was impossible to record images during the later stages
of the shearing, as indicated by the dotted force-displacement curves in figure 6.

5.2 Comparison of strain measures
There was no obvious visual difference between the Cauchy strain and the Hencky
strain, as exemplified in figure 7. If, however, the difference ε̄Cauchy − ε̄Hencky was
calculated, then a difference between the strain measures of up to about 0.2 was
revealed as shown in figures 7e and f. This is still a small difference compared with
the strain levels: the strain difference 0.2 corresponds to a relative difference of
about 7 %. The distribution of the differences seemed random. All other material
grades, clearances and clamp configurations displayed differences in the same range
as shown in figures 7e and f.

5.3 Strain field measurements
Accumulated strains over the shearing cycle from start to short before fracture,
as indicated by the end of the solid lines in figure 6, are shown for the medium
and high strength materials in figures 8 and 9, respectively. Most of the strain
fields showed a thin band of large strain across the sheet. The strain band across
the sheet was most straight for the 0.15h clearances; the curvature increased for
both smaller and larger clearances. With two clamps the strain band was mostly
symmetric. Shearing with one clamp resulted in a large strain concentration at the
lower tool and a wider strain band as compared with shearing with two clamps.
The extra width of the strain band appeared on the unclamped side of a line
between the tool edges. In general the strains before final fracture were larger in
the medium strength material compared with the high strength material. Most
samples had one or two visible cracks at the tool edges well before final fracture.
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Figure 6: Force-displacement curves from shearing of medium strength material (a) and
high strength material (b). Clearances (expressed as fractions of sheet thickness h)
and clamping configurations are indicated in the figure legend. Dashed part of a curve
indicates that it was impossible to image the speckle pattern on the sheet.
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Figure 7: Comparison of Cauchy and Hencky strain measures for the medium strength
material and 0.15h clearance using one clamp (left panels) and two clamps (right pan-
els) right before fracture. The difference shown in panels (e) and (f) was calculated as
ε̄Cauchy − ε̄Hencky.
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At 0.05h clearance and with two clamps, shown in figure 8b, the cracks propagated
so that they circumvent each other with large deformation in the material between
the cracks before final fracture as result.

Strains on a straight line from the lower to the upper tool edge, as defined in
figure (4)d, were evaluated and plotted in figure 10. The line is indicated in the
sheared samples by the dashed lines in figures 8 and 9. While the strain levels
were easy to interpret, the line gave little information of the strain distribution.
In case of one clamp (figures 10a and c), the strain concentration at the lower tool
was captured, but the line then continues mostly outside of the band with elevated
strain levels. With two clamps (figures 10b and d) the line mostly coincides with
the high strain band, especially for the 0.05h and 0.15h clearances. At 0.25h
clearance the strain band was more s-shaped and a peak on the strain curves
was shown at each of the multiple intersections between the line and the strain
band. Part of the curves, in the beginning or end of the line, may be missing if
the material had a visible crack underneath as, for example, the beginning of the
curve for 0.15h clearance in figure 10c.

The medium strength material sheared at 0.05h clearance with two clamps
showed large strains in an area about halfway between the lower and upper tool
edges (figure 10b). This was due to the observed behaviour where cracks propagate
from each tool so that they wrapped around each other as seen in figure 8b. The
remaining material between the cracks is sheared to a much larger tool displace-
ment |Uy| and thus larger strains compared with the earlier fractured material at
the sheet xz-surfaces. Also compared with samples sheared at larger clearance,
where the cracks are more prone to meet in the middle, the strain at final fracture
is much larger (compare figures 8b, d and f).

The maximum strains, ε̄final, were determined and are shown in table 3 to-
gether with corresponding tool displacement |Uy|final. The positions of the maxi-
mum strains are indicated by white circles in figures 8 and 9. For all experimental
conditions in figures 8 and 9, except figures 8e and 9c (0.25h clearance and one
clamp for both material strength levels), the position of the maximum strain fell,
approximately, on the line between the tool edges along where strains were evalu-
ated.

When there was a visible crack before the final fracture, also the strains at
crack initiation are of interest to compare. Therefore, the maximum strains at
the first appearance of a crack on the imaged sheet surface (crack initiation) and
the corresponding applied tool displacements are shown in table 3 as ε̄init and
|Uy|init, respectively. Strain fields and line plots for these tool displacements are
shown in figures 11 to 13, in the same way as earlier shown at final fracture.
Here, the maximum strain is located close to the drawn line for all combinations
of materials and shearing parameters, as shown by the dashed lines and white
circles in figures 11 and 12. When the high strength material was sheared with
two clamps and 0.25h clearance the lapse from crack initiation to fracture was
very short. Initiated cracks were hard to distinguish from the preceding narrow
shear bands, which made the exact moment of crack initiation, and thus also ε̄init
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Figure 8: Effective Cauchy strain fields (Eq. 5 and Eq. 7) short before final fracture from
shearing of the medium strength material using one clamp (left panels) and two clamps
(right panels). Clearances, expressed as fractions of sheet thickness h, are indicated in
each panel. Strains along the dashed black and white line are plotted in figure 10. The
positions of the maximum strains in the shear bands are indicated by white circles, and
this maximum strain is shown in table 3.
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Figure 9: Same as figure 8 but for the high strength material.

Table 3: Maximum strains at crack initiation ε̄init and at final fracture ε̄final, and corre-
sponding tool displacements, |Uy|init [mm] and |Uy|final [mm], respectively.

Medium strength High strength

1 clamp 2 clamps 1 clamp 2 clamps

0.05h 0.15h 0.25h 0.05h 0.15h 0.25h 0.15h 0.25h 0.15h 0.25h

ε̄init 1.7 1.7 3.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 0.7 0.6 0.6 1.3
|Uy |init 2.0 2.0 4.0 1.8 2.1 2.8 1.2 1.6 1.1 1.8

ε̄final 2.6 3.7 3.2 4.1 2.8 1.8 2.1 2.9 2.4 1.5
|Uy |final 2.6 3.2 4.6 3.0 2.8 3.0 1.8 2.3 1.7 1.8
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Figure 10: Effective strains along a straight line from the lower (position on line is 0 mm)
to the upper tool edge short before final fracture. The lines are shown in figures 8 and 9)
and do not necessarily coincide with the maximum strain or the band with large strains
between the tools.

in table 3, somewhat hard to determine. Overall, the fracture strains were larger
for the medium strength material compared with the high strength material, and
increased with increased tool clearance. With two clamps, however, the maximum
strain at final fracture, ε̄final, decreased with increased tool clearance.

With exception of ε̄final for the medium strength material, 0.05h with two
clamps, and 0.25h with one clamp, the maximum strains presented in table 3 are
at such positions on the sheets where they are comparable to the strain at the
crack tip and thus they are approximations of the fracture strain. The fracture
strains are therefore larger at the final fracture compared with at crack initiation.

Figures 8, 9, 11 and 12 show strain at various tool displacements for all com-
binations of shearing parameters. A comparison of the strains at a given tool
displacement, same for all combinations of shearing parameters, can also be of
interest. The sample with the least tool displacement at fracture was the high
strength material at 0.15h clearance at a tool displacement of 1.6 mm. There-
fore, strains at a tool displacement of 1.6 mm, for all sheared combinations for the
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Figure 11: Effective Cauchy strain fields at crack initiation for the medium strength
material. Strains along the dashed black and white line are plotted in figure 13 and
the maximum strains in the shear bands found inside the white circles are presented in
table 3.
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Figure 12: Same as figure 11 but for the high strength material.

medium and high strength materials, are shown in figures 15 and 14, respectively.
Since the medium strength material fractured at a tool displacement much larger
than 1.6 mm, the strain fields for this material was also evaluated at a tool displace-
ment of 2.6 mm and are shown in figure 16. In all cases, the strains at a given tool
displacement were larger at small clearances than at large clearances. At 1.6 mm
tool displacement the strains were considerably smaller in the medium strength
material compared with the high strength material due to a much wider strain
band (larger deformed volume) in the medium strength material. The medium
strength material is also more ductile and withstands larger strains before frac-
ture.

6 Discussion

Comparison of effective strains from plane strain simulation, with strains on the
strip surface in 3D simulations suggest that plane strain simulations are sufficient
to describe the strain distribution in sheet metal shearing. The slightly larger
strain in the middle of the sheared area seen in the plane strain plot (figure 1c)
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Figure 13: Effective strains along a straight line from the lower (position on line is 0 mm)
to the upper tool edge just before crack initiation. The lines are shown in figures 11
and 12) and do not necessarily coincide with the maximum strain or the band with large
strains between the tools.

compared with the 3D strain plot (figure 1a and b) can be the result of inconsistent
element sizes. The plane strain elements have half the size of the 3D elements and,
thus, better resolve the large strain gradients.

The sheet samples were unintentionally delivered with bevelled edges
(0.2–0.3 mm), which are seen as black borders between the speckled sheet sur-
face and the tools in figure 4a and b; in panel c the black border is thicker since
unloading of elastic energy caused the fractured sheet to lift from the tool. Edge
effects influence the result of the digital image correlation technique since some
part of the analysed area extends outside the speckled surface. This bevel on the
edges causes additional wasted information and can also locally affect the strains
in the speckled surface since there is no contact between the tools and the bev-
elled edges. The purpose of the hole in the samples was to decrease the forces to
similar levels as previously obtained during shearing in the experimental set-up
(Gustafsson et al., 2016b,a) with a maintained image area and visibility of the
imaged surface.
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Figure 14: Effective Cauchy strain fields at |Uy| ≈ 1.6 mm for the medium strength
material.
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Figure 15: Effective Cauchy strain fields at |Uy| ≈ 1.6 mm for the high strength material.

There was a good agreement between the Cauchy and Hencky strain tensors in
all calculations. Furthermore, the final accumulated strains were relatively insen-
sitive to variations in the number of strain increments. This number was chosen
as a compromise between few increments with larger image distortion, and many
increments with more accumulated noise. The maximum number of increments
was limited by the image capturing speed; the minimum number of increments
was limited by the image correlation algorithm. With too few increments there
were unresolved areas around the narrow bands of largest strain due to high image
distortion. The agreement between the Cauchy and Hencky strains indicate that
the strain increments used were small enough for the accumulated strain to be
close to the true strain.

In general, ε̄final was larger than ε̄init which means that the first part of the
crack (close to the tool) is formed at a smaller strain than the strain needed for
the last part of the crack propagation before final fracture. This can be the result
of a varying stress state along the shear band, but, most probably, it is an effect
of a limited resolution in the measurements. According to Dalloz et al. (2009), the
depth of a heavily deformed zone is 0.2 mm when shearing a 1.5 mm thick sheet.
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Figure 16: Effective Cauchy strain fields at |Uy| ≈ 2.6 mm for the medium strength
material.
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That zone is probably larger in this study on 6 mm thick sheet, but still not much
larger than the effective measurement length of 0.3 mm. Therefore, both ε̄init and
ε̄final, but possibly ε̄init to a larger extent, are probably underestimated in the
measurements. Due to the nature of fracture, as an extremely local phenomenon,
the resolution problem is inevitable, at least with the used technology. With
knowledge of the resolution, however, the results are still useful.

Strains at the sheet edges that are in contact with the tools are in some extent
influenced by relative movement in the contact region, since the interrogation
windows at the sheet edges extends outside the sheet. The effects are largest at
the vertical contact that is created during shearing, since the relative movement
is largest there.

7 Conclusions
The digital image correlation (DIC) technique was used for reliable measurements
of strains during sheet metal shearing. FE simulations show that strains on the
sheet strip surface are comparable with strains inside the material and strains
from a plane strain approximation. That observation extends the benefit of surface
strain measurements as they are also relevant for the bulk material. The presented
strains are useful for future validation of shearing models, and, coupled with a
material model, to establish a fracture stress and to calibrate a fracture criteria.
Some conclusions based directly on the strain measurements are:

• Most of the deformation in the sheet during shearing was concentrated to a
“band” between the tools. The strain band was most straight at 0.15h clear-
ance. The band was, however, slightly thinner at 0.05h clearance (medium
strength material) especially when shearing with one clamp.

• With two clamps the strain band was almost symmetric, whereas with one
clamp the strain band was shifted towards the free strip end, and a large
strain concentration was formed around the tool on the free side.

• Strains were larger in the high strength material compared with the medium
strength material at the same tool displacement due to a wider strain band
(larger deformed volume) in the medium strength material.

• The fracture strain was larger for the medium strength material compared
with the high strength material and increased with increasing clearance.
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Abstract

Strain and stress conditions in sheet metal shearing are of interest for calibra-
tion of various fracture criteria. Most fracture criterion are governed by effective
strain and stress triaxiality. This work is an attempt to extend previous measure-
ments of strain fields in shearing of steel sheets with the stress state calculated
from the measured displacement fields. Results are presented in terms of von Mises
stress and stress triaxiality fields, and a comparison was made with finite element
simulations. Also an evaluation of the similarities of the stress conditions on the
sheet surface and inside the bulk material were presented. Strains and von Mises
stresses were similar on the surface and the bulk material, but the stress triaxi-
ality was not comparable. The stress state on the sheet surface calculated from
displacement field measurements is still useful for validation of a three dimensional
finite element model. There were large gradients in strain and stress around the
curved tool profiles that made the results resolution dependent and comparisons
of maximum strain and stress values difficult.

Keywords: sheet metal, experiment, shearing, strain, stress, crack initiation

1 Introduction
Shearing is a common process in the sheet metal industry. The constant develop-
ment of new sheet materials with various shearing properties makes it desirable
to have a model of the shearing process that can predict the appropriate shear-
ing parameters. Such a model must include the fracture in addition to the large
plastic deformations. Numerous fracture criteria, based on strain and stress con-
ditions, exists that can be used in finite element (FE) models of the shearing, for
example, maximum effective strain, maximum shear stress, or combined stress and
strain criteria, Cockcroft and Latham (1968) and Johnson and Cook (1985). Such
criteria need to be calibrated against experimentally measured strain and stress
conditions. The ductile fracture is in general governed by effective strain and stress
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Table 1: Mechanical properties in terms of yield strength Rp02, tensile strength Rm and
elongation A80, evaluated from uniaxial tensile tests of sheet metal grades used in the
study. The range of sheet thickness h for the sheared samples is also shown. Finally,
K and n are the hardening law parameters for the two material grades as fitted to
compression test data.

Material Rp02 Rm A80 h K n
strength [MPa] [MPa] [%] [mm] [MPa] [ ]

Medium 450 520 25 5.97–6.03 880 0.127
High 1080 1260 7 6.11–6.15 1550 0.0345

triaxiality as observed by McClintock (1968). Low triaxiality results in shear dim-
ple rupture whereas high triaxiality results in void coalescence as modelled by Rice
and Tracey (1969).

Strain and stress conditions can be calculated from full-field measurements of
displacement as shown by Marth et al. (2016). In that work, incremental displace-
ment fields were obtained from captured images during the experiments by the
digital image correlation (DIC) technique, thorough reviewed by Hild and Roux
(2006). With DIC, the displacements are measured on sub-pixel level, see for ex-
ample Sjödahl (1994). Accuracy in DIC measurements are covered in detail by
Sjödahl (1997).

Strains were measured during planar blanking by Stegeman et al. (1999) and
in experiments with a symmetric shearing set-up by Gustafsson et al. (2016b).
The purpose of the present work was to extend these experiments with stress
calculations using the method described by Marth et al. (2016), to determine
the strain and stress conditions at crack initiation. The calculated stresses were
compared with stresses from FE simulations at the stage of crack initiation.

2 Material and methods

2.1 Materials and yield stress model

The medium strength (MS) construction steel SSAB Domex 420 MC, and the
high strength (HS) wear plate steel SSAB Hardox 400, with mechanical properties
according to table 1, were used in the study. The yield stress for the sheet materials
was described with the exponential hardening law suggested by Hollomon (1945),
σY = Kε̄n

p , where ε̄p is the effective plastic strain and K and n are material specific
parameters. These parameters were fitted to compression test data provided by
Gustafsson et al. (2016b) and are shown in table 1 for the sheared material grades.
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2.2 Shearing experiment

The shearing experiments were performed with the method and set-up developed
by Gustafsson et al. (2014). This set-up uses symmetry to balance the force defined
as Fx in figure 1. Therefore, no guides with friction losses are needed and the
forces, Fx and Fy, that are measured in the set-up, are accurate. The design also
features large stiffness in the x-direction and thus a stable tool clearance c. Tool
displacements, Ux and Uy, were measured with linear transducers as described by
Gustafsson et al. (2016a). Tool clearance and clamping of the sheet samples were
varied in the experiments: clearances 0.05h, 0.15h and 0.25h, where h is the sheet
thickness were used and the sheet was clamped on one or both sides as shown in
figure 1.

Images of approximately the magnified area shown in figure 1 were captured
during the shearing to register the in-plane deformation of the sheet. For this
purpose, the xy-surface of the sheet samples was prepared with a random speckle
pattern for subsequent digital image correlation. Further details on the experi-
ments are described by Gustafsson et al. (2016b).

2.3 Image analysis and strain evaluation

The digital image correlation (DIC) technique, implemented with the commercial
software ARAMIS, was used to calculate the deformation gradients on the surface.
The evaluated area was partitioned into sub-areas, called facets, and then these
facets were traced through cross correlation of the images captured during the
shearing. The facet size was 64 × 64 pixels and the facet step size was 8 pixels in
each direction. The in plane strain field (x- and y-components) was calculated from
the measured deformations and, under assumption of plastic incompressibility, the
missing strain component (z-direction) was calculated, as shown by Eman et al.
(2009).

2.4 Evaluation of stress from measured strain

The strain tensor, obtained as described in previous subsection, was used to cal-
culate the stress tensor by a radial return algorithm based on isotropic von Mises
plasticity, as described by Marth et al. (2016), but without using a stepwise mod-
elling of the hardening relation. Instead of this stepwise modelling, the plastic
work hardening of the materials was modelled with the Hollomon hardening law
using the material parameter presented in table 1. From the stress tensor, the
effective von Mises stress was calculated as

σ̄ =
√

3
2

sijsij , (1)
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the shearing geometry and boundary conditions.
The moving tool and corresponding clamp have the same velocity v in the y-direction.
Reaction forces on the moving tool as result of the velocity v are Fx and Fy. Definitions
of sheet thickness h, clearance c, radius of the tool arc r and tool displacements Ux and
Uy are shown in the magnified area (Gustafsson et al., 2014).
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Figure 2: The finite element mesh used in the shearing simulations.

where sij = σij − σkkδij/3 is the deviatoric stress tensor. Taking the mean stress,
σm = σkk/3, the stress triaxiality state can be calculated as

η =
σm

σ̄
. (2)

Since the strain values used in this method were obtained on the material
surface, a plane stress approach was used to evaluate the surface stress condi-
tions. A plane strain approach would otherwise be the intuitive choice to analyse
the stress state inside the material, but that approach would violate the plastic
incompressibility condition.

2.5 Finite element simulations

Plane strain FE analyses of the shearing were performed with a commercial
general-purpose finite element software. Geometry and boundary conditions for
the model are described in detail by Gustafsson et al. (2014). The model was
coarsely meshed except in the area where large deformations were expected and a
denser mesh were required to resolve gradients in the state variables, as shown in
figure 2. The undeformed element size in the dense area was 0.1 mm. Four-noded
and fully integrated plane strain elements were used for sheet and tools. Adaptive
remeshing was applied to avoid large aspect ratios of the elements. Contacts were
modelled with surface to surface formulations and both static and dynamic friction
coefficients were 0.1.
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A model with elastic tools and an isotropic elastic-plastic sheet material, where
Poisson’s ratio was 0.3 and Young’s modulus was 210 GPa, was used. A constant
tool acceleration of 100 mm s−2 was used in all simulations. This is a rough ap-
proximation of the experimental conditions, but still satisfactory since no rate or
temperature effects were modelled.

For a preliminary study of the stress state on the sheet surface and in the
interior of the material, generic FE models ware used in three dimensions (3D) and
in plane strain. For this purpose, a slightly different geometry, material parameters
and, most notably, no remeshing was applied in the 3D model. This 3D model
was therefore only useful at relatively small tool displacements.

2.6 Comparison between experiments and simulations
Comparisons were made between results from FE simulations and results based on
measurements, in terms of effective von Mises stress (Eq. (1)) and stress triaxiality
(Eq. (2)). Furthermore, effective strain and tool forces versus tool displacement
were presented for comparison with corresponding experimental data presented by
Gustafsson et al. (2016b). An agreement between these simulations and experi-
ments (effective strain and force vs. displacement) should be seen as a validation
of the FE model. The effective plastic strain fields from the FE simulations

ε̄p =
∫ √

2
3

Dp
ijDp

ijdt , (3)

where Dp
ij is the plastic component of the rate of deformation tensor, can be

compared with the effective strains measured by Gustafsson et al. (2016b), since
the elastic part of the latter is negligible.

All presented strains and stresses are from the stage of crack initiation. The
fracture was not modelled in the FE simulations, and a comparison with experi-
ments is therefore irrelevant after crack initiation.

3 Results
First, results from generic FE simulations are presented to show how the stress
state varies between the surface and the bulk material, and that plane strain is
a satisfactory approximation of the conditions in the bulk material (subsection ).
Second, the FE model of the experimental shearing conditions is validated against
previously published tool forces and strain fields (subsection ). Third, a compar-
ison between the stress state from FE simulations and from calculations based
on the measured displacement fields is presented, in terms of effective von Mises
stress (subsection ) and stress triaxiality (subsection ). The stress calculated from
measured displacement fields will hereafter be referred to as experimental stress.
Finally, a summary of the comparison between simulated and experimentally based
stress and strain conditions closes this section (subsection ).
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Figure 3: Pressure, −σkk/3, fields from generic 3D and plane strain simulations. Fringe
levels are in MPa.

3.1 Generic FE simulations of the stress state

Strains on the sheet surface and inside the sheet are almost the same during shear-
ing, as showed by Gustafsson et al. (2016b). Here, the same 3D and plane strain
FE models were used to investigate the stress state in terms of mean stress (pres-
sure), von Mises stress and triaxiality. Results from the generic FE simulations are
presented in figures 3 to 5. Plane strain was a good approximation of the interior
stress state according to the evaluated parameters (figures 3b–c, 4b–c, 5b–c), but
the surface stress, in terms of pressure and triaxiality, was not comparable to the
stress in the bulk material (figures 3a–b, 5a–b).

There was, however, a good agreement between the von Mises stress on the
surface and the interior (figures 4a–b). This was expected since the effective strain
was in good agreement between surface and the interior in a previous comparison
by Gustafsson et al. (2016b). The von Mises stress gradients were largest outside
of the plastic zone. This was also expected since the gradient, after the yield locus
is reached, is proportional to the hardening modulus which is much smaller than
the Young’s modulus.
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Figure 4: Von Mises stress (Eq. (1)) fields from generic 3D and plane strain simulations.
Fringe levels are in MPa.

In the area between the arcs of the tools, the pressure was lower on the surface
compared to the interior and the triaxiality was larger. The triaxiality in the
material between the tools was in general slightly positive on the surface and
slightly negative in the bulk material at this state of the shearing.

3.2 Validation of the FE model at experimental conditions

Tool forces from the FE simulations, up to the tool displacement |Uy| where final
fracture occurred in the experiments, are presented in figure 6. All trends in the
forces from variations of the tool clearance and clamping configurations, and the
general shape of the force curves, were the same in the simulations shown here
as in the experiments by Gustafsson et al. (2016b). There was, however, a slight
overestimation of both force components Fx and Fy in the simulations, as shown in
figure 7. In general, the overestimation increased along with the tool displacement,
|Uy|, for both materials, but for the medium strength material the overestimation
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Figure 5: Stress triaxiality (Eq. (2)) fields from generic 3D and plane strain simulations.

in Fy was almost constant. The drop in forces after crack initiation, seen in the
experiments, was not captured by the simulations since crack formation was not
accounted for in the model.

Effective plastic strains from FE simulations for the two material grades at
the stage of crack initiation are shown in figures 8 and 9. There was a good
agreement between the experiments presented by Gustafsson et al. (2016b) and
the simulations shown here. The large gradients close to the arc of the tool was
better resolved in the simulations, and, a comparison of the largest strains was
therefore not straightforward.

3.3 Comparison of von Mises stress
Von Mises stresses from FE simulations are presented in figures 10 and 12, and
the corresponding experimental stresses are presented in figures 11 and 13. As for
the strains, there was a good agreement between the von Mises stresses from FE
simulations and experiments. The experimental results showed less details com-
pared with the simulations, especially at the sheet edges. Missing information at
the edges also resulted in a shape of the imaged area without a distinct inden-
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Figure 6: FE simulated force-displacement curves when shearing the medium strength
material (a) and the high strength material (b). Clearances (expressed as fractions of
sheet thickness h) and clamping configurations are indicated in the figure legend.
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Figure 7: Comparison of force-displacement curves from experiments and simulations
when shearing the medium strength material (a) and the high strength material (b).
The simulated curves are the same as in figure 6, but for the readability only the 0.15h
clearance is shown here. The experimentally measured force-displacement curves were
taken from Gustafsson et al. (2016b).
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Figure 8: FE simulated effective plastic strain fields at crack initiation for the medium
strength material using one clamp (left panels) and two clamps (right panels). Clearances,
expressed as fractions of sheet thickness h, are indicated in each panel.
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Figure 9: FE simulated effective plastic strain fields at crack initiation for the high
strength material using one clamp (left panels) and two clamps (right panels). Clearances,
expressed as fractions of sheet thickness h, are indicated in each panel.

tation of the tools into the sheet (figures 11, 13). For some experiments, white
areas of missing data extends further into the sheet from the edge. This is most
pronounced in figure 11e, where the deformations were largest.

3.4 Comparison of stress triaxiality

Stress triaxiality from FE simulations are shown in figures 14 and 16, and from
experiments in figures 15 and 17. The calculated triaxialities contained much
noise, especially in areas with small von Mises stresses due to the definition as the
ratio of mean stress to von Mises stress. Therefore the data in figures 15 and 17
was low pass filtered to improve the readability. In general, the triaxiality was
larger in the area close to the vertical surface of the tools next to the arc of the
tool than in an area close to the arc itself. The areas of largest triaxiality, along
the horizontal sheet edge that is not in contact with the tool, were not subject
to notable effective strains and therefore no cracks were observed there. Since
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Figure 10: FE simulated von Mises stress (Eq. (1)) fields at crack initiation for the
medium strength material using one clamp (left panels) and two clamps (right panels).
The fringe levels are in MPa. Clearances, expressed as fractions of sheet thickness h, are
indicated in each panel.
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Figure 11: Experimentally based von Mises stress (Eq. (1)) fields at crack initiation for
the medium strength material using one clamp (left panels) and two clamps (right panels).
The fringe levels are in GPa. Clearances, expressed as fractions of sheet thickness h, are
indicated in each panel.
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Figure 12: FE simulated von Mises stress (Eq. (1)) fields at crack initiation for the high
strength material using one clamp (left panels) and two clamps (right panels). The fringe
levels are in MPa. Clearances, expressed as fractions of sheet thickness h, are indicated
in each panel.

the simulations (figures 14, 16) show the stress state in the bulk material and the
experiments (figures 15, 17) show the stress state on the surface, these triaxiality
fields were not comparable.

3.5 Summary of measured and simulated results

In addition to the fringe plots of stress and strain presented (figures 8 to 17), a
numeric summary of these parameters, at crack initiation, are provided in table 2.
The parameters were evaluated in three regions of the sheet in the vicinity of the
arc shaped 2D profile of the lower tool, as indicated in figure 18. At point I, where
the curvature of the tool profile changes, the material is heavily loaded and large
stresses and strains are therefore expected there. Large strain gradients form the
simulated data were found close to the tool, hence point II was chosen a short
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Figure 13: Experimentally based von Mises stress (Eq. (1)) fields at crack initiation for
the high strength material using one clamp (left panels) and two clamps (right panels).
The fringe levels are in GPa. Clearances, expressed as fractions of sheet thickness h, are
indicated in each panel.

distance away from the curved tool profile. There were large stress triaxialities in
the simulated data in region III, where the sheet is in contact with the vertical tool
profile just below point I. Moreover, cracks were sometimes found in this region.

The summary in table 2 shows that strains at point I were larger in the sim-
ulations, ε̄sim

I , than in the experiments, ε̄exp
I . The simulations indicated a large

strain gradient between points I and II, but such gradient could not be revealed
from the experiments since points I and II could not be distinguished due to the
experimental resolution. There was a reasonable agreement between the simu-
lated and experimentally based von Mises stresses for the high strength material;
the agreement was less satisfactory for the medium strength material. There was
no clear trend of stress triaxiality for either material strength, tool clearance or
clamping configuration, but there was still a large spread of measured values.
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Figure 14: FE simulated stress triaxiality (Eq. (2)) fields at crack initiation for the
medium strength material using one clamp (left panels) and two clamps (right panels).
Clearances, expressed as fractions of sheet thickness h, are indicated in each panel.
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Figure 15: Experimentally based stress triaxiality (Eq. (2)) fields at crack initiation
for the medium strength material using one clamp (left panels) and two clamps (right
panels). Clearances, expressed as fractions of sheet thickness h, are indicated in each
panel.
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Figure 16: FE simulated stress triaxiality (Eq. (2)) fields at crack initiation for the high
strength material using one clamp (left panels) and two clamps (right panels). Clearances,
expressed as fractions of sheet thickness h, are indicated in each panel.

4 Discussion
Tool forces were slightly overestimated by the applied FE model already from small
tool displacements, as shown in figure 7. Possible reasons include an incorrect ma-
terial yield strength and hardening, and also the friction coefficient between sheet
and tools. The materials were characterised by accurate compression tests, but
only data from the thickness direction were used for the isotropic model and there
was no perfect fit of the exponential hardening law to the compression test data.
The friction coefficient was studied in the sensitivity analyses by Gustafsson et al.
(2014) and had large effects on the tool forces. An increased friction coefficient
resulted in largely increased Fx and increased Fy along with the tool displacement.

The large strain gradients in the sheet material around the curved tool profile
made the comparison between measurements and simulations difficult, as the re-
sults were resolution dependent. These gradients, expressed as relative increase of
strain from point II to point I (a distance of about 0.2 mm), varied from 26 % to
almost 90 %, depending on shearing configuration and material strength. There
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Figure 17: Experimentally based stress triaxiality (Eq. (2)) fields at crack initiation for
the high strength material using one clamp (left panels) and two clamps (right panels).
Clearances, expressed as fractions of sheet thickness h, are indicated in each panel.

Table 2: Summary of effective strains ε̄ (Eq. (3)), von Mises stresses σ̄ [MPa] (Eq. (1))
and stress triaxiality η (Eq. (2)) at crack initiation for both experiments and simulations.
These parameters were evaluated in three regions denoted I, II, III and located as shown
in figure (18). Steel sheets of two strength levels, two clamping configurations and three
clearances, expressed as fractions of sheet thickness h, were used.

Medium strength High strength

1 clamp 2 clamps 1 clamp 2 clamps

0.05h 0.15h 0.25h 0.05h 0.15h 0.25h 0.15h 0.25h 0.15h 0.25h

ε̄exp
I 1.7 1.7 3.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 0.6 0.5 0.6 1.0

ε̄sim
I 2.4 2.2 3.5 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.5 1.7 1.1 1.2

ε̄sim
II 1.7 1.5 2.9 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.9

σ̄exp
I 850 840 870 820 820 840 1480 1480 1480 1480

σ̄sim
I 930 930 990 850 900 910 1520 1530 1530 1480

ηexp
I 0.2 0.05 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.05 0.1

ηsim
I 0.3 0.05 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.1 -0.2 0.3

ηsim
III 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.4
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Figure 18: Definition of locations, denoted I–III, close to the arc shaped tool profile where
the parameters in table (2) were evaluated. Point I: transition from a vertical to an arc
shaped tool profile. Point II: 0.1 mm from middle of the arc profile along a direction 45◦

from the horizontal. Region III: close to the vertical tool profile just below point I. The
image was taken from a simulation of shearing the medium strength material with two
clamps and 0.15h clearance. As length reference, the undeformed element size in the
sheet mesh is 0.1 mm.

was also a limitation in the measurement technique that prevented accurate mea-
surements close to the edges as discussed by Gustafsson et al. (2016b). Also, due
to the same phenomenon, measured strains after crack initiation would likely be
overestimated since the image correlation algorithm and strain calculations inter-
pret relative movement of the fractured parts as strain.

The comparison of the stress state between experiments and simulations is
problematic since the calculations based on the measured strain give the stress
state on the surface and the simulations in plane strain give the stress state in the
bulk material. The obtained von Mises stress was still almost identical between the
two methods, but the triaxiality differed in both distribution and levels. Possibly,
the triaxiality from both methods are correct, simulations for the bulk material
and calculations from measurements for the surface, although not equal. For a
correct comparison either the simulations need to be in three dimensions and the
triaxiality taken on the surface or the calculations from measured strains need to
be done with the same plain strain approximation. A surface comparison would
maybe be the most intuitive choice since strains are measured on the surface.
On the other hand, the surface is a small part of the total shearing process and
therefore the stress in the bulk material is of more interest. Consequently, in a
strictly experimental aspect, the calculations from measured displacements should
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use the plane strain approximation to provide bulk material stresses. The present
experimental results are still useful for validation of a three dimensional finite
element simulation.

The maximum strain was found in the sheet material around the curved tool
profile. Within the zone that is plastically deformed, the maximum triaxiality was
found in the material in contact with the vertical surface of the tool below the
curved tool profile. Therefore a larger impact of triaxiality on the crack initiation
will result in a larger burr on the sheared samples.

Although gradients in the studied parameters are better resolved in the sim-
ulations compared with calculations from experiments, the result is still largely
dependent on the mesh density. The gradients, and also the maximum value of
the effective strain, will increase with smaller elements in contact with the tools
and decrease with larger elements. Therefore, if the limitation in the digital image
correlation technique close to the edges of the sheet is ignored, the mesh density
in the finite element simulations can be matched to the resolution in the mea-
surements to obtain comparable results. This matching was initially done in the
simulations, but the experimental results required filtering that reduced the ef-
fective resolution and the limitation in the measurements close to the edges was
substantial. The measurements at the edges was also negatively influenced by the
sample preparation as discussed by Gustafsson et al. (2016b). In the present state,
the experiments are best used if the data close to the edges are ignored and the
remaining data are used for validation of a finite element model that later can
provide the missing experimental data.

A possible weak point in the present study is the identification of the point of
crack initiation, which is the point during the shearing where all comparisons are
made. The point of crack initiation was taken when the crack became visible on
the surface in the captured images. Possibly, micro-cracks existed earlier and the
cracks on the surface were maybe formed earlier or later than in the bulk material.
A visible crack in a heavily sheared surface is quite subjective, and possibly the
tool displacement at crack initiation, that was also used in the FE simulations,
was misinterpreted by a few tenth of a millimetre. Still, this would unlikely change
the stress triaxiality to the magnitude that the observed spread would vanish or
a clear trend become visible.

5 Conclusions

The stress and strain conditions at crack initiation in shearing of two steel sheet
grades with various clearance and clamping were studied by calculations based on
measured displacement fields and by finite element simulations. The finite element
model was first validated against experimentally measured tool forces and strain
fields on the sheet surface. Conclusions from the study were:
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• Effective strains and von Mises stresses were similar on the sheet surface
and inside the bulk material. Mean stress, and therefore also triaxiality, was
however not comparable on the surface and inside the material.

• There were large gradients in strain and stress around the curved tool pro-
files, that were not captured by the experimental method. The results are
still useful in combination with finite element simulations, that are first val-
idated with the experimental data and later used to provide missing data of
stress and strain at the sheet edges.

• Slightly larger effective strains and von Mises stresses were in general seen
when shearing with one clamp compared with two clamps, but no clear trend
was seen for the stress triaxialities.
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